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PEEEAOE.
In compiling this work I have freely drawn on all best
known books of such 3uthorItie3 as Appell, Routh, Loney,
Bouasse and many oth©rs. M y object is to pr©s©nt th©
matt©r In an ©l©m©ntary form 3nd to make It Imm©di3t©ly
int©lligibl© to 3 r©3d©r poss©ssing but 3 llmit©d knowI©dg© of
math©matIo3. For thl3 roason It wa3 thought n©o©3sary to
©xplain things, alr©3dy almost ©vid©nt; constantly to rofer
back to ©l©m©ntary books on m©ohanIcs, ©to.; and to dovote
the whole first chapt©r to ©l©m©nts, which are no doubt
already familiar to the average read©r, but which h© m a y
find pres©nted in a som©wh3t diff©r©nt form from that in
which h© has themfixedIn his mind.
Lagr3ng©'s m©thod Is Hk© a slid© rul©: It has its limitations,
y©t, In many probl©ms it enabks us to write down th© diff©r©nti3l ©qu3tIons of motion 3lmost Instantly.
Th© wond©rful b©3uty 3nd pow©r of this m©thod will undoubt©dly appesl to th© r©ad©r, ©ngln©©r or stud©nt, and
mak© him like th© whol© subj©ct of dynamics, although his
teachers m a y have compIet©ly failed even to interest him In it,
as often is the ©as©, beyond th© painful n©c©ssItyof m©morizing
a f©w distort©d notions.
However the primary object of the book is to be used In
everyday pr3otice; th© wrlt©r, b©ing but 3n aversge engineer,
uses this method to great adv3ntage in working out v3rIous
problems of construction, etc. W h y not suppos© th3t oth©rs
might lik©wlse derive some benefit from this brief ©xpositlon
of its principles? Those who want to know more are r©f©rr©d
to Appell, Mecaniqu© Rationnelle, Vol. II, and Bouth, Dyn3mics of Rigid Bodies, Vols. I and II.
M y th3nks 3re due to Dr. Eric Doolittle, Director of the
Flower Astronomical Observatory, for reading the M S S . and
making many valuable suggestions.

N. W . A.
Philadelphia,
December 5, 1916.
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C H A P T E R I.
Brief Synopsis op Certain Principles of Dynamics.
1. Constraints. By constraints special conditions 3r© m©ant,
limiting th© motion of a partiol© In a cortain m3nn©r, pr©sorlbod b©for©h3nd. For instano© a p3rtIol© m a y b© fr©© to
m o v © only 3long a c©rt3m curve (a small ring sliding on a
curved wire, a oar on the track, etc.); or, again, the particle
m a y b© compelled to remain, at 3II tlm©s. In contact with a
c©rt3in surface (for Instanc© if oonn©ct©d b y m©ans of a rod
to a fix©d point, about which It 03n, th©r©for©, m o v © on a
sph©r©). V©ry oft©n, the particle can m o v © only on the
exterior of a certain surface (Im3gin©, for Instanc©,. a small
partl©le sliding off a circular log, a well-known problem);
or th© distance between a partlel© and a oortaln fix©d point
m 3 y b© pr©s©rib©d to b© ©qu3l to or less than a certain value
(case of a stone on a string). All thes© are typical instanoes
of constrained motion.
An3lytlc3lly, the constraints 3re specified by geometric
©quations. For Instance, the surface on which th© partlcl©
is oomp©ll©d to r©maln is usually given by some such equation
as f(x, y, z) — 0; th© curve, along which th© partiol© can
slid©, would be given as the Inters©ctIon of two surfaces such
as f(x, y, z) — 0, and F(x, y, z) — 0.
It Is of the utmost importance to note th3t the constraints
m a y be ©Ith©r p©rm3n©nt or movabl©; that Is, changing their
position or even th©Ir sh3p©. Consider, for Instance, th©
motion of a partiol© constr3lned to m o v © In a plane which
Itself is rotating, say, about a v©rtIo3l axis \yith a oortaln
sngular v©locIty; or, the motion of a small psrtlcle of dust
upon a soap bubble while it is being Inflated. Conditions of
this sort 3re characterized by the fact that th© ©quations of
1
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constraints contain th© time; that is, th© ©quatlon of a surface
would then b© f(x, y, z, t) = 0; and the constraining curve
would be given by such ©quations as f(x, y, z,t) = 0; and
F(x, y, z,t) — 0; so^that the derivative with respect to time
would then not equal 0. If It Is 0, this means that the oonstr3ints 3re perm3nent, or independent of time.
In the 3bsenoe of constraining conditions the motion of 3
partiol© Is termed free.
2. Virtual work. T h e fundamental conception of virtual
work and virtual velocity is k n o w n from ©l©m©ntary treatises
(Bowser, Anal. Mech., p. 166). B y virtual displacement
w© shall und©rstand 3 v©ry small displ3c©m©nt of a partiol©,
conceived or imagined by us to tak© plac© In any direction
whatsoever; It m a y or m a y not colncid© with th© displac©m e n t actually taking place under the action of th© giv©n forces
and other conditions; the latter Is ©ailed actual dispkcement.
In case of constrained motion, certain dlsplacem©nts, called
compatible or consistent with the constraints, can be conceived. For instance. In the 03S© of a constraining curve the
only compatible displacement would be either backward or
forw3rd, from some initl3l position, along th© curve; in the
case of 3 constraining surfsce, compatible displ3oem©nts of a
partiol© C3n b© im3gin©d to tak© plac© In a great variety of
manners, but always subject to th© initial condition, viz.,
adhesion to th© surfac©. Other displ30©m©nts c3nnot even
be oonc©iv©d without 03lling into pl3y the ide3 of distorting
the constraints; they are csUed inconsistent with the constraints and will not here be considered; while under free or
unconstrained motion the virtual dispkcements m a y be any.
For the sake of ol©arn©ss l©t us writ© d o w n th© few fundamental principles and definitions established so far: (a) B y
virtual work of a force Is meant the product of th© virtual
displacement of its point of application into the projection
of the force upon the dlr©otlon of the dlsplac©m©nt, in other
words the virtual work = P-8p- ©os (P, Sp); (b) Th© virtual
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work of a fore© for any displa©©ment Is ©qual to th© sum of
virtual works don© by Its components; in other words,
B-bs-cos (B, bs) = I^P-bp-cos (P, bp);
(c) For concurring forces th© sum of virtual works don© by
th© forces equals the virtual work don© by th©Ir r©sultant;
from this Is derived th© v©ry Important form In which virtual
work is given In rectangular coordinates (x, y, z). Supposing
that there Is a force P r©f©rred to rect3ngular axes x, y, z
and that th© proj©ctions of th© fore© upon these axes are (say)
Xq, Yq and Za. Let the virtual displacement of the force
be bp, of which the projections upon the axes will be bx,
by, bz. N o w In view of what has just b©©n said, th© virtual
work of th© force must ©qual th© sum of virtual works of Its
compon©nts; that Is,
P-bp-cos (P, bp) = Xobx + Yoby + Z^bz;
we will repr©s©nt this simply by bW; (d) From (c) It also
follows that when 3ny number of concurring forces 3re in
equIHbrlum the sum of their virtu3l works is = 0. (e) T o
th© abov© th© following prinolpl© should b© add©d: In case of
rotation th© virtual work Is th© product of th© mom©nt of the
force about the axis of rotation by the angular (virtual)
displacement.
All of this refers to free motion. So f3r as constrained
motion Is concerned the following remarks m a y be made:
If th© motion of a partlcl© Is constrained, this of course means
that at any time th© coordinates of the particle must satisfy
the constraining equation
f(x, 2/, z) = 0;

or,

f(x, y, z, t) = 0,

(1)

otherwise the partlcl© would not remain on the oonstr3inlng
curve or surf3oe; and if a small virtual displacement, of which
the projections upon the axes are bx, by, bz, he giv©n to the
partlcl©, compatible with th© constraints, then the new posi-
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lion of th© partlcl© wiU still satisfy th© ©quations (1). That
Is, if th© original coordinates of a particle were x, y, z, satisfying the constraining condition (1), then the new coordinates,
x-\- bx, y -{- by, z-jr Sz, must 3lso satisfy the condition (1)
for the same Instant t (that Is t remaining constant). The
f(x, y, z, t) must therefore be the sam© as f(x -i- bx, y -\- by,
z + bz, t), and both of th©m must = 0; thus
f(x -\-bx,y-\- by, z + bz, t) - f(x, y, z, t) = 0. (2)
We 03n place th© last ©qu3tIon f(x + 5a;, y -\- by, z -\- bz)
In 3 som©wh3t mor© conv©ni©nt form. Th© rul©s of ©1©m©ntary calculus will enable us to develop this function Into
a Taylor's series, that is In terms of the virtual incr©m©nts,
bx, by and bz. Confining ourselv©s to th©firstpowor of th©'
small increments we have
j(x -{• bx,y+ by, z + bz, t) = f(x, y, z, t)

+l'^+fy'y+fz''- (^)
Comparing this with (2) w© see that if the displacement is
consistent with the constraints, then

must necessarily be zero; this is often wrltt©n thus
5/ = 0. (4)
In this d©duction the time t was t3k©n 3S constant since (4)
must hold true for any moment, that Is must b© absolutely
Independent of the time variation; and of ©ours© th© constraints might hav© b©en independent of the time In the
first place, that is instead of f(x, y, z, t) = 0, w© might have
h3d f(x, y, z) = 0, in which case th© mdepend©nce of the
time would have been implied from th© first. This m a y
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s©©m a very obvious r©mark, but it should be well mast©red
by th© r©ad©r.
N o w actual displaoem©nt (not virtual) must take place consist©ntly with changing constraints (that is, changing if they
contain tim©). In g©n©ral th©r©fore th© vlrtusl displacements 5a;, by, bz, will not be the same as th© actual displao©m©nts dx, dy, dz; they wIU b© th© sam© only if th© constraints
ar© Ind©pendent of the time, at l©3st ©xplicitly so; th3t is, if

5/

m=''

dF

a7=o,

etc.

3. D'Alembert's principle. This perfectly g©n©ral and v©ry
pow©rful principl© is s©ldom satisfactorily ©xplain©d; yet it Is
quite easy to grasp and to 3pply it in practice. A s a simple
illustration of It consider a material particle moving along a
constraining curve (fig. 1) under the action of some external

Fig. 1.
force E; this is usually called an impressed or applied force.
It is quite evident that only a certain part of the force, E ,
will really act upon the particle in a manner consistent with
the constraints. Resolving the impressed force E into t w o
components, C, tang©nt and B , normal to th© curve, w e can
say that, owing to the reaction of the constraints, the force B
Is lost or wasted, so far as the motion Is cono©rn©d; and only
th© r©m3lmng foro© C (which Is C3ll©d th© effective, active or
conserved fore©), is able to produce the motion of the particle.
W e 03n re3dily se©, therefore, that the effect of th© Impr©ss©d
foro© E and that of the effective force C Is precisely the same;
namely, they both are capable of producing th© same acc©l©ra2

6
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tion and this Is equal to the conserved force C divided by the
mass of the particle. Th© only diff©r©nc© is that th© force E
h3s 3 c©rt3ln effect on the constraints in form of the fore© B,
taken up by the reaction of th© constraint, and does not In the
least affect th© motion; while the force C has no ©ff©ct what©v©r on th© constraints.
Let us now Imagine that th© particle is acted upon by the
same force E as before, and that two equal and opposite
forces (fig. 2), C and C , have been appUed to it as weU. These

Fig. 2.
two latter forc©s ar© In ©quilibrium, and th©r©for© do not
aff©ct th© motion In any mann©r: und©r the action of the three
forces the motion will be precisely th© sam© as It would hav©
be©n und©r the action of th© fore© E alon©. Sine© C and E
ar© Int©rchang©abl© so far as the motion Is conc©rn©d. If C
balances C , It Is quite evident that E will likewise baknoe
that force C . N o w C is m©r©ly th© reversed force C and
equals — C (it Is often called the force of inertia or the kinetic
reaction). This Is stated in D'Al©mb©rt's principl©: In view
of the constraints, the Impressed forces are in equilibrium with
the reversed effective forces.
In ext©nding this principl© to a syst©m (instead of a mere
particle) th© sam© reasoning can be applied to each separate
particle of the system (or of a rigid body); and what w©
m©ant by ©onstraints and repr©sented as a curve to which
the motion of the particle Is confined, need not necessarily
be a mat©rial path or traok; it m a y also be construed to mean
the action of one or several surrounding particles, or for
instance, th© action of the rest of th© syst©m upon th© speeific
partiol© under consideration. But the action of the surrounding particles upon th© given particle is necessarily

General Principles of Dynamics.
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equal to th© action exerted by the latter upon the former;
so that in a system all internal constraints, molecular 3ctions,
etc., automatically balance each other. The only forces which
ar© unbalanced, and therefore produce the motion, are the
Impressed forces, or rather their effective components. In
order to b3l3nce thes© w© mentally apply the forces of inertia,
that Is, forces equal but acting opposite to the ©ff©ctive forces;
this will produce equilibrium and thus reduce the problem
from one of dynamics to one of statics. In other words,
given all the Impressed forces, we have but to oaloukte what
forces, consistent with the system, would balance them; and
then, reversing the latter, we will have th© forces actually
producing th© motion. That is, giv©n E we calculate C to
balance the former; then the reversed C gives us the force
that actually produces th© motion and to find which Is our
ultimate object. Hcnc© another way of expressing D'Al©mb©rt's principl©: If, at any time, the moving system be stopped
and all impressed forces, as well as all forces of inertia applied
thereto, the system will remain at rest.
Expr©ssing this prinolpl© analytically, we can obtain th©
necessary equations of motion—our immediate 3im. This is
done in the following manner. If the impressed (or applied)
forces are to b© in equilibrium with forces of inertia (or reversed effective forces, that is—mj for each particle, j being
th© acceleration of motion), we can simply express this by
st3tlng th3t the virtual work done by such forces combined
Is 0 for any displacement consistent with constraints. The
©xpr©ssion of virtual work in rect3ngul3r coordinates, as we
have seen under Virtual Work, is Xobx + Yoby -f Zobz; but
In our ©as© any force Xo, for each particle, will consist of the
projection of the corresponding impressed force, that Is X, plus
the projection on the same axis of the oorr©sponding force of inertia, that Is reversed effective force or m3ss times acceleration
upon that axis; in other words
f
d'xx
X o = X-

8
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and of course the same appli©s to y and z. We must write = 0,
not the work of any one, but of all the partl©l©s of which the
system Is made up; this is indicated by the sign 2, so that th©
final form of D'Al©mb©rt's principl©, expressing analytically
that there is at all times equilibrium between the impressed
forces and the forces of inertia, is

:[(x-™g)8.. + ( y - ™ g ) » .
(1)

+ (z-„f)&]=o.
This Is the fundamental equation of dynamics. It can b©
appll©d to any syst©m of particles or bodies; to free as well as
to constr3ln©d motion (if fr©©, 5a;, by, bz ar© wholly arbitrary;
if constrained, they must satisfy the equations of constraints).
This equation w a s given b y Lagrange. T h e differential
©quations of motion are directly derived from it. Let us
suppose, for Instance, that the system consists of n particles
and that there ar© h constraining conditions
fi(x, y, z, xi, 2/1, si, • • • 0 = 0;
f2(x, y, z, xi, 2/1, Zi, • •• t) = 0;
©to.
connecting the particles in a certain manner. These equations of constraints will, in general, contain 3ra coordinates,
X, y, z, xi, 2/1, Zi, • • • of the particles, as well as th© tim©, t.
T h © virtual displacements 5a;, by, bz of the fundamental equation, in order to be consistent with th© constraints, must
satisfy such ©quations as .5/ = 0; in other words 5a;, by, bz
m u s t satisfy the following k equations

(3)
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(compare with (4) under Virtual Work). It will be observed
that t has been assumed constant, since our discussion applies
to any instant we wish to choose. From thes© ©quations (3)
w© C3n find any k such variabl©s as bx, by, bz, • • •, etc., in
terms of the other ?>n — k; Introducing them Into the fundamental equation w© shall hav© only Zn — k variations to d©al
with, but they are now perfectly arbitrary since k charaoteristics due- to constraints have been eliminated and therefor© th© constraints no longer enter Into play. N o w the
remaining 2>n — k varl3tIons being absolutely arbitrary,
subject to no condition whatever, we can put each of their
ooefficlents ©qual to 0, whloh is really the only way to satisfy
the fundamental equation (1) for any arbitrary value of these
variations. Therefore, equating to 0, all of the coefficients of
th© r©m3ining Zn — k variations will giv© 3n — k diff©rentlal
©quations of th© second order, which, added to the k original
equations of constraints will enable us tofindthe d©sir©d 3ra
coordinates as functions of time t, and this is precisely our
object. In Integrating the ?,n — k differential equations of
second order w© shall introduc© 6k — 2k constants which will
b© d©t©rmln©d from th© Initial conditions of ©a©h probl©m.
In ©llmlnatlng th© k v3riations, 5a;, by, bz, ©tc, from (1) by
means of (3) it is much more convenient, instead of direct
elimination, to use the following artificial method, which was
also given by Lagrange: Each of equations (3) Is multiplied
throughout by a certain indeterminate factor such as Xi,
X2, •••, etc.; then they are all added to (1); factoring th©
result of such addition by bx, by, bz, etc., we hav©

10
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which equation Involv© 3m such variations as 5a;, by, bz,
bxi, byi, ©tc. Her© th© coefficients of thefirstk variations
bx, by, bz, bxi, byi, etc., can be m a d © equal to 0 because th©
k arbitrsry fa©tors Xi, X2, X3, m a y be chosen so as to satisfy
this condition; and th© remaining dn — k variations being
perfeetly arbitrary, their co©ffi©i©nts must b© all ©qual to 0,
or ©Is© th©r© could not b© ©quilibrium, as given b y the equation
(1) under all conditions. In other words, all such expressions
as
^cZ^a;
a/i
df.

X -

Y-

^^'2/ , . 5/1 , . 5/2 ,

"^df + ^ ' d y + ^ ' d y ^ •••'

etc.
(of which w e have 3n), must equal 0; these 3n equations together with the k equations of constraints will ©nabl© us to
d©t©rmin© 3n coordInat©s and k multipliers Xi, X2, • • •, ©to.
Taking one of such ©quations as for instance,
d^x

dfi

dfi

Z-m^+Xi^+X2^+---=0,
we can put it in the following form

of which th© ©xtr©m© importane© should not b© overlooked.
Remembering that force equals mass times acceleration, w e can
easily see that the right-hand side represents the s u m of the
forces (projected upon the corresponding axes, x, in this case);
one of these forces is X , that is the projection of the given or
Impressed force; other terms represent forces due to th© projected reaction of the constraints; so that this method Is not
only a powerful m e a n s for determining the motion proper,
but gives th© lost forces (or the corresponding reactions) as
well.
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W e shall illustrate the application of both the fundamental
equation and of th© method of Lagrange's multipliers in the
following easy example:
A particle of unit mass is constrained to move in a vertical
plane which itself is made to revolve about a vertical axis with a
uniform angular velocity co. Find the motion.
Let the axis of rotation (fig. 3) be the axis of Z, directed
downward, and the other axes—as shown. In th© b©glnnlng

-iif

Fig. 3.
of motion, wh©n th© tim© t Is 0, l©t th© plane coincide with
the plane x, z; then the pkne will 3lw3ys be given by its
angle oit from Its initial position, and Its equation in rectangular coordinates will he y = x tan wt. The equation of
the constraint in our case will hence be
f(x, y, z, t) — y — x tan wt = 0.
(This equation does not contain z, because the plane Is parallel
to th© Z axis, but contains t, as a movabl© constraint should.)
Th© only Impr©ssed or appli©d fore© is th3t of gr3vity, which
for unit m3ss is = g; therefore w© hav© In the fundamental
©quatlon (1) Z = 0; 7 = 0; Z = g..
In ordor to writ© down th© ©quations similar to (4), into
which th© fundam©nt3l equation (1) r©solves its©lf, w© hav©
to assum© a certain Lagrange's multiplier X (only one, since
there is only one equation of constraint), so that the pro-

12
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jected reactions of the constraints will be
3/
dx'

dl
dy'

df
dz'

Differentiating f(x, y, z, t), that is y — x tan ut, with respect
to th© variabl©s x, y, z, w© hav©
At- = — X tan oit; \-r-= K: Xt- = 0;
dx
dy

oz

so that th© ©quations (4) will b©com© (the mass being = 1)
d'x -rr . .df

5=^ + ^1=^' ^«)
d'z

„ , d f

- = Z+X^=ff.
Integrating the last equation twice, w© have the velocity
and the height traveled In the time i;

~=gt+C; Z = |'+Ci<+^2,
where Ci and d are arbitrary constants. The first two
equations can now be freed from X, which can be done by
means of the equation of constraints, as was suggested in
the theory. Differentiating thefirstequation twice and substituting into the result the values (d^x/df) and (d^yjdt^)
from (a) we have after easy roduotion
dx
X = 2w -jT + 2co^a; tan ut
which, in th©firstequation (a) gives
d^x , „
dx
-7^
2a)
^ + 2+c o
t a tan
n a ,wi•
i .^jr + 2w^ tan^ cot-x = 0.

(b)
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It is of advantag© to Introduc© h©r© a new variable x = r cos wt,
whence
dx dr
TT = t; cos cot — rcj sin ut\
at
dt
and
d^x
dh
„dr
.
" j ^ = T ^ cos wi — -2 -77 CO s m ut — ro:^ cos cot.
dr
dr
dt
Substituting the values of dxjdt and d^x/dt^ into (b) w e have
after reductions
dh
df = ^"^'
of which diff©r©ntlal ©quatlon th© usual solution is
r = Cge"' + Ce-"';

but
X
r = cos o:t
so that
X = cos uit(C3e'"+ Ce-"').
Having thus found both z and x In terms of the time w e have
completely determined the motion.
Another easy example Illustrating D'Al©mb©rt's principl© is
as follows: T w o particles, P and P' (of mass m and m') are
fastened to a light rod and made to swing like a pendulum.
Find the motion.
Let (fig. 4) A P = a and A P ' = a'. According to D'Alembert's principle w © must Imagine the system stopped; then
there will be ©quilibrium under the action of th© appli©d forces
and the forces of Inertia. In our case th© appli©d forces are
the weights m g and m'g of the particles; th©irmom©nts about
A ar© — m a g sin 6 and — m'a'g sin 6 (minus, b©oaus© th©y
d©creas© the angle; moments, Instead of forc©s because on©
point of th© system isfixed,which is always a hint). T h e
forces of Inertia are m(d^s/dt'^) and m'(dh'jdf); and their

14
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moments are ma(dh/dt^) and m'a'(dY/df) (s and s' being the
arcs described). Therefore
• d'^s
d^s'
m a —r-^ + m'a' -rz + (ma -\- m'a')g sin 6 = 0 .
But ds = add and ds' = a'dd, so that
(ma^ + m'a'^) "n^+ (ma + m'a')(/-sin 0=0.
Coiiiparing this with th© problem of a compound pendulum
(Bowser, Anal. Mech., p. 458) we see at once that the system

Fig. 4.
will oscillate precisely as a simple p©ndulum of th© l©ngth

ma^ + m'a'^
ma + 'm'a'
D'Al©mb©rt's principle and Lagrange's fundamental equation (1) are perfectly general and can be applied to any
problem Involving either equilibrium or motion. Several
useful principl©s can be d©riv©d from th©s©, which th©ms©lv©s
help us to solve a great many problems, without applying
the general ©quations. W © shall m©ntIon only two such
principles; that of kinetic energy, and of areas.
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4. Integral of kinetic energy. The principle of vis viva or
kinetic energy Is already familiar from the elementary course
(Bowser, Anal. Mech., p. 489), but It m a y easily be deduced
from the fundamental equation of dynamics as follows: In
estimating the value of the virtual work of a system we alw3ys
referred it to some particular moment of time t, that Is, we
imagined the constraints momentarilyfixedfor that instant.
The displacements in that case were denoted by bx, by, bz,
etc. But, if the constraints contain the time, then the real,
actual, displacements dx, dy, dz, cannot, generally, be equal
to the virtual displacements, 5a;, by, bz, which were subject
only to on© condition, to b© consistent with the constraints,
temporarily fixed for that moment. For Instance, if the
constraints 3re represented by a surface A (fig. 5), we ©an

llG. 5.
Imagin© a numb©r of displac©m©nts a, b, c, d, e, • • •, on that
surface for a given instant, during which the surface is stationary; while In reality, owing to the motion of the surface
Itself, th© actual displac©m©nt m a y be such as mf, that is
entirely different from any virtual displacement we Imagined
for the case of afixedsurface. Omitting the case of movable
constraints, however, that is supposing that the equations of
constraints do not contain th© tim© t, we can always select
the virtual variations bx, by, bz, etc., so that they will be
equal to the actual displacements, dx, dy, dz, • • •. In this
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case (and in this case only) w© hav© the fundamental equation of dynamics in the following form

+ (z-.5)]-o.
which can be rearranged thus
^m(~dx + ^,dy+~dz^ = S(Zda;+ Ydy-j-Zdz). (1)
The second member of this equation represents the work,
not virtual but actual, done by the system (compare with
the expression of virtual work given above). It is often possible to calculate a special function U of the coordinates (that
Is only of X, y, z, and not of the time or of time derivatives,
etc.), of which the partial derivatives, with respect to axes,
will giv© forces acting along th©s© ax©s. Such a function Is
called th© potential function and ©xlsts In a great many cas©s.
If such a function exists, the right-hand side of (1) can be
further simplified.
Ind©©d, from th© very definition of the potential function
w© hav©

^=Z- —=F- --=Zdx

'

dy

'

3z

'

which in th© right-hand side of (1) gives

^{dU

dU

dU

and this a total differential, dU, of the potential function U
(Bowser, Calculus, p. 122). This will reduce the equation
(l)to
^

fd^x ,

, d^y ,

dh ., \

Xml^^,dx-^^dy + ^,dz] = dU.
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In order to further simplify the first member we will use the
well-known expression of velocity (Bowser, Anal. Mech.,
p. 244),

differentiating this with respect to time t we have
. ,. „. fdxd^x , dyd^y , dzdh\ ,

^^^''^=[TtW^ + i J + did¥)''
df ^ df ""^^ df^'
so that finally we have ^d'limv^ = dU; integrating this w©
hav©
2
2

2 m ^ - S m y = U - Uo

(2)

wh©r© the Initial velocity Vo and the Initial value Uo are given
by th© Initial conditions of the problem. This result is known
as integral of kinetic energy; it shows that the kinetic energy
acquired (or lost) Is equal to the difference of the initial and
thefinalvalues of the potential (or force) function, no matter
what path was followed in changing the position of the system.
In other words, if the potential function exists, the Increase
(positive or negative) of the kinetic energy, between any two
positions of the system, will be independent of th© manner In
which the change was performed.
Substituting
v"^
Vo'

2 m ^ — 2 m -^
In equation (1) we hav© the expression

2m t- 2m ^ = f (Xdx + Ydy + Zdz), (3)
that Is, the Increas© of kinetic energy equals the work don©
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by all the forces acting upon th© syst©m in the interval of
time between to and t; this applies also to the more general
case, when there Is no potential function.
B y all th© forces we mean all external, internal, applied or
r©action forces; this latter expression applies whether the
constraints ar© moving or not, to any syst©m consisting of
solid or liquid matter; it should be committed to memory by
the reader merely as the kinetic energy equals the work done.
In our future work we shall often be called upon to calculate the kinetic ©nergy of motion which is given, not In x, y, z,
but in som© othor, l©ss familiar, syst©m of coordinates. In
order to obtain this, all we have to do is tofindx, y, z in terms
of the new coordinates, then differentiate such expressions
with regard to t andfinallyto substitute the results in

,

(dx\

(dy\

(dz\

For instance, let the motion be given as taking place on a

Fig. 6.
spher© of variabl© radius, r, and characterized, say, by latitude, 6, and longitude, (p. W © can easily see that (fig. 6)
X = r cos d cos (p;

y = t cos 6 sin (p;

r sin d.
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and substituting the time-derivatives from these formulae
into v^ we have, after easy reduction,
?)2 m dr'- -t- rHe^ + r^ cos^ ddip^
m 2
2
df
In the case of plane polar coordinates, r, (p, this reduces
(e being 0) to
m
2

dr^ + rMcp^
df
'

or. In case of ordinary rotation (about an axis, w h e n r = const.)
it further reduces to
m

2

\dt )

'•

where I is the m o m e n t of inertia about the axis. This is a
well-known expression of kinetic energy for rotation about a
fixed axis.
T o return to the integral of kinetic energy: It is called
integral because it is a so-called/rsi integral of motion; if put
in the form
v^
2 m 2- = U-{-h(where 2m(?)o^/2) and Uo are absorbed in on© constant, h), w©
see at one© that th© s©cond derivatives, d'^x/dt^, etc., which
appear in the fundamental equation, have vanished, and In
the integral of kinetic energy w e have only the variables
^, y, z, ' • •, (dxjdt), (dy/dt), (dz/dt), • • -, and one constant, h;
such an ©xpr©ssIon itself is a partial solution of (1).
It Is customary to denote kinetic ©n©rgy by T, so that

dT = i:(Xdx + Ydy + Zdz)
and, if th©r© is a pot©ntial function, then
v^

T =:^m-^= U-^h.
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This form of the Integral of kinetic energy will b© constantly
employed. It has no meaning when the constraints are variable, because then there is no potential function U; but it
exists in a great number of cases,—in all sorts of molecular,
attraotiv© (gravitational) forces, ©tc.
Let us take a few examples: For a particle under the action
of gravity, the axis z being directed downward, the potential
function will be fJ = mgz, because

dU_dJJ_
dx
dy

'

as they should; while
dU
-dz = ^^'
that is the weight of the particle Is the only moving force Z.
In all problems Involving suspended or pivoting systems z
is generally the vertical distance of the center of gravity
from thefixedpoint (or axis).
If the axis z is directed upward, U would be = — mgz.
For a particle which is repelled inversely as the cube of
th© distanc© w© can at one© write down
U=- —
^

2x^'

because the derlvativ© of this ©xpr©ssioii with r©spect to th©
lin© of action, x, will giv© mkjx^.
For a partlcl© moving in a vertical plane, under the action
of gravity, along a constraining curve, given in polar coordinates, r, 6, we have U = mgz = mgr sin 9 (If 6 is reckoned
from the horizontal axis x).
In problems involving turning moments (man turning a
crank with a uniform moment M ) the potential function will be
U= If tan-ix
(If y is the axis of rotation).
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Indeed we have the following partial derivatives
dXl_
dz ~

Mz
x^-\- •^

and

dU _
Mx
dx x^-{--yV
Since x^ -\--^= r^ (the radius of the crank) we see that
these partial derivatives are equivalent to — (M/r) sin <p and
(M/r) cos <p, where <p Is the angle of the radius with the axis x;
in other, words they represent forces along the axes z and x.
This remark will be of practical Interest In engineering work.
For a particle subject to the action of a force radiating from
a center and proportional to the distance, we have
U=- —
2 '
where a is a constant; because then

dU
-7— = — ax,
dx
as required. *
Example.. The motion of a system is given by the following
equation
-Tm = (cos X — a) sin x, where a > 0.
Find the potential function U.
Multiplying by 2(dx/dt) we have
dx d^x d (dx\^ ^, . . dx
^Tt • d ¥ = dt\Tt)^^^''°'''-''^''''''diNow, since the motion Is evidently rectilinear, we have

_ mv^ _ m / dx'Y
-' ^ T ^ j y d t ) '
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or, from the above,
T = f (cos x — a) sin xdx + c = f sln^ a; + a cos ar-H c.
But, since T = U -\- h, we have the required solution
U — ^ sln^ X -\- a cos x -^ b,
where 6 is a constant, absorbing c and h.
W e shall say a few more words regarding the force function U and the practical methods offindingit.
Since by the very definition of the force function

dU

dU

dU

-7— = A ;
-77- = 1
and
-r— .= Z;
ax
dy
dz
therefore. In the general expression of elementary work we
have
dW = Xdx + Ydy -f- Zdz = -r— dx + -r- dy -\- -r- dz = dU:
dx
dy "
dz
that is elementary • work = complete differential of potential
function.
From this we should not conclude, however, that any
function, of which the partial derivatives with respect to
axes give projected forces on these axes. Is the potential
function, for this Is not always th© case; th© following is th©
criterion: we have

°^=Z- --=Y- —=Z
dx

'

dy

'

dz

'

Differentiating thefirstequation as to y and the second as
to x we have
d'^U
dX
dxdy
dy '
also
d-'U
dY
dxdy
dx '
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so that
dX
dy

dY
dx

dX
dz

dZ^

Similarly
dx '

also
dY d Z
dz ''dyIf these equations are identically satisfied, then (and th©n
only) th© potential function U exists and can be found by
Integrating the expression Xdx + Ydy + Zdz, giving, as we
have already seen,
7nv'^
"2

mvo
2~=

C - Uo,

which of course is nothing more than

'^^-^f=j(Xdx+Ydy+Zd.).
Example. If, for instance, the acting fore© is m©r©ly gravity,
th© axis z being directed downward, then X = Q; 7 = 0 ;
Z = mg. Here our criterion is identically satisfied and
d U = mgdz, hence U = mgz + c; the constant, c, as a rule
is taken = 0; although later on it will be shown that at times
it m a y be convenient to assign it 3 cert3in value, in accordance
with the problem (see small oscillations).
Example. A particle, x, y, z, is acted upon by a force,
emanating from a center, the intensity being a function f(r)
of the distance from the center. Find the potential function.
Let us take the center as origin of coordinates. Then, th©
distanc© being = r, the cosines of r with th© axes will be
— xjr, — y/r, — z/r; and If the force Is = f(r), then Its projections on the axes will be of course

Z=-/(r)^; 7=-/(r)^; Z = -/(r) ? ;
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and therefor©
Xdx-{- Ydy -{- Zdz = - ^

(xdx -H ydy -{• zdz).

How©ver, x^ -\- y^ -\- z^ = r^, so that xdx + ydy + zdz = rdr;
and
Xdx -f Ydy -{-Zdz= - ^-^~ -rdr^ - f(r)dr = d U ;
r
so that
U =

-

f f(r)dr

Is the potential function. If only

dX_dY
d y ~ dx'

^^'^•'

which we can easily prove is the case. Indeed, the condition
dj[^_dj^
dy
dx

means
' ( - / « ^ ) - £ ( - / « f).
dy
or, since this is parti3l differentiation, where x is considered
constant when deriving with respect to y; also y is consId©r©d
constant when deriving as to x, we have simply

dy r dx r '
or, applying the rule of differentiating functions of functions
we have
dr\ r J dy

dr\ r J dx'

But from r^ = a;^ + 2/^ + ^^ we have
dr
y
77- = dy
r

^
and

dr
X
5- = -;
dx r
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hence our conditions become
xy d^ ffjjl \^y^d_ ffjfl \
r dr\ r J
r dr\ r J'
an Identity. The same would apply to the other two conditions. Hence U is the potential function sought.
Example. The force is such that Its components upon the
axes, X, y, z, are functions of the coordinates: X = fi(x);
Y = fi(y); Z = fz(z). Find the potential function. Here
Xdx+ Ydy +Zdz=d[ ffi(x)dx + Sf2(y)dy + ff,(z)dz] = dU;
Hence U = [ ffi(x)dx + J f2(y)dy + j'fs(z)dz], provided that
the criterion is satisfied.
W e should not feel in any way compelled to use rectangular
coordinates in compiling d W or dU. Thus, instead of

Xdx + Ydy + Zdz = d U
we might have Pdp -f- Qdq + Bdr = dU, if the position of
the particle is defined by some special coordinates p, q, r.
For instance in polar coordinates, r, 0, we have

Bdr + erde = dU.
In semi-polar or cylindrical coordinates, r, 6, z, we hav©
Bdr + Qrdd -{- Zdz — dU. It Is ©asy to se© why in both
cas©s w© h3V© QrdO and not simply Qd6; bocaus© th© latter
(force times angular displacement) is not work. N o w 0r Is a
moment and moment times angular displacement is work.
So that the method offindingthe potential function is always
the same:findexpression of elementary work and reduce it,
If possible, to a complete differential of some function. If
the criterion Is satisfied, then the Indefinite integral of such a
function is U.
One more example will illustrate the mechanism of such
reduction; it forms part of a problem glv©n In Chapt©r V
(seefig.52).
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An insp©ction of th© working sketch of this system suppHes
the following expression for elementary work, corresponding
to elementary displacement d(p

d W = - \AMd(AM) - ixBMd(BM) + Md(c sin <p);
now this does not look like a complete differential of any
function U; but, arranging it in the form
d W = M c cos <pdv: - ld(\(AM)^ + ti(BM)^),
also taking Into account the general relations
(AM)'- = a ^ + c ^ - 2ac cos <p,
(BM)'' = a ^ ^ c " ^ 2ac cos <p,_
we hav©
d W = c[a(iJL — X) sin cp -\- M cos <p]d(p = dU;
hcnc© U is the Indefinite integral of d U
U = c[M sin tp — a(n — X) cos (p]
(the constant does not matter for the present; later we shall
be very specific in selecting it). 'It will b© not©d that In this
case our only coordinate Is angular, (p, and that the derivative
of ?7 as to ip gives us the force corresponding to that coordinate,
that Is a certain moment, not an ordinary force; because a
moment multiplied by an angular dIspl3C©m©nt glv©s work.
A force does not. The force understood in this broader sens©
is called generalized force, and in our future work we shall
have a great deal to do with such forces.
Remembering that

2^-2^=?7-?7„,
It will be seen that the integral of kinetic energy affords a
very powerful principl© for solution of probl©ms of dynamics.
Example. A small mat©ri3l partiol© of mass m, shdes,
without friction, off a cylindrical log; to determine th© point
at which it leaves the log.
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Instead of applying the fundamental equation, we can
simply use th© Int©gral of kin©tic ©n©rgy. W © know that the
pressure exerted by a particle on a frictlonless curve Is equal
to th© centrifugal force, m • (v'^jr) minus the radial component
of the applied force (Bowser, Anal. Mech., p. 348). It is
clear that th© partlcl© will leave the log at a point where

Fig. 7.
this pressure will V3nlsh. The equation of the pressure Is
P = m(v^/r) — m g cos ^ (fig. 7). N o w , when this Is = 0, w e
have
„2
r
y
9',
r
ov v^ = gy. Since the acting force is that of gravity, w e have
the potential function U = — mgy; so that
m 2 - m 2~ = — nigy + mgyo;
substituting v^ = gy w e have
2gyo + vo^

y

3<7

If, at the beginning of motion, the velocity was 0, w e would
have had y = §2/0, that is the particle would have left the log
after having descended one third its initial elevation above the
center of the log.
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It will thus be seen how a judicious Introduction of the
integral of kinetic energy simplifies the work; it is Itself a
partial solution of the problem. Another example will be
given in the next article.
It is Important to remember that th© int©gral of kin©tic
©n©rgy was ©volv©d from the fundament3l ©qu3tion, th3t Is
from th© most general case that can be imagined, with the
only limitation, that the constraints were Independent of the
time. Therefor© the Integral of kinetic energy can be applied
to constrained as well as to free motion. This Is evident
from the fact that when we consider the work of all forces
to be equal to the Increase of kinetic energy, we imply the
idea of the reactions being normal to the constraints and
therefore producing or absorbing no work (we do not consider
the effect of friction). So that In the case of constrained
motion we also have
d2-^- = 2(Zda; + Ydy + Zdz),
if there is no potential function and
,^ mv'^

d ^ - Y = dU,
if there is such a function, in which latter case w© might
also say that
^ mv^

.^^ , ,

S-2-= C + h ;
which is what we represented by T.
Synopsis of notations relative to work and energy. Virtual
work b W = force times displacement, Fbs, that is force times
any displacement projected upon the direction of the force,
= Pbp cos (P, bp). It also equals the sum of virtual works
done by the components of the force upon their respective
axes; that is, = Z5a^ + Yby + Zbz. In polar coordinates,
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virtual work = moment X angular displac©m©nt, Mb(p. Th©
diff©r©nc© b©tw©©n 5 3nd d is th© arbitrary character of the
former and the actual nature of the latter. D'Alembert's
principle and the corresponding fundamental equation apply
to any motion under any circumstances whatsoever, but can
be simplified for special oases; thus for permanent constraints
(in both shape and position), the formula (1) can b© split
Into (2), of which the right side is elementary work, and the
left side can b© r©duoed to the form d'Zm(v'^l2)] this was
briefly ©xpr©ss©d thus: kinetic energy = work done, by which
w© m©an that th© increas© of kin©tic ©nergy can only take
place owing to external forces, and equals to th© work done
by them. W e then agreed to denote th© kin©ti© ©nergy by T
so that d T = Ii(Xdx + Ydy + Zdz) is the same as (2) only
in differential form. A stIU further reduction was made for
the special case when l^(Xdx + Ydy -\- Zdz) could be shown
to be an exact differential of some potential function U (of the
coordin3tes only), th3t is, a function whose parti3l deriv3tlves
with regard to any coordinate equaled the forces corresponding
to that axis. For this special case we had d T = d U or
U^mi» = dU;

or

T = U + h;

or

mil
^ ^ ^

U -\- h;

each of which ©xpr©ssions is called the integral of kinetic
energy. Such expressions exist only when the constraints are
permanent and when, in addition to this, there is a potential
function U; if there is no such function, there is no integral
of kinetic energy but the general expression

dT= X(Xdx+ Ydy + Zdz)
still holds true. In our future work we shall use various
expressions of kinetic energy or of Its integral in almost every
problem; they should be well understood and memorized.
5. Integral of areas. This is another "short cut" principle,
supplying a convenient method for beginning the investigation
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of a problem; we sh3ll give it in 3 form, slightly different from
that adopted In Bowser's Anal. Mech., p. 487.
Let us write down the fundamental equation of dynamics
for the case when a system can receive a virtual displacement
only about the axis z; this will be an angular displacement,
say ba, and therefore it will be well to adopt polar coordinates,
r, a, where r will be kept constant for each particle of the system (that is, no motion, except rotation about z). Th© usual
formulae of substitution will be x = r cos a; y = r sxn a;
z = Oj we therefore hav©
bx = — r sin aba

and

by = r cos aba,

or ©Is©, 5a; = — yba; by = a;5Q;, and thes© V3lu©s in the fund3ment3l equation will give

which is usually written in the form,

The right-hand member Is well known from statics; it represents the sum of the moments of all forces about the axis z; the
first member involves quantities [m(dy/dt)]x and [m(dxldt)]y;
the expressions such as m(dy/dt), etc., ar© known as the
momentum of a moving particle projected upon the axis y;
the J are known from ©l©mentary cours©s (Bows©r, Anal.
M©ch., p. 7) simply as mv, or mass times velocity. Each of
these expressions, when multiplied say by x, is known as
moment of momentum, or angular momentum, about the axis z
(the axis which it does not contain); th© same notations apply
to the expression [m(dx/dt)]y; so that (1) can be expressed
as follows: The time-derivative of the sum of th© mom©nts
of mom©nta of all particles of a system about any axis. Is
equal to the sum of the moments of external forces about
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that axis. Th© choice of the axes of coordinates is purely
arbitrary and therefore we ean select any line whatever as
the axis about which the estimate of the moments of external
forces is made; then the sum of 3ngul3r mom©nt3 of th©
moving syst©m about that axis, if diff©rentiated with resp©ct
to tim©, will giv© th© ©xact valu© of th©s© ©xt©rnal moments.
If, however, there are no external moments, th© tim©-derivatlv© is 0 and 2 is constant. Thus,

„

( dy

dx\

Substituting polar coordinates a; = r cos (p and 2/ = ?" sin ^,
we shall have

or, integrating,
2

"Zmr^-^ = a
dt
X m r H c p = a(t — to),

whereby the sum of areas described by the projected radiivectors of each particle, each multiplied by the corresponding
mass, is proportional to the time. This is the so-called
Integral of areas and Is often used in either of th© forms

.^ f dy
dx\
Z m [ x j ^ - , - ^ j = u;

or

2m.'4 r -

<^>

Similar ©xpressions obtain for the other axes. This integral
can be used when there are no external forc©s acting on a
body; or when the resultant of all forces passes through or is
parallel to the axis about which It Is desired to apply the
Integral of areas; in other words when there Is no moment
about that axis.
The following Interesting problem will illustrat© the application of this prinelpl©.
Example. A particle of unit-mass is constrained to move on
the surface of a paraboloid of revolution x'^ -\- y^ = 2az, whose
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axis z is vertical. The initial velocity of the particle is horizontal. It is required to calculate the reaction of the surface in
terms of z. Also to discuss the case when the initial velocity is
= v2gzo, where Zo is the initial value of the coordinate of the
particle, andfinallyto show that the particle will move in a
circle in a horizontal plane and that the period of revolution will
be the same for all such parallel circles.
Th© impr©ss©d forces reduce themselves merely to the
weight of the particle: X = 0; Y = 0; Z = — g. The potential function Is t7 = — gz. The Integral of kinetic energy
(m being = 1) is

2

2 ~

U o = — g(z — Zo);

but from the general expression of velocity in rectangular
coordinates

•'=(ir+(i)"+(i)"^
therefore

The surface being one of revolution about z, It Is evident
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that whatever the reaction is it must be normal to th© surface,
that Is that It must pass through th© axis of z, and therefore
th© r©action will giv© no moment about z. Neither will the
impressed force (gravity), for It is parallel to the axis z (fig. 8).
This Is, th©r©fore, a typical case where the integral of areas
should be applied, viz.,

dy
dx
""dt-yTt^"-'
where a is to be found from Initial conditions. Let, for instance, the particle start from a position In the x — z plane,
so that 2/0 = 0; we also have, the initial veloelty being horizontal, (dyo/dt) = Vo; therefore the Integral of areas for thes©
initial conditions reduces to XgVo = a = «o»"o, where ro will
represent the initial distance of the particle from the z axis.
Having thus found the constant a, we can write the general
expression of the Integral of areas as

dy
dx
''di-ydi'=""°'
Substituting polar coordinates (x = r cos cp and y = r sin (p),
w e can transform the equation of the surface into r^ = 2az;
the Integral of kinetic energy becom©s

{%)' + '• it)'+ -'-''^--^^ + "-'
and th© int©gral of ar©as will b©
2d<P
r'^-VoTo.
Differentiating the equation of the surface, r^ = 2az, w©
hav©
dr _
dz
""dt^^It'
substituting th© values of (d<p/dt) and (dr/dt), found from the
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last two equations, into the Integral of kinetic energy we have

d'fdzY.VoW.fdzY ^ , , , 2
A d t j - ^ - r ^ ' - K d t ) = 2,(zo - z) + .0^
In order to eliminate fo^ and r^, we can substitute their value
from the equation of the surface, that is ro = 2azo, and
r^ = 2az, after which, solving for dzjdt, we have
2z[2gr(zo — z) + ^0^] — 2v(?Zo

\dt) -

a + 2z
(z-zo)yf^-zy

o + 2z

This Is satisfied by putting
^0^
2g-'
Indeed, in that case.
z = -7- = const.
2g

and

57 = 0dt

N o w z = const, means that the motion will be in a plane
parallel to x — y. Substituting z just found In the equation
of the surfac© w© hav©
,

avo^

whence th© angular velocity
"0
fg
CO = — = \ -;
r
Va
and the period

T ='---=2.-4^;
CO

ya

in oth©r words the period is indep©nd©nt of z. In this typical
example it was possible to use the integral of kinetic energy
as well as that of areas. In the example given under BAlembert's principle (a particle in a plane rotating about a vertical
axis) no such application could hav© been made; the moving
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constraints (containing t) made it impossible to us© th©
Integral of kinetic ©n©rgy (se© h o w this was d©rived for th©
cas© of constraints involving no tim©); lik©wis©, although the
impressed force m g does not give any m o m e n t about z, the
reaction of the plane does (being perpendicular to the plane),
so th3t the integral of areas cannot be used either.
In problems of that sort it is necessary to apply the general
methods, the fundamental equation, or at least D'Alembert's
principle In its original form, as given above.
6. Coordinates of a rigid body. W h e n w e speak of a system,
w e m e a n two or more material particles. In some manner
connected together. This connection will prevent the absolute freedom of the motion of each particle and will therefore
constitute what w e have characterized as constraints.
W e shall principally have to do with internal, material,
kinematical constraints, such as for instance a string by means
of which the distance between two stones cannot exce©d a
certain value; or a car track; or, say, a rigid body, all th©
partl©l©s of which ar© subj©ot to th© condition that the original
form of the body Is permanent; etc. But some dynamical
constraints can be Imagined, acting in precisely the same
manner as would kinematical constraints, but involving no
material means of any kind; the solar system Is an example
of this sort, where the planets under the action of the so-called
forces (the true nature of which w e do not understand),
describe paths just as definite as if they were running on
tracks.
A t any rate the Idea of constraints necessarily implies our
knowing all, or at least something of the relative position of the
particles constituting the system. If w e have n particles, of
which the coordinates are, say, x, y, z, xi, 2/1, Zi, • • •, etc.,
then any geometric relation of such form as
f(x, y, z, xi, 2/1, zi, • • •) = 0;
will mean some sort of a condition, in view of which th©
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particles are not altogether free to move; it is called, as we
have seen before, an equation of constraint. W e m a y have
several such constraining ©quations /i = 0; /2 = 0, • • •, ©tc,
exc©pt that th©ir numb©r cannot be equal to Sn, the total
number of coordinates. If such were the case, w e could
definitely establish, from thes© ©onstralnlng ©quations, all
th© 3re coordinates of all the particles; in other words, the
system would then be permanentlyfixed,and there could be no
question of either equihbrlum or motion. If the number of
constraining equations is Sn — 1, that is one less than th©
numb©r of coordinates, then each particle can m o v e only
along one definite path, and moreover, such motion will cause
perfectly definite displacements of all other particles of the
system.
This would be the so-called system with one degree of freedom; its position can be fully determined by some one characteristic, for Instance b y one given point on any of the paths
of th© particles. Such characteristics, which are not necessarily coordinates in the usual sense, but m a y be distances
from fixed points or angles (as will be shown later) are called
parameters. If the constraining ©quations ar© 3ra — 2, that Is
two less than th© numb©r of coordinates, then each particle,
instead of moving along a definite curve, will be able to m o v e
upon 3 ©ert3in surface, and two characteristics will be required
(not necessarily coordinates in the old-fashioned sense, but
distances or angles from certain fixed positions) to fully locate
one of th© particles on its surface; and that will fully determine
the position of the system. In other words ther© will b©
two degrees of freedom, and two parameters necessary to characterize th© system. In general. If the number of particl©s
is n, and th© number of limiting conditions (constraints) Is k,
then the number of parameters necessary to fix the position
of th© System will be dn — k; they m a y be ©ither coordinates
or other typical characteristics In the sense indicated above.
T h e y are to be determined from the equations of motion; so
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that, in general, th© probl©m will involve 6n — k variables
to be determined: 3re coordinates of the n p3rticles, 3nd 3n — k
parameters.
In order to do this In a definite way we must have the same
number of equations; now we have avaikble 3n — k equations
of motion, also the like number of equations connecting the
parameters with the coordinates of the particles, and the k
equations of constraints, or %n — k equations, in view of
which the problem will be definite. B y way of illustration,
let us take a crude example of two particles given by their
coordinates a;i, 2/1, zi, and x^, 2/2, Z2; the fact that they are two
in number does not constitute a system. If we impose some
condition, for Instance,fixingthe distance between the particles, which Is expressed very easily by rules of elementary
space geometry, then this connection will change two separate
particles into a system of two particles; here w© hav© 6 coordinates and one equation of constraint
(a;i - a;^)^ + (2/1 - y,? + (zi - 22)^ - f
= fii^u 2/1, zi, Xi, 2/2, Z2) = 0

(1)

and the system will thus havefivedegrees of freedom. That
Is to say one of the particles can have any motion whatsoever
(three coordinates) and the other can be anywhere on a
sphere, radius I, described about thefirst(two more coordinates, 3ngular or any other). Taking the other extreme
case suppose now that we havefiveconstraining conditions,
such as for Instance a;i = a; y i = b; Zi = c; y2 = d and
finally /i = 0, as (1). Thefirstthree equations permanently
fix thefirstparticle; the fourth equation, 2/2 = d, means that
the second particle can move only In a plane parallel to the
plane a; — z; and /i = 0, maintains the distance between the
two particles equal to I. Therefore our system will be cap3ble
of moving In 3 m3nner shown infig.9; the apex of the cone
will be the point a;i, 2/1, 2i; the length of its generator will be I
and the end of the latter, that is the movable particle X2,2/2, Z2,
4
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will be capable of assuming any position on th© cir©le in the
plane B, parallel to the plane a; — z. Since we havefiveimposed conditions and sis coordinates of the particles, the

Fig. 9.
system will have one degree of freedom, that is to say, only
one parameter will be r©qulr©d to definitely locate th© whole
system. This parameter m a y be selected In a great variety
of ways; for Instance we might take the distance M O ; or the
angle 6 of the line M O with the y axis; or the coordinate M N ;
or PA'', or P M , etc. Our problem will then be to express
with the aid of the equations of motion, the par3meter 3S a
function of time, since this will determine the position of the
system for any given time. Of course great car© will be
exercised in selecting the parameter, so that th© labor Involv©d
in solving th© ©quations of motion will b© a minimum.
W © shall now tak© anoth©r supposition, namely, that there
are only four imposed conditions, that is that th© syst©m has
only two d©gr©©s of freedom. Let, for instane©, a;i = a;
yi = b; y2 = d and/i = 0 as before. The difference between
this and the preceding case is that the apex of the cone itself
wUl here be indeterminate, except that it will move on a line,
parallel to the z axis; therefore it will be necessary to have two
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separate parameters to characterize such a system. One of
them m a y for instance be the same as before, say M P , and
the other simply the missing coordinate z; or again M P
together with P N can be chosen; or two angles <p and 9, ©tc.
A rigid body m a y b© said to consist of a very great number
of separate particles, and w© might think th©r©for© that
thr©© times as many coordinates might have to be determined
In our problem in order to char3cterize the whole body In
its motion. Yet, In view of the constraints (mutual action,
maintaining the original shape of the body) only six parameters are necessary. W h a t they are. Is Implied by the six
equations of el©m©nt3ry statics: in order to have equilibrium
(that is the number of parameters equal to the number of
coordinates) we must have six conditions, thre© of which
r©f©r to th© o©nt©r of gr3vity of the body 3nd the other thr©e,
to the angular equilibrium about the axes x, y and z. Any
coordinate of any point of the body can be readily expressed
through these six parameters. B y way of reviewing th©
above it is useful to mention th© following:
1. A fr©© parti©l© has thr©© d©gr©©s of fr©edom, and three
parameters (coordinates) are necessary to identify it.
2. A particle constrained to remain upon a given surface
has two degrees of fr©©dom.
3. A partiol© moving upon a curve has one degree of freedom.
4. A rigid body, if free, has six degr©©s of fr©©dom.
5. A rigid body having on© pointfixedhas three degrees of
freedom (rotations about the three axes).
6. A rigid body rotating about afixedaxis has one d©gr©©
of fr©©dom, and only on© (angular) parameter is required to
completely determine the position of the body.
W e shall return to this Important subject presently and
show how Lagrange has based his wonderful method upon
this fruitful conception: the possibility to Identify a system
by means of some characteristic parameters, the number of
which is less than the number of separat© coordinates of th©
particles.
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7. Motion of rigid body. Many extended treatises have
been written upon this subject; in the following few pages w e
can only briefly mention a f©w main prln©iples involved in
the study of the kinetics of rigid bodies. The reader should
carefully r©vi©w his stook of knowkdg© alr©ady acquired
from elementary treatises (for instance Bowser, Anal. Mech.,
Chapters VI, VII and VIII) In addition to which the following
remarks can be made.
(a) M o m e n t s op inertia. W e know that there exists,
about every point of a rigid body, a momental ellipsoid, which
is the locus of all points, such that for each point the expression
1/r^ (the reciprocal of the square of the corresponding radius
vector) Is equal to the moment of inertia about the axis coinciding with that radius vector. In every such ellipsoid there
are three rectangular axes, called principal axes of inertia,
about which the products of inertia vanish, so that the equation of the ellipsoid contains only the principal moments of
Inertia A, B and C
Axi^ + 52/1^ + Czi^ = 1.
Knowing A, B and C we can readily express the moments
of inertia of the body about any line passing through the center
of the ellipsoid (whether this Is the center of gravity of the
body or not) and given by its angles a, /3, y, with the principal
axes. Such a moment of inertia will b©
H = A cos^ a-\- B cos^ ^ + C cos^ y.
In this case the corresponding radius of gyration can be
shown to be
If = a^ cos^ a-\- b'^ cos^ |8 + c^ cos^ y,
whcr© a, b and c ar© the radii of gyration corresponding to

A, B and C.
From this equation th© following deductions can be made:
(1) The axis of the greatest moment of Inertia coincides with
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the smallest axis of the ellipsoid and inversely. (2) If two
of the principal moments of inertia are equal, say A = B,
the ellipsoid Is one of revolution about the third axis C; In
this case all axes forming the sam© angl© with C will hav© th©
sam© values of the moments of inertia; and all axes perpendicular to C will b© principal 3xes; with reference to 3ny of these
the moment of inerti3 will = A = B. (3) In order that a
line m a y b© a principal axis of inertia relatively to any of its
points, It Is only necessary to have the products of Inertia
vanish, that is 'Emyz = 0 and 2ma;2 = 0 (if the proposed
line be taken as the z axis). In this connection it might be
well to caution the reader against thinking that a principal
axis must necessarily pass through the center of gravity of
the body; principal axes m a y have .as an origin any point
within the body; however a principal axis passing through
the center of gravity possesses a curious property, viz.: it
will remain the principal axis of any set of axes built on any
of Its points.
A second Important theorem, is the well-known one that
the moment of inertia of a body about any axis Is equal to
the moment of inertia about any axis through th© center of
gravity, parallel to the given axis, plus the mass of the body
multiplied by the square of th© distance between the two
axes. Hence the fact that the moments of inertia about the
axes passing through the center of gravity ar© th© least of all
parallel axes; also, that the mom©nts of in©rtia 3bout 3II parall©!
axes, equidistant from th© c©nt©r of gravity, ar© equal.
Combining the above we m a y easily find the moment of
Inertia about any axis whatever, no matter where locat©d and
how inclin©d, If th© principal moments of inertia about the
center of gravity are known.
(b) Body rotating about a fixed axis. Th© mom©nt of
inertia can now be introduced Into the formula already known as
the integral of areas
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Her© the first part (as has already been mentioned) is known
as the sum of the angular momenta (or moments of momentum); the sum 1,mr^(d(p/dt) consists of two factors, of which
thefirst2mr^ is the moment of inertia (about the axis z), and
the second (dcp/dt) is the rate of change of the angular displacement, known as angul3r velocity. For a rigid body
instead of the sum of angular momenta we might simply use
the expression angular momentum; so thatfinallythe 3ngul3r
momentum, H , of a body is equal to the product, Ico, of the
moment of inertia into the angular velocity (all taken about
the same axis). This theorem is alre3dy known (Bowser,
An3l. Mech., p. 454) 3nd will be constantly used in our future
work.
Another interesting theorem gives th© kinetic energy of a
rot3ting body as half the product of its moment of inertia
into the square of Its angular velocity: the velocity of a rotating particle is equal to the radius multiplied by its angukr
velocity V = rco;, therefore
„ mv^ „ mcoV cif ^ „ , co^

2 - 2 - = 2 - ^ - = 2 - 2 m r ^ = 7 2which 3lso may be written = M¥(co^/2) (where k Is the
radius of gyration).
Still another theorem of equally great importance follows
immediately from the equation (se© under Integral of areas)
1
dt ^ " ( ^ - ' l ) ' ^ ' ^ ^ - " ^ ' W e have just seen that '2mlx(dy/dt) — y(dxfdt)] is the angular
momentum, H , of the body ^nd = Ico; therefore Its timederivative dH/dt will be

d

.^doo

In other words

_ jd (d<p\ _
~ ^ dt\dt)

d^ip
df'
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so that the moment of forces about the axis of rotation equals
the moment of Inertia times the angular aco©l©ration. All
th©s© th©or©ms have been given in the elementary course,
but it Is of great advantage to see how easily and quickly
they can be derived either from the fundamental equation of
dynamics or at least from on© of th© great principles, following
therefrom. (Remark.—The last three theorems have been
derived only for the case of a body moving about afixedaxis.
That of a body moving about afixedpoint will be considered
presently.) As an example let us take a ring (of a rectangular
cross-section) whose outer and inner radii are a and b; its
moment of Inertia about its central axis will be immediately
found by an easy integration (Bowser, Anal. Mech., p. 448)
and its moment of inertia about any diameter of the ring
will be one half of that (Ibid. Remark on Polar moment of
Inertia, p. 436). It Is often customary to denote, in a body of
revolution, th© ©qual mom©nts of Inertia by A and B, while
the moment of inertia about th© axis of r©volutIon is g©n©rally
r©f©rr©d to as C. Thorefore for th© ring in question th©
thr©e moments of inertia A = B, and C are all known:
A = B = lm(a^ + b^), and C = ^m(a^ + b^).
If we now spin the ring about Its central axis, we will have
something like a gyroscope. Let the 3ngular velocity of the
spin be co; then, according to the formula H = lu (in our
case = Coi), we can calculate the angular momentum H of the
rotating body; also its kinetic energy 7(co^/2) (in our case
= C(co^/2)); also the necessary spinning moment, which will
bring the system from rest to the angular velocity (of spin)
= CO, in, say, t seconds, the acceleration being constant and
equal, say, a. The following easy reasoning will b© appli©d:
since the acceleration Is constant, multiplying it, that is
cPcp_
df ~ ""'
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by dt and Integrating we have
^^=at+k,
where ifc is a constant of Integration, to be derived from Initial
conditions; in the beginning of motion, that is w h e n t = 0,
there is no rotation, that Is
^ = 0 dt
^'
hence k = 0, 3nd finsUy
dip
dt^"^'
but dtpldt Is our (given) 3ngul3r velocity co; therefore co —at,
whence a = co/i is the constant acceleration d^ip/dt^. According to this the spinning m o m e n t which can, with this
constant acceleration, bring the ring from rest to the angular
velocity w in given time, must be = I(d^(pldf) or, in our
notation, = C(cc/t).
It is of advantage to represent the angular m o m e n t u m about
its axis of rotation as a vector, directed along this axis, and
In such a manner that the right-hand rotation of the body
will advance th© ©iid of th© v©ctor like a cork screw. With
this understanding w e shall n o w explain th© meaning of the
theorem: the time-derivative of the angular m o m e n t u m about
any axis is equal to the s u m of external m o m e n t s about that
axis (see (1) under Integral of Areas) that is
dli ,^

about any axis whatever. Let us consider the same ring of
the m o m e n t of inertia, C, the angular velocity (of spin)
being = co, as before. T h e angular m o m e n t u m H about the
axis of rotation will be represented (fig. 10) by the vector ab;
now, if the ring, together with its axis, be displaced into a
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new position ac in some plane E-F, we can easily see that the
projection of the vector on the axis F will be decreased by a
small amount m ; while the projection of the vector on the
axis E, which was originally 0, will now be n; therefore n/dt
<—m->

E
h

°v—^

\
rk.
.•.

/
P

CT" a

(

'n\
Fig. 10.
and m/dt will be the time-rates of change of the angular
momentum-vector on these axes, that is, the time-derivatives
of the angular momentum about these axes (taken at random).
Hence an elementary explanation of the action of a gyroscope
(or top): a mere translation does not cause any particular
effect because this does not alter the projection of the angular
momentum upon any axis; but a rot3tIon about an axis A,
for Instance, will immediately be felt by th© obs©rver: even a
small rotation about A will change the projections of the
angular momentum upon any axes such as E or F, and, as a
consequence, external moments will arise, acting about these
3xes; the end A will have a tendency to rise, the end B to go
down, precisely as if there were another moment applied about
an axis P-Q, parall©! to E.
(c) Body with on© point fix©d. (Consult Bows©r, Anal.
M©oh., pp. 493-505.) In ordor to und©rstand what follows
th© r©ad©r should thoroughly mastor th© following remarks:
(1) A rigid body having one pointfixedcan b© displa©©d into
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any desired position by means of a rotation 3bout som© axis,
passing through th© fix©d point (Euler's theorem); the proof
is left to the reader (Hint: Describe a spher© about the fixed
point; m a r k two points ©orr©spondIng to th© Initial position;
also two points corresponding to thefinalposition of the body,
upon the sphere; try to find a general method by which the
first two points can be displaced into their n e w position).
In view of this theorem any motion whatever of a body
about a fixed point m a y be regarded as a rotation about some
continuously changing axis (we assume It ch3nglng, since if
it wer© stationary, this cas© would d©gen©rat© into th© on©
just consId©r©d under b), and with a definite (for that m o m e n t )
angular velocity co.
This axis Is called the axis of instantaneous rotation, corresponding to th© tim© t. It Is w©ll to not© that the rotation, co,
itself isfinite,although considered only during a very short
period of time, after which it m a y change In both axis and
magnitude. N o w the rotation co, being a quantity given in
both magnitude and direction, is a vector, that is a directed
quantity, and as such it m a y be represented, to a certain
scale, by a portion of a straight line upon its axis; also it m a y
be resolved into components, coi, C02, C03, upon any three fixed
axes, such as x, y, z. These component rotations simply
m e a n that three axes,fixedIn a body, coinciding at the time t
with thre© axes fixed in space, would get away from the latter,
during the next element of time dt, by the corresponding
amounts due to oiidt, co2dt, wsdt (this Is a so-called rotation of
axes about themselves).
Suppose n o w that w e have a point M (fig. 11), belonging to
the body, and given by its coordinates x, y, z. It will tend to
describe a circle about the Instantsneous axis co, although In
reahty it m a y describe only a very small arc thereof, owing
to th© motion of the axis itself. Nevertheless w e can determine the linear components (upon x, y and z) of the velocity
of th© point M , during this v©ry bri©f int©rval of tim© dt,
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having at om- disposal only these data: the coordinates x, y, z
of the point and the corresponding components, coi, C02, C03,

Fig. 11.
of the mstant3neous rotation co. These are given by Euler's
formidae
dx
C02Z — C032/,
dt
dy
= cosa; — coiz,
dt
dz
= coi2/ — co2a;.
dt
T h © angl©s establishing the direction of the instantaneous
axis by, or in terms of, its components cji, C02, C03 are found in
elementary works on this subject; they are as follows: calling
a, /3, 7, the angles of the Instantaneous axis with, the fixed
axes X, y, z, w e have
COl
CO2
C03
cos y =
cos a = — ;
cos 0 = —
CO
CO
CO is evidently the resultant of Its o w n components
CO = VcO-i + C02^ + C03^.
This establishes the position of the axis with respect to any
axes for which the components are given as coi, CO2, C03). T h e
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reader will not© that th© Eul©r's formula© can b© solv©d for x,
y and z, should this be required, hut these solutions would involve
time-derivatives (velocities). This is very Important.
Having thus found the component velocities of any point of
the body, w e might derive a formula of the kinetic energy
2m(?)^/2) of the body for the same instant. W e shall do it in
a m u c h shorter manner, however, remembering that the radius
of gyration (see under Motion of rigid body) is given by
F = d^ cos^ a + h"^ cos^ /3 + c^ cos^ y,
where a, b, c are the radii of gyration corresponding to principal axes of inertia A , B and C; so that
MK^ = A cos2 a-}- B cos^ (3 + C cos^ y.
On the other hand we know that the kinetic energy of a
rotating body is given by I(co^/2), and furthermore that the
cosines of a, /3, y, axe
COl „ C02 CO3
COS a = — ;
CO
so that, finally,

cos p = — ;
CO

cos y = — ;
CO

MkW
- ^ = T = K^coi^ + Bw2' + Co^i)
which is generally written
2T= Aoii^ + Bo>2^ + Coi,\
The reader will understand that heretofore the axes x, y, z
were taken at random; but In this last calculation of T they
w©re selected along the principal axes of th© body. In order
to do away with the products of inertia, which would appear
for any other choice of axes.
Another very important v©otor will n o w b© mentioned,
which will probably be rather unfamiliar to the reader.
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Under the Integral of areas we had the expression

which was Interpreted as follows: The time-derivative of the
sum of the angular momenta is equal to the sum of moments
of the external forces; by th© sum of angular mom©nta (or,
which is the same thing, moments of momenta) we mean the
expressions similar to

2m

/ dv
dx \
vt-ydt)

Imagine, now, that w e are considering a body moving in
any manner about a fixed point; let us draw a set of principal
axes of inertia through the fixed point, about which the
m o m e n t s of inertia will be A , B and C. T h e body, in general,
will be rotating about some instantaneous axis and the components of rotation upon th©s© ax©s will be say coi, C02, C03;
by means of these it Is easy to calculate the linear velocities
dx/dt, dy/dt, dz/dt, according to Euler's formulae given above.
Substituting thes© valu©s of dx/dt, dy/dt, dz/dt, into

2m

/ dy
dx \
[''dt-ydt)

w© hav©
2m(2/jr--'KTr)= co3'^m(x^ + y^) — uiEmxz - W2l,myz;
but 2m (x^ + 2/^) Is th© mom©nt of Inertia, C, about th© axis z,
whil© 2ma;z and 'Zmyz are products of inertia; they vanish
because our axes are principal axes; w e have, therefore,

( dy
dx\
Vdi-ydi)

2 m ( a; -rr — 2/ -37 1 = CC03
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and two similar ©xpr©ssions
„ ( dz
dy\
Acoi,
^ " ^ V J t - ' ddtt j ^
2m

/ dx
dz
dz \
V ' d i ~ ""dij

Bo

Th© v©ctor, whos© components upon the principal axes are
the corresponding sums of angular momenta, that Is = Cco3,
etc., is called the impulse-axis; In our future work w e shall
use this vector rather freely; it is the resultant or total angular
momentum. In other words w e shall use the expression
impulse axis pr©oIs©ly as an equivalent to totcil angular momentum; It will be d©not©d by P. T o Int©rpr©t th© m©anlng of P
graphically, let th© point -M (fig. 12), und©r conditions similar

Fig. 12.
to thos© shown in fig. 11, b© one of the points of the system.
In temporary rotation, during a very short period, about the
Instant3neous axis co. T h e m o m e n t u m (1) due to this inst3nt3neous rotation will of ©ours© be = mv, or, what Is the
same thing, mcor. If at thefixedpoint, 0, w e add two equal
and opposite momenta, (2) and (3), w e can r©adily s©e that
th© effect of the m o m e n t u m (3) will vanish o^^Ing to the reaction of thefixedpoint, while the other two momenta, (1) and
(2), will form a couple, of which the m o m e n t will be th©
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moment of momentum of the particle M in regard to the
point 0; this moment of momentum will be numerically
= mc X O M (momentum times the arm) and can be represented (as would an ordinary couple) by a vector of a ©©rtaln
length, laid off upon a certain axis f; this axis must be: (1)
perpendicular to the arm O M , and (2) must be in the plane
M O w . Since r = O M sin a, it will also be equal to O M cos
(oj, I), where by co, | we mean the angle between thes© two
ax©s. So that if th© angular momonta ar© t3k©n, about th©
point 0, of all particles of the body, we can, adding such
vectors as ^, obtain their resultant which will b© the total
angular momentum about thefixedpoint 0. This Is precisely
what w e have just referred to as impulse axis and have denoted
by P. N o w if

^ = mvOM = mwr X OM = maOM^ cos (co^),
we can also say that
2t (which is = P) = 2(mcoOM2 cos (co^);
the projections of this resultant moment of momenta upon
the principal axes are, as w e have said before, ^coi, Pco2
and Ccos.
It is of Interest to note that the kinetic energy, which w e
k n o w to be ^(Acoi^ -{- B u i + Ccos'') is also
^ ij? 'Zmr^o:'' co ^ „

= ^ 2mcoOM2 cos^ (co a = l-P cos (coj).
In other words the kinetic energy (body with fixed point
only) is equal to th© half-product of the total angular m o m e n t u m (Impulse axis) by the instantaneous angular velocity and
b y the cosine of the angle between their axes.
Taking again th© general expression of kinetic energy
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2T = Aui^ + i^co2^ + C'co3^, let us differentiate it partially,
with respect to each of the variables coi, C02, C03, so that
Jt—=2^aJi;
2 7—=2Bco2;
2 7—^
ocoi
OC02
acos
multiplying thefirstof these expressions by coi, the second
by C02 and the third by C03, and adding the results we have
COl J- + C02 ^ + C03 ^ = ^coi^ + BW + C'co3^ = 2T,
ocoi
ac02
OC03
which is another expression for the same kinetic energy. Comparing the coefficients of the like varables w© hav©

dT

^

dT

^

dT

Aui = 7 — ;
iico2 = 7 — ;
OC03 = 7 — ;
OCOi
c;C02
C'C03
that is, th© projections of the total angular momentum upon
any principal axis is equal to the partial derivative of the
kinetic energy taken with r©sp©ct to th© v©loolty component
upon that axis.
Remembering the very important theor©m (s©© und©r
Integral of areas) that the tim© rat© of ©hang© of th© total
angukr mom©ntum 3bout 3ny axis is ©qual to the sum of
external moments about that axis, we shall ©onsid©r the
causes to which such change of angular momentum m a y be
due: there can be but two causes: (a) The vector itself, being
not constant, but variable (with the time), m a y change by a
small amount, so that its projection, say ^coi at the Instant t
m a y vary by the amount c^(ylcoi) In the next Instant, so that
th© tim© rat© of change will be (d/dt)(A(j}i); and (b) there is
also rotation about the instantaneous axis, in which the whole
body is taking part. Including its principal axes as well as all
vectors associated with them. W e m a y express the time rate
of change of th© ©oordinat©s of any point x, y, z, upon any
ax©s (oth©rwise C3ll©d simply v©lo©iti©s); by Eul©r's formulae,
-^jr = C02Z — C032/,
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©tc.; so that the projection of the end of the vector P (which
is th© total angular mom©ntum), will ©xperlence the effect of
this double ©hang© in th© v©ry brief element of time, dt
^ (^coi) -}- CO2Z — CO32/.
This, then, is the total time-derivative of the total angular
m o m e n t u m , and as such, is equal to the corresponding m o m e n t
of the external forces; in other words, calling the external
m o m e n t a about the axes x, y, z, simply L, M , N (to simplify
writing) w e h3ve
j^^coi + C02Z — CO32/ = L;
and similar expressions for other axes, y and z. Now A is
constant, so that the differentiation extends only to coi; and
then, instead of any arbitrary point w e will consider the end
of the vector P, beoaus© It Is its motion upon th© ax©s that
int©r©sts us, so that, substituting th© ©oordinat©s of the end
of P (th3t Is, the projections of P Itself upon the 3xes z and y
which are: Pco2 and Ccos); w efinallyobtain
.4^'+(C-P)c02C03 = i;
the two other similar expressions for the other two axes ar©
deriv©d In the same manner:
B ^^ +(A- C)co3coi = M,
C^-\-(B- ^)coico2 = N.
These are the famous Euler's equations of the motion of a
rigid body with one point fixed. They give, for every instant,
the time variation of the angular velocity components coi,
C02, C03, about the principal axes. In terms of the components
5
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of external moments on these axes. In other words, if the
external moments can b© found about th© principal axes,
passing through th©fix©dpoint, w© C3nfindth© rotation components COl, C02, C03 on these axes (and, th©r©for©, th© Instantan©ous axis); or, again, if the latter components are given,
we canfindthe moments which are producing them.
Remembering that the angular momentum Is the product of
the moment of Inertia by the angular velocity (see Bowser,
Anal. Mech., p. 454) and that the components of the angukr
momentum upon the three principal axes are Aici, Bco2, Ccos,
we have the following pretty explanation of the meaning of
Euler's equations (Bouasse, MScanlque, p. 563):
z, Wa

Cw,

o

Aa-i

\a b x,a.

!/;"2
Fig. 12o.
T h e velocity of the tip of the vector g,, representing the angular
m o m e n t u m , is equal to the vector representing at that m o m e n t the
applied couple (Fig. 1 2 a ) .
T a k i n g for e x a m p l e the first Euler's equation, let u s find t h e
velocity of g, as projected o n the axis x. S u c h a velocity w o u l d
consist of three parts:
1. A(dcci/dt); this w o u l d b e the result of the c h a n g e of the
vector ^coi with th© time, a n d w o u l d b e represented, say,
by ab.
2. O w i n g to the rotation of the vector C u s u n d e r the action
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of th© component C02 there would be a second component
CCO2CO3, represented, say, by cd.
3. Under the action of the component C03 the vector Pco2
would likewise contribute a component PCO2CO3, shown by fc
and directed backward (since all rotations are clockwise,
looking toward the center). Hence Euler'sfirstequation,

-4^+(C-P)c02C03=L.
The other equations can be explained in the same m3nner.
The integr3tion of these equations is rather difficult and we
shall limit ourselves to th© cas© wh©n th©r© ar© no ©xt©rnal
mom©nts, th3t is when L = M = N = 0. This can happen
only in the following oases: (a) W h e n the particles of the
system are under action of no forces; (&) when the particles
of th© syst©m are subject to some attractive or repelling
forces, emanating from thefixedpoint, 0; (c) when the p3rticles of a system are subject to mutual attraction according to
any law, or (d) when the system is under th© a©tion of gravity
and its c©nt©r of gravity Is at th©fixedpoint, 0.
Let us consider the last assumption, that is the case of
gravity being the only external force and the center of gravity
being 3t the center 0- There will then b© no ©xt©rn3l moments;
th3t'isL = M = N = 0; so that Euler's equations will be
A^+(C- P)C02C03 = 0
B'^J+(A- (7)C03C01= 0;

C^+ (P-^)C01C02= 0.
One of the first integrals is easily found by multiplying
thes© ©quations r©spectlv©ly by coi, C02, C03, and adding
Awidoii + Bo)2do}2 + CcoscZcos = 0
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or, integrating,
^coi^ + Bo^i- + Ccos^ = ©onst. = h.
But this = 2T, or th© kin©tlc ©n©rgy which Is, therefor©,
constant as it should b© sine© the outsid© forces perform no
work. This is th© integral of kinetic energy.
Again, multiplying th© same equations by Ao)i, Boa, Ccos
and adding we hav©
A^o)ido}i + B^uiidcoi + C^oizdooz = 0;
or, Intogratlng,
^^coi^ -}- B^cot^ + C^cos^ = const. = f.
R©m©mberiiig that ^coi, £co2, CC03, are the projections of the
resultant moment of momentum (or impulse axis) upon the
principal axes, we see that f is the square of the impulse axis
Itself, and that in this case it is constant, as it should be,
since the outside moments L = M = N = 0; and th© resultant
angular mom©ntum r©malns unoh3ng©d. Th© 3bove ©xpr©ssion Is th© integral of areas for our ©as©; w© shall r©turn to
Eul©r's equations when studying the motion of a rigid body.
8. Relative motion. It is useful to- think of a coordinate
system, in general, as of a mere temporary scaffolding, by
reference to which motion can be Id©ntifi©d by th© observer
or investigator; the axes possess no character of permanence
and can be drawn in any convenient manner; moreover, in
the most general case, the system, together with the axes to
which it is referred, can have a bodily motion, translatory or
rotational or both. In relation to som© other set of axes'
Therefore the observer, having determined the motion in
relation to th© original (so-called "reference") axes, but not
having taken into consideration th© motion of the reference
axes thems©lv©s, would b© surprised to see that the results
of his calculations might be altogether different from what was
actually observed. The earth, for instance, possesses a
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number of very intricate motions In space, whose effect Is
hardly felt in our praoti©al lif©; and y©t a gyroscope or a
pondulum can easily be m a d e , whieh will actually reveal at
least one of sueh motions, namoly the rotation proper of the
earth. In general, therefore, w e shall consider two sets of
axes (fig. 13); in thefirstplace the reference axes x, y, z, to

Fig. 13.
which the motion of a particle (or system) can b© r©f©rr©d;
and anothor set of immovable axes, X , 7, Z. T h e motion of
the given system In rektion (fig. 14) to th© r©f©r©nc© axes,
X, y, z, is call©d relative motion; the motion of the refereiic©
ax©s thems©lv©s, in r©latIon to th© fixed, immovable set,
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X , 7, Z, is call©d "mouvement d' entrainement," for which
there is no English equivalent; w e shall refer to such motion
as M A R (motion of axes of reference); and,finally,the result
of these two motions would be the true motion of the system
(or particle) in relation to the fixed axes, which is termed
absolute motion. So that w © hav© to deal with paths, veloelti©s and acc©l©rations, ©ach of which m a y be (1) true, or
absolute; (2) M A R , or of ref©r©nc© axes; and (3), relative,
that Is true only in relation to the relativ© ax©s, x, y, z. In
this connoction it is well to remember that, in general, relative
equilibrium will m e a n absolut© motion; absolut© ©quilibrium
will m e a n relative motion.
Very often the motion is such that the origins of both relative and absolute system of axes coincide; in this cas© w e have
merely rotation of one of the sets, x, y, z, In relation to the
other X , 7, Z. In a more general ©as©, howev©r, th© r©lativ©
(or r©fer©nc©) syst©m has both translatory and, at th© sam©
tim©, rot3tion3l motion In r©gard to th© absolut© system,

Fig. 15.
X , 7, Z. If, for instance (fig. 15) Af Is a particle, either taken
by Itself or belonging to some system. Its relative path (that
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Is relative to the reference axes, x, y, z) may be such as M-B;
at the same time the M A R motion of the axes proper would
bring this same point into B ; while the resulting, absolute,
motion (that Is r©f©rr©d to th©fix©daxes X, 7, Z, will result
from these two motions and will be M - C . O n th© oth©r hand
anoth©r vi©wpoInt ©an b© t3k©n: a particle M has absolute
motion M - C ; how will this motion appear to an obs©rv©r,
©onnocted with som© r©f©r©nce system x, y, z, which itself
possesses a certain, known, motion in regard to X , Y, ZI
The latter question Is considered the real problem of relative
motion, although both viewpoints are closely connected.
In view of what has just been said, the main problem of
relative motion can be framed in the form of the following
question: Assuming a certain system, referred to som© axes,
X, y, z, to be under the action of certain forces and also assuming that th© motion of such a system can be determined in
relation to these axes, according to the rules of dynamics,
already established; will there be any change In that motion,
if the axes themselves, together with the system, 3re moving
in rektion to another set offixedaxes, X , Y, ZI The answer
is: the motion will be entirely different; it will be as if
two new forces had been added to the already applied forces,
and the motion then determined according to principles established above. The observer belonging to the original (reference) system, x, y, z, will record precisely this, corrected,
motion; what these two addition3l forces are will appear
presently.
W e shallfirstestsbllsh the simple rektions, connecting
together the absolute and relative velocities, and also the
absolute and relative 30c©leratIons. If, during a very short
Interval of time, At, a partiele, in its relative, 3pp3rent,
motion, moved from M to B, 3nd, if, during the S3m© period,
the whole rektive path moved, in its M A R motion, to a new
position, 2, so that the particle M would be displaced from
M to B, then the resulting position of the particle at the end
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of th© p©riod Ai will be C, found from a paraUelogr3m, built
on these two dispkc©m©nts, r©lativ©, M - B , and M A R displacement, M - B ; so that the distance actually passed by M
will be M - C . In other words, speaking geometrically,

(MC) = (MB) -t- (MB),
where the brackets indicate that the addition will be not
algebraic, but meant in the sam© s©nse as w h e n adding forc©s
according to th© law of triangl© of forc©s. Dividing b y Ai 3nd
passing to the limit w e have

but these limits all represent the time-rates of certain dispkcenients, that is velocities of certain motions:

,. { M C \

, ,

, .

lim I —TT j = Va = absolute velocity;
Km I -77- 1 = Vmar = vclocIty of the reference axes;

and
lim • I -77- I = Vr, is the relative velocity;
so that finally
(Va) = i'Vr) + (v)mar,
that is the absolute velocity is the sum of th© relativ© and
(mar) velocities. F r o m this, of course, the relative velocity
will be (vr) = (va) — (v)mar all of whlch can well be represented b y the triangle of velocities (fig. 16). Having this

Fig. 16.
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construction in mind, we C3n easily derlv© th© 3n3lytical
valu©s of v©loolties by projeeting th©m upon the desired directions (compare Bowser, Anal. Mech., p. 23).
The problem offindingthe absolute acceler3tion in relative
motion is much more intricate. It will be remembered that
the usual definition of acceleration (fig. 17) Is as follows:

Fig. 17.
Let, at the time t, the velocity of a particle M be represented.
In magnitude and in direction, b y Vi; after a short interval of
time, At, the n e w position of the particle will be M', and th©
n © w v©locity will b©, say, V2; if w © draw M - b equal and parallel
to 2)2, then a-b will represent the variation of velocity during
the interval At; the limit of the ratio ah/At, of the varktlon
of velocity to the corresponding time is what w e call acceleration of the particle corresponding to the time t. (It Is really
th© velocity of velocity. In oth©r words thefirsttime-derivative
of velocity; or, the second tim©-d©rivativ© of space, dv/dt or
d^s/df.) Its direction is along the acting force and its magnitude Is F / M , the acting force divided b y the mass of the
particle.
T o return to our problem of relativ© accel©ration. L©t
(fig. 18) th© r©l3tlv© path be (1) at the time t; let the bodily
motion, M A R be of a translatory nature, so that after a
short Interval of time. At, the n e w position of the relative
path will be (2) parallel to the former position (1); if at the
time t the relative velocity is p and the (mar) velocity Is r,
then, after the Interval At th© n © w r©lativ© velocity will b©,
say, q, and th© n © w (mar) v©lo©Ity will he s; so that th© corresponding acc©l©ratIons will b©, as explained above, a, and cimar-
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Constructing an aoo©l©ration triangl©. In pr©cis©ly the
same manner as we would a fore© triangl©, w© can say that
under these conditions the resulting (absolute) acceleration

Fig. 18.
Is the geometric sum of the two acceler3tions, of relative
motion and of (mar) motion of the relativ© axes
(aa) = (fflr) + (a-mar)
(where the brackets are meant to show that the addition Is
geometric, not algebraic); this, inde©d, is a slmpl© rul©, but It
appll©s only to probl©ms In which th© (mar) motion is translatory; such problems are not general and not interesting;
in general the (mar) motion Is both translatory and rotational
and for this reason a further investigation must be made.
Let the (mar) motion consist of a certain translation and
of a certain rotation about some instantaneous axis (fig. 19);

Fig. 19.
In other words let the relative path M M o be moved bodily
into P M i , and then receive a rotation in the direction co about
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the axis P-0, so that the final position of the path will be
P M 2 . A displacement of this double nature is th© most
g©neral that can be imagined. (Owing to the very short
period of time during which th© displacement takes place,
there can arise no question as to the order In which these
displacements are to follow; the result will be the same whatever the order.) Knowing how to express the space traveled
by means of acceleration and time (Bowser, Anal. Mech.,
p. 235: s = ^ff) we can write M 1 M 2 = ^ac(dt)^ (where ac is
some sort of acceleration, producing a given displacement
M 1 M 2 in given time dt). O n the other hand the radius of
rotation can be ©xpr©ss©d from th© triangle P O M i , in other
words M x O = Vrdt sin a, and the small ar© M 1 M 2 will tli©n
be M 1 M 2 = Vrdt sin a-ojit; comparing with M 1 M 2 , just found
above, we have a^ = 2^^ • co • sin a. This Is an entirely new
acceleration (called Coriolis's acceleration) which gives us the
desired correction. W e can express it In th© following ©asy
manner: In order to find Coriolis's acceleration, project the
relative velocity upon any plane perpendicular to the instantsneous 3xis of rotation and multiply by 2co;finallyturn
through 90° in that plane, consistently with the direction of
Instantaneous rotation. The result will be the Coriolis's
acceleration, which is also known as compound centrifugal
acceleration. Indeed by projecting the relative velocity on
any plane perp©ndlcular to th© rotation w© hav© Vr sin a;
by multiplying by 2co we have the numerical value of a^;
and, since such acceleration is acting from Jlf 1 toward M 2 , we
see that It must be perperidloukr to both the axis of instantaneous rotation and to the relative velocity; hence—rotation
through 90° In the plane perpendicular to P-0. This Is the
final solution of our problem; the acceleration of absolute
motion is made up of accelerations of relative and (mar)
motions and of the Coriolis's acceleration
(aa) = (ar) + (a^ar) + (ac)
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(where the brackets indicate the geometric nature of this
addition). If th© value of the relative aecelerstlon is desired,
we have, from the same equation
(Ur) = (aa) — (a^ar) — («c);
or, since the absolute acceleration is equal to the resultant of
forces actually applied, R, divided b y the mass of the particle,
w e have

Substituting in the above and multiplying by m,
m(ar) = (R) — m(a„iar) — m(ac);
But the last two terms also represent certain forces (each
being a mass X acceleration); let us d©not©, th©r©for©, the
force — m(amar) b y Fmar and the force — m(a,^ b y Fc; w h e n
w e will have
m(ar) = (R) + (Fmar) + (Fc) = , Say, (Pi).
Hence
(Pi)
(Or)

m
so that th© r©lative acceleration Is directed along the resulting
force a n d Is equal to the latter divided b y the mass. In other
words the relative acceleration can be found precisely as if
there were n o (mar) motion of relative axes; except that the
force is not m©r©ly th© applied force, R, but consists of the
latter plus two other forces, one of which equals minus m a s s
times acceleration, due to motion of relative axes (— m(amar))
and the other of which equals minus mass times Coriolis's
acceleration (— m ( a ^ ) . These are the t w o additional forces
of which mention has been m a d e in the beginning of the
problem; introducing t h e m w e can altogether neglect the
relative nature of the motion and apply our ordinary principles.
T h e motion thus found will be precisely such as m a y b© ob-
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served by an investigator, connected with the moving axes
of reference.
W e have Indicated by brackets the geometric nature of the
additions but it Is equally easy to put the matter In an an3lytio
form. Let Xo, 7o, Zo, be the components of R, the resultant
of the forces actually applied, upon the reference axes, x, y, z;
also let Xi, 7i, Zi, be th© proj©ctIons of the additional force
(Fmar) and X 2 , Y2, Z2, those of the other 3ddItion3l force (F^
upon th© same referenc© 3x©s. T h e n w e have merely three
relations, one for each of the axes x, y and z, each expressing
that mass times acceleration equals the s u m of all forces upon
that axis. That Is, instead of
m(ar) = (R) + (Fmar) + (Fc)
w e have
d^x

m ^ = Zo + Zi -f Z2;
and two other equations for the other axes. Integrating them
w e have six constants, which are supplied by the initial data
of the problem.
These two additional forces (Fmar) and (Fc) will vanish if
the (mar) motion of the axes of reference Is uniform, rectilinear and translatory, as in this ©as© both accelerations (csmor)
and (ac) axe 0; the force (Fc) will vanish if there is no relative
motion (vr = 0); if the instant3neous 3xis is p3r3llel to the'
relative velocity, (a = 0); or if co = 0; that Is if the (mar)
motion of the axes x, y, z, is translatory (as w e have already
seen). These deductions can readily be m a d © from th©
formula ac = 2i)rCo sin a.
Th© following typical example will show the application
of the above: A material particle of mass m (fig. 20) is moving
inside of a tube inclined at an angle a to a vertical axis, V , and
in uniform rotation, co, about the latter. It is required to determine the motion.
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Here the rektive motion Is that of the particle Inside the
tube, as viewed relatively to the tube; the (mar) motion
reduces itself merely to the rotation of the tube (which Is the
rektive path) about the vertical axis. Let s be the distance
of the particle, at the time t, from the intersection with th©

axis. Th© acting fore© Is th© w©ight m g ; on© of th© two additional accel©rations to b© found is minus the (mar) a©©©l©ration;
since this (mar) motion in our cas© m©ans simply rotation,
w © hav© that its acc©l©ration is co^r (contrlpetal fore©) 3nd this
Is dir©ct©d toward th© 3xis of rotation. T h e first additional
force will thus be mco^r and directed away from the center;
the second (Coriolis's) additional acceleration acts in the
following manner: It is located in the plane perpendicular
to the axis; Is tang©nt to the ©ircl© described by the radius r,
and is directed forward. In the sense of rotation; therefore the
force (Fc), which Is minus mass times (ac), is also tangent to
th© circl© but dlr©ct©d ba©kward. T h © y ar© both p©rp©ndlcular to th© r©lativ© path (tube) and therefore do not affect
the motion (no friction being considered) in any manner;
the latter force, however, (Fc), r©pr©sents the action of th©
particle upon the tube. In order to determine the motion
along the tube the most natural w a y would be to project all
forces upon its direction; having taken care of the additional
forces, w e can oonsid©r th© r©lativ© motion (insid© the tube)
as absolute and apply our ordinary methods. T h e acceleration along the direction of the tube will be dh/df, and the
projected forces will be m g cos a and moih sin a or moo^s sin a
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(since r = s sin o;); ther©f or©
dls
,
, . ,
m -p- = m g ©os a -)- mco^s sm^ a,
wh©n©e
d''
, 2 •
-p = (/ cos a -f- u^s s m a.
This is th©finalequation; in order to integrate It w efirstput
it In the form
^1
df

, g cos o! \
2 • •> (
1 ffcosa \
s H—., . o ) = u> sm- a\ s -\—„ . „ I,
a- sm-* a /
\
co^ sm^ a J

whence
0 COS (X

which gives the distance in terms of time; and, differentiating,
ds
^ = CO sin a(Ae'''''^'''- - Be-"^'""'),
which gives the relative velocity. These equations contain
two constants of integration, A and B , which will be determined from initial conditions. If, for instance, at the beginning of motion (when t = 0 ) the particle is at V and has
no Initial velocity, w e have
So = 0;

i-o

whence

A = B =

g ©OS a
2co2 sin2 a '

substituting into the expressions for s and ds/dt just found,
w e have all that is necessary to specify the motion. Should
the projection be required, on the horizontal plane, of the
path of the particle In Its absolute motion, w e have but to
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not© that th© polar coordinates of the partlcl© will be
r = s sm a

and

9 = wt,

whieh in th©final©quatlon for s will giv© a spiral.
A most Important ©xpr©ssion will now be ©stablish©d for th©
absolute velocity In r©latlv© motion. W © have seen that this
is made up, g©om©trIcally, of the relative velocity and of the
(mar) velocity, of th© motion of th© r©f©r©nc© ax©s themselves.
A n an3lytic3l ©xpr©ssIon will b© d©rived as follows: Sine© any
motion whatever can be decomposed into translation plus
rotation about a certain Instantaneous axis, let us take for
origin (fig. 21) any point 0 In the moving body and let us

Fig. 21.
Imagine the actual, absolute, motion resolved into two motions: the (mar) motion of the axes x, y, z (together with the
body), which is to be purely translatory; and the relative
motion of the body about some instantaneous axis cc. The
latter motion will be the same as of a body with afixedpoint
(see under Body with one pointfixed),sine© w© hav©fixedthe
coordinates, x, y, z, in th© point 0 of the body, so that there
can be no other relative motion but rotation about som©
axis (cii) through this point. Sine© th© (mar) motion Is transktory, the 3xes x, y, a, being 3t all times parallel to the fixed
axes Z , 7, Z, It Is evident that th© (mar) v©locity of all points
of the body will be the sam©, and will b© equal to that, say,
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of the origin, 0. Analytically therefor© th© projeetions of
the absolute velocity onfixedaxes, Z , 7, Z, will be made up,
(1) of th© corresponding projections of (mar) motion, and
these which ar© th© same as projected velocities of any point 0
will be designated by Vmarx, Vmary, v^an; and, (2) of the corresponding projections (on the axes x, y, z, which are par3llel
to thefixedaxes) of the velocities of the partiol© w© ar© considering, due to the rotation of the system 3bout the fixed
point 0. From the theory of rotation of the body whose one
point isfixedthe values of these velocities are (Euler's formulae)
dm
^ = C02Z — cosy; etc.,
so that finally the absolute velocities on fixed axes, Z, 7, Z,
are
Vax = Vmarx + CO2Z — Ugy,
Vay = Vmary + COsX — COlZ,

(1)

Vaz = Vraarz + C0l2/ — C02a;.
T h e s e equations give the absolute velooiti©s of a point, located
b y Its coordinates, within the m o v i n g (reference) system x, y, z,
of w h i c h the m o t i o n is the s a m e as that of a b o d y with o n e
point fixed.
B u t w e c a n imagin© a still m o r © general case, where the
point Itself will h a v e a m o t i o n of its o w n within the m o v i n g
system; let the velocity of this point o n the m o v i n g axes b e
dx/dt, dy/dt, dz/dt. Since the velocities of this s a m e point,
stationary within the m o v i n g system, a n d m o v i n g with the
latter, are given b y (1), w e shall n o w h 3 v e

Va. =

dx
•^TTiora: + CO2Z — W32/>
dt^

y ay =

dy ,
'^mari,+ co3a; —• WiZ,
dt "^

Va. =

dz
'^marz + coi2/ - o^ir.
dt^

(2)
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as projections of the absolute velocity of a.particle, moving
within a moving system of reference, a very broad expression,
which we shall need In our future work.
T o return to th© ©quations (1), whioh are of exceedingly
great Importance, we can write them in the condensed form
Vax ^marx ~i ~JT • \'^)
Let us suppose that instead of the arbitrary point 0, we have
chosen, as the origin of moving axes, the center of gravity, G.
Let us, under this supposition, write d o w n three equations
similar to (3) for each point of the system, square them,
multiply each b y the corresponding mass and add the results
tog©th©r; this will giv©
ZjmiVax

\ Vay ~P Vaz )

-^m\Vm.arx ~V Vmary "T Vm,arz J

+-[(iy+(iy+e)"]

(4)

I ny {
dx
dy
dz\
\ ^ ^ m I 'Dmarx j, \~ Vmary "T, T Vm,arz "tT I •
N o w thefirstterm '2m(vax^ + ^ o / + ^o/) is evidently = 'ZmVa,
Va being th© absolute velocity of the center of gravity; likewise
the term 2 m ( B „ „ / + Vmary^ + Vmarz) = '^mVmarg-, OX, slmply,
Mvmar^ where Vmarg Is the total (mar) velocity of the motion
of the center of gravity in its transktory m o v e m e n t ; also

-[(ir+(i)+(i)"]=-''
because dx/dt, dy/dt, dz/dt axe merely prbjections of the velocity
on th© r©f©r©nc© ax©s x, y, z (in our case projections of the
relative velocity Vr). T h e last term can be rearranged as
follows: Omitting the brackets w e have thre© t©rms
dx
ZZ/mVmarx "jT ,

dy
^^mV-mary "tT j

dz
-^'^mVmarz ''tT ,
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but, since the motion is translatory, Vmarx is the same for all
particl©s. Including th© c©nt©r of gravity, G (and th© sam©
3ppli©s to v„iary and Vmarz); SO that these velocities can be
plao©d b©for© th© 2 sign:
dx
. -^ ,

o
^ dy
^Vmary-^m "^ ,

dz
.^Vmarz^m ^ ,

But, for the c©nt©r of gravity, 2 m x = 0; 1,my = 0; 2 m z = 0;
(Bows©r, Anal. M©ch., p. 109) and th©r©for© also
„ dx ^ dy ^ ^ dz ^

2m 37=0;

2m37=0;

2m-77=0.

dt
dt
dt
T h e whole last term of (4) is therefore 0, and w e have
2m(2)a)2 = MVmarg^ + "LmVr^,
or, dividing b y 2,
m(Vay _ MVmarg^

2

2

-

2

nVdr^

+^

2 •

This theorem (called Koenig's theorem) Is of greatest importance In practice and will be constantly used in our future
work; it tells us that the total kinetic ©n©rgy of any system is
equal to the kinetic energy of Its center of gravity (with the
whole mass cono©ntrat©d In it) plus th© kin©ti© ©nergy of th©
whol© syst©m. In its relative motion about its center of gravity
(considered as fixed). Caution.—In calculating the kinetic
energy of the center of gravity, mv'^/2, absolute, not relative
v©locity should be used; it is geometrically compounded of
relativ© and (mar) velocities.
Let us take a few examples.
1. A thin horizontal rod, of the mass m , can slide in a holder,
which can turn about a vertical axis. The holder has negligible
mass and there is no friction. Find the general expression of
kinetic energy in terms of the angular velocity of rotation (fig. 22).
Let C he the middle of the rod (the center of gravity).
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According to Koenig's theorem we h3ve to caloukt©, (1) th©
kin©tlc ©n©rgy of the middle point, C (the whole mass being
< — I — *
-f-i-i
i?llr a

yi
Fig. 22.
assumed concentrated in It), in Its rotation about the vertical.
This of course
_ mv^

m dh

m dr^ -\- rM(p^

~'2'^'2df^J

df

(compare Bowser, Anal. Mech., p. 243, also, Bowser, Calculus,
p. 178). T o this w © must add (2) th© kln©tlc ©n©rgy du© to
th© motion of th© rod-about Its o©nt©r of gravity, in othor
words, to its rotation, of which the instantaneous valu© will
b© th© sam© as dip/dt, th© rotation about th© v©rtical support.
(This is oft©n misund©rstood: a well-known theorem of klnem3tl©s t©lls us that th© axis of rotation can b© transport©d
(parall©l to Its©lf) to any point, provided that a certain translatory motion is added; but the angles of rotation will be
precisely the same for 3II such parallel axes; hence, instead of
rotation about V w e m a y simply consider that about C.
This remark will apply to almost every problem of this sort;
w e shall transfer centers of rotation freely, into any desired
position.)
N o w , the kinetic energy of a rotating rod = ^ m o m e n t of inertia X the square of angukr velocity, that is (m/24:)F(d<p/dt)^
(Bowser, Anal. Mech., p. 431); so that the total kinetic energy
will b©

W© note that this result is in terms of variables dr/dt, r and
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d(p/dt, of which we know nothing, so far; it will be shown in
the next chapter how, from expressions of T, found in the
general form, similar to the expression just calculated, the
equations of motion can be easily derived by Lagrange's
beautiful method.
2. Find the kinetic energy of a ladder (mass m ) the top of
which is resting on a smooth lamp-post, while the bottom is
slipping, in some manner, on the icy sidewalk (no friction).
(By saying that the ladder is slipping " in some w a y " w e
m e a n to say that the motion of the bottom of the ladder will
not be necessarily radial, away from the post, but m 3 y h3ve a
rotation, at the same time, about the post, as shown by the
angle 9 (fig. 23).)
Here according to Koenig's theorem w e have: (1) the center
C of the ladder is moving on a sphere, described from 0 with

Fig. 23.
the radius = 1/2 (check this statement by elementary methods
of Anal. Geometry); therefore the velocity of C can be m a d e
up of very small displacement-velocities: along the meridian,
1/2 • d<p/dt and along the arc of a parallel circle, (1/2) sin (^
(d9/dt); henc© th© ©xpr©ssion

m Sl\dt J

sm' (p

n

N o w th© r©lative motion of th© ladder, that Is to say, 3bout
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its center asfixedpoint, m a y be about a horizontal axis, if
sliding outwardly, and, also, about a vertical axis, in its rotation about the post; so that we h3ve to consider both rotations. Taking the ladder merely as a rod of the same mass
and length, we have its mom©nt of inertia = mP/12, ther©fore this part of kinetic energy will be

24 W d t J

+ sin^
•

m

(Not© that (d9/dt) sin (p indicates that the rotation about the
post, d9/dt, has been resolved, along, and at right angles to
the ladder; and only the latter component taken into consideration; draw a sketch, directing d9/dt vertically along the
lamp-post and illustrate this remark.)
Finally we have
2' = i
6

( dt)

(Bemark.—Instead oi T = 2(m^^/2) it is customary to write
2 T = 2mD^, and we shall make frequent use of this notation;
likewise, in dealing with rods, as was the case In th© last two
©xamples, the length is generally denoted 2a or 21 to simplify
writing.)
3. A rod (mass m, length 21) can slide, without friction, on a
horizontal plane; its end A (fig. 24) cannot leave the axis x,

Fig. 24.

while its end B is acted upon by a repelling force F, perpendicul
to 0-x and proportional to B D , the ordinate of B. Find 2 T
in terms of <p.
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This Is a som©what mor© intricat© ©as©. L©t a and b he
the coordinates of the center of gravity of the rod. The only
forces applied to the rod consist of F and of corresponding
reaction of th© axis x; th©y ar© both perpendicular to th©
axis X, h©nc©, with r©gard to this axis, the equation of motion
can be written
d-a
„
m 17J- = 0 ,

or

a = kt -\- n;

where k and n are the constants of Integration. This means
that th© motion of th© c©nt©r of gravity, parallel to the axis x,
will be uniform. The general expression of the velocity of C
will be

''-(s)'+(f ;='•+'• »^v(fy,
(since & = I sin ip),
which gives the velocity of the instantaneous bodily motion
of the rod. W e now must calculate the kinetic energy due to
the rotation of the rod about its o©nt©r with the angular
veloelty dip/dt, which will he^(mf/3)(dip/dt)^ and the total
kinetic energy will be

2 r = m F 2 + ^ ' ( ^ ) ' ^ » [ . . + P(i + c„sV)(f)'].
o
9. Euler's angles. W e shall (ermlnate this chapter by.
deriving Euler's angles, which will be often used In our work.
W e have seen (under Body with one pointfixed)that the motion
of a body 3bout a fixed point resolves itself simply Into a
rotation, with a certain angular velocity, co, about some
instantaneous axis, whose projections upon any rectangular
axes, COl, CO2, C03, are connected tog©th©r by th© r©lation
CO^ = COl^ + C02^ + C03^.
Those projected rotations give us an Idea as to the rotary displacement, which is going to take place, during the next
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Instant, about each axis; but they do not help us directly to
characterize or identify the position of the body at a given
time. Indeed, in order to do this we would have (1) to imagine
a system of axes, x, y, z, say, the principal axes,fixedin the
body, that is to say, moving with it; and (2) a system of axes
Z , 7, Z,fixedIn space. (3) W e would then have tofindthe
cosines of each axis x, y, z, with each of thefixedaxes, Z, 7, Z
(by rules of analytic geometry), that is nine cosines for the
whole set of movable axes x, y, z, and,finally,(4) we would
derive expressions of time-derivatives of all thes© cosines
which would enable us to watch the motion of the axes x, y, z,
that is of the body, in relation to afixedset of axes, Z, 7, Z.
All this can be done, In a much simpler way, by Euler's angles
and the formulae that can be derived therefrom.
According to Euler's method, in order to change the position of axes from any Initial position, Z, 7, Z, to any current
position, X, y, z (fig. 25) only three rotations are necessary:

Fig. 25.
(1) about Z, through an angl© \p; (2) about the new position
Zi-0, through an angle 9; and (3) about the new axis, z-0,
through an angle (p. This completely identifies the new position of the axes, and therefore, the new position of th© system;
therefore, if we could watch the motion of the system by means
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of the components coi, C02, C03, which, through the change of
the nine direction-cosines could tell us where the axes would
be during the next instant, we certainly could do so, with
much greater ease, by following the changes of Euler's angles
of which we have but three. Indeed, the resultant of the
three small varktions of Euler's angles will give the body the
same Instant3neous twist as would result from the three component rotations coi, C02, C03. Our problem is then to replac©
COl, C02 and C03 by ©xpr©ssions involving only the angles \f', 9
and ip, as well as th©ir derivatives (angular veloeities), d\p/dt,
d9/dt and dip/dt; in oth©r words to follow the inotion of the
(moving) principal axes, along which it is customary to
direct the moving axes x, y, z, entirely through the angles \p, 9
and <p, reckoned from somefixedsystem of axes Z , 7, Z.
N o w , since the Instantaneous rotation co can be resolved
into any desired components, let us resolve it into three components, along the axes 0-Z, 0-Xi and 0-z (fig. 26). This

_"0r:7;*^.Xi

Fig. 26.
means that, instead of old components of instant3neous rot3tion, COl, W2, C03, we shall have the following new components
(which, combined together, will give, of course, the same
effect, co): About 0-Z • • • dip/dt, about O-Zj • • • d9/dt, about
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0-z • • • dip/dt. All we have now to do is to project dxp/dt,
d9/dt and d(p/dt upon the moving axes x, y, z (remembering
that th© projection of co is equal to the sum of projections of
Its components). This gives

# . . . , d9
COl = -jT sm 9 sm ip -\--T7 cos (p,
d-^ . „ d9 .
002 = -ji sm 9 cos ^ — -17 sm ip,
co3 = ^cos0+-^.
It is very advisable for the reader to derive thes© formulae
several times; the mechanism of projecting the components Is
clearly indicated on th© drawing; in practice, as has been said
before, for axes x, y, z, we generally take the principal axes of
the body, which is thereby fully identified in referenc© to some
fixed axes, such as Z , 7, Z. It Is well to remember that
Euler's angles, 1/', 6 and ip are positive in the direction indicated by the arrows; rotations in an opposite direction would
be assumed negative. Th© r©ader will probably s©© at once
why the elementary rotations dyj//dt, d9/dt and dip/dt have^
been projected upon the moving axes (or, rather, upon directions, coinciding at that instant, with the moving axes,
X, y, z), whil© It would b© just as easy to project them upon
thefixedaxes, X , 7, Z; the real advantage is this: by projecting the ©l©mentary rotations upon the moving axes w e
have means of locating, for any instant, the position of the
Instantaneous axis in relation to these moving axes; while the
moving axes themselves are located at any instant, in respect
to thefixedaxes, Z , 7, Z, by Euler's angles 1/', 9 and ip. In
other words, as soon as Euler's angles are given (in terms of
the time), the reader will picture to hims©lf two things:
(1) by m©ans of thes© angl©s, th© position, for any tim©, t, of
th© moving ax©s (and therefore that of the body itself), can
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be instantly established; and (2) within these moving axes,
the instantaneous axis of rotation, can be established b y Its
three projections coi, C02 and C03 on these same axes, which,
furthermore are given in terms of these same Euler's angles.
T h e latter are, therefore, sufficient to completely identify the
position of the body at any given m o m e n t of tim©. T h e
reader will no doubt understand that in problems involving
spinning bodies (tops, gyroscopes, etc.) the axis of spin and
the Instant3neous 3xis co are two entirely different things; In
using Euler's angles for such problems It Is customary to
direct the Euler's axis z along the axis of spin, in which case
the angular velocity dip/dt is the constant velocity of spin;
while th© instant3n©ous 3xis co m 3 y b© ©ntir©ly outsid© of th©
rot3ting body; these two axes can ©oincid© only In a v©ry few
problems. Involving, for instance, spinning of a top about its
steady vertical position.
B y w a y of illustration w e shall take the following very
simple exercise, although it is of extremely great Importance:
Supposing that a point is given in reference to a new system,
X, y, z, by its coordinates, x, y and z; and that this new system is
characterized by Euler's angles, \f, 9 and ip in relation to the old
(orfixed)system, X , 7, Z ; how can the position of the point be
found in direct reference to the old coordinate systemf In other
words, h o w to find Z , 7, Z, in terms of x, y, z, and of the
angles, \p, d and ip'! In order to find these w e have only to
find expressions connecting together the two sets of coordinates
3nd then to solye them for X , 7, Z. T h e reader Is advised
to draw two sets of axes to a large scale and then to proceed
as follows: the n e w system was obtained from the old one by
three successive rotations }J/, 9 and ip; now, after the first
rotation, r^, w h e n the axis Z became Zi, any point, a;i, 2/1,
in the system thus obtained, would be expressed as follows
in the Z , 7, Z system:
Z = a;i cos ^ — yi sin 4'; 7 = a:i sin 4^ -\- yi cos \j/;
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where Zi and 7i are the temporary coordinates of the point
on the axes Zi and 7i (this is evident from plain geometry).
After the second rotation (through 9, about 0-Zi), the axis Z
took Itsfinalplace z and the axis 7i moved up to, say, 72;
under these conditions any point 72, z, Zi will be expressed
as follows in the system 7i, Z, Xi:
Yi = 72 cos 5 — z sin 9;

z = Y2 sin9 -\- z cos 9,

where Xi remains the same as before, but 72 and z are the hew
coordinates in the system just obtained. Another,final,turn
will now be made about z, through the angle ip, which finally
gives any such point as a;, y, z, In the system Zi, 72, z as follows,
Z i = x cos ip — y sin ip;

• Y 2 = x simp -\- y cos ip

(z being the same as before). Eliminating Z i , 7i, and 72
frorn these three pairs.of equations w e have
Z = a;(cos Ip cos ip — sin )/< sin ip cos 9)
— y(cos ^p sin tp -{• sin }p cos ip cos 9) -\- z sin 9 sin \p;
7 = a!(cos tp sinxp -\- sin ip cos t/' cos 9)
+ 2/(sin xp sin ip — cos 4^ cos ip cos 9) — z cos \p sin 9;
Z = X sin ip sin 9 -\- y cos ip sin9 -{- z cos 9.
These ©quations in th©ms©lv©s are not interesting, but the
following deduction should be well retained b y the reader for
his future work: It Is possible to find the coordinates of any
point for the old system, solely through the Euler's angles and
the n e w coordinates; but, infiniteform, that is involving no
derivatives (compare this with the result of our attempt to
express a point in terms of the rotations, coi, C02 and C03 (see
under Euler's formulae); it w a s shown then that x, y, z can
also be given. In terms of coi, C02 and C03; only such expressions
^ould necessarily involve velocities, tlme-deriyatlv©s).
Euler's angles are of great Importance, therefore another
©xampl© will b© given: A solid body, with one pointfixed,is in
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motion which can be described as follows; the instantaneous axis
is moving in space, and the projection of the constant angular
velocity,fi,about it (as laid off on that axis) upon a certain
straight line, D , belonging to the body (and passing through the
fixed point), is constant and = co; furthermore, the projection
of the angular velocity, 0, upon a plane perpendicular to B , is
turning, relatively to the moving axes, x, y, z, ivith a constant
angular velocity = — co. Required to determine, in terms of
time, t, Euler's angles, with which the system can be located in
relation to some fixed axes.
Let the line D (fig. 27) be the axis z of the moving system.

Fig. 27.
x, y, z (solid with the body); also letflibe the projection of fl
u p o n the plane perpendicular to B ; let the moving axis a; coincide with the projection of Q at the beginning of the motion
(that is w h e n t = 0 ) ;finallylet the fixed axes represent the
position of moving axes at the beginning of motion, i! = 0.
F r o m Euler's formulae just found w e have

#

. „ .

, d9

COl = "1 cos coi = -77- s m 9 s m ip -\- -rr cos ^,

dxp

dd

C02 = —fiisin cot = -jT sin 9 cos ^ — -77 sin ip,
d\p „ , t^'P

(1)
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W© hav© thus r©solv©d the instantaneous veloelty Into Its
components along the moving axes, x, y, z; as a matter of
faot th© instantan©ous voloclty was given to us not by Itself
but by its projections; nevertheless, the formulae (1) will
©nabl© us to find d\p/dt (from thefirsttwo, multiplying by
sin tp and by cos ip r©sp©ctlvely, and adding)
dip _ Ui sin (ip — wt)
dt ~
sin 9

^'

and also tofindd9ldt (multiplying th©firstby cos ip, the second
by sin tp, and subtracting)
d9
jT =flicos (ip — cot).

(3)

Also from the kst equation (1),

whence (multiplying (3) by (4))

cos (ip — ut) f dip
sin (<p — cot) \dt

dd
cos 9
\ _!_dt
/
sin 0

'

which immediately integrates into a logarithmic ©xpr©ssIon,
from which
sin (ip — cot) sin 9 = const. = 0
(5)
(the constant being = 0, because of our choice of coordinates,
In view of which, when t = Q, 9 = 9q= 0). The equation (5)
can be satisfied only, when (1) 9 = Q which means merely
rotation about afixedaxis (z the same as Z); or, (2) when
ip = (lit; this means dip/dt = co and (see (4)) d\p/dt = 0;
whence tp = const. = 0 (in view of our conditions). Finally
from (3) w© have d9/dt = fii and 9 = Qxt it appe3rs, therefore, that the line B remains in the plane X - Z (sine© \p = 0),
while revolving about 7 with constant angular velocity 12i
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(since 9 = Qit); and, meanwhile, the body is revolving about
that axis with a constant velooity co (sin©© c> = cot).
W © giv© on© mor© ©xampl© of th© application of Euler's
angles: Consider the behavior of a gyroscope on the surface of
the earth (fig. 28).
Let Z he the vertical axis and Z , 7, Z, thefixedaxes; 9 Is
one of Euler's angles, z—the axis of spin, and x and y are

reference axes moving together with the body; let co«j, ojs,, co^g
be the components along the same axes, x, y, z, of the rotation
of the Z , 7, Z system proper (owing to the rotation of th©
©arth); the rotation of the gyroseope proper Is C03; the rotation
coe of the earth gives an additional component coe^ = — coe cos a.
All acting forces (gravity and centrifugal) have resultants
passing through thefixedpoint, so that their m o m e n t s are 0,
and w e can apply Euler's third ©quatlon

C^+ (B- A)wioo2 = 0
C Is h©r© th© moment of inertia of the gyroscope about its
axis of spin; A = B axe two other m o m e n t s of Inertia, equal,
and at right angles to th© axis of spin; so that
^ jI (<^3 ~ w<, cos a) = 0
or C03 — Ue cos a = const. If C03 and ao ar© th© initial values
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of C03 and a, we have
W3 = C03„ -|- coe(cos a — cos ao)
in th© absence of external work th© kinetic energy (remembering that 2 T = Aco^ + Pcoa^ + Cco3^ and that ^ = P ) Is
constant:
^(COI^ + C02^) + CC03^ = ^(COI/ + CO2/) + CC03.^
substituting coi and C02 in terms of 9 and yp (see transformation
formulae), as well as C03 just found, w© hav©, n©gl©cting oi^
which is small,

4(ir+(fr—]
= 2Cco3„co„(cos ao — cos a) -\- A(cdi^ + co2„^).
N o w ; In order to utilize the fact that there are no external
moments about the direction N ,fixedin space, we can state
that the sum of the projections of the impulse axis on this
direction is constant; thes© projections (instead of Acoi, Bco^,
CC03), are ^(coi -{- coj cos (N, x), etc., so that
^(coi + coe,) cos (N, x) + 4(co2 + WeJ cos (N, y)
+ C(co3 + coej) cos (N, z) = const.
But we can consider, at some given Instant, the axis x as coinciding with the projection of N upon the equatorial plane of
the gyroscope; in that case
cos (N, x) = sin a;

cos (N, y) = 0;

cos (N, z) = cos a

also
coe, = — coe COS (Nx) = — CO sin a;

co^^ = 0;

COeg = — COe COS a
so that, finally
A(coi — cOe sin a) sin a + c(co3 — co,, cos a) cos a — const.;
or, substituting C03 from above
A(o}i — Ue sin a) sin a + C(co3u — u^ cos ao) cos a = const.
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In order to find this constant let us re-write this equation for
t= 0
^(coi sin a — coi„ sin ceo) + ^C0e(sin^ ao — sin ao)
-f- (7(co3„ — COe cos ao)(oos a — cos ao) = 0;
whence
^(coi sin a — coi„ sin ao) = (cos ao — cos a)[^lcoe(cos ao
-f cos a) + c(co3„ — COe cos ao)].
This equation together with the integral of kinetic energy,
found above, are the solutions of the problem. This Is a
rather abstract problem Introduced here solely for the purpose
of Illustrating the 3pplio3tion of Euler's sngles. In what
follows several easy problems will be given on gyrbscoplo
motion.
(Caution.—The reader will understand that conceptions
Vike force, energy or work are really n©ver relative; for instance,
the kinetic energy can be calculated merely as '2im(va/2)
where Va is the absolute velocity; although Koenig's theorem,
which gives such an easy working rule, might be misinterpreted to m e a n that there Is such a thing as relative kinetic
energy in Itself; w e shall often refer to kinetic energy calculated
relatively to a certain point or axis, as If they werefixed,but
this should not mislead the reader; while of course relative
velocity or relative path are perfectly real conceptions.)

C H A P T E R 11.
Lagrange's Equations for a Particle.
The position of a free materi3l particle In space has so far
been characterized b y three coordinates, x, y, z, referred to
three rectangular axes. W h e n asked to determine the motion
of a particle, w e had to form the equations of motion and to
derive from them the expressions of coordinates in terms of
the time. Yet, mention has been m a d e (see under Coordinates
of rigid body) of a manner In which the number of coordinates
can be leduced, owing to constraints; each constraining equation reducing the number of coordin3tes by unity; thus for
example to determine th© position of a particle in space three
coordinates are needed, but, to determine the location of a
point on the surface of the earth w e need only two characteristics, longitude and latitude, the third characteristic being
implied In the condition that the point is on the sphere, given
b y th© ©quatlon of the latter. T o m a k e one step further, a
point on the equator can b© characterized by only one coordinate, such as an angle from some fixed point on the
equator. W h a t became of the other two characteristics?
T h e y have not been lost sight of or dropped altogether; they
are implied in the doubly constraining condition; that the
point is on the surface, and that it is in the equatorial plane,
intersecting that surface. Hence it is easy to see that every
additional constraining condition reduces the number of
necessary characteristics or coordinates by one.
T h e characteristics which specify the position of a partiol©
upon th© gly©n curve or surface are called generalized or independent coordinates. T h e y are independent in the sense that
in forming equations of motion involving these coordinates
w e can totally disregard the equations of constraints, unlike
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in methods dealing with ordinary position ©oordinates.
These independent coordinates can be of quite different
nature from the usual position ooordinat©s: for instance,
in the example of th© partiol© on the surface of a sphere, w ©
hav© two indep©ndent coordinates, longitude and latitude,
both being angukr; In the example of a particle on the equator
of a sphere w e have only one such independent coordinate,.
the azimuthal angle from a given meridian; but w e could
likewise take as independent coordinate, say, a linear distance
along the equator, from a given point. So that w e can take
as Indep©nd©nt coordinates any characteristics, angular or
linear,, provided that they fully describe the position of the
particle on its constraints. It Is Important to realize, however, that these Independent or generalized coordinates, although less in number than ordinary position coordinates (one
or two Instead of three) lead to no ambiguity whatever in
characterizing the position of a particle. In fact any one of
the ordinary position coordinates, x, y, z, can at all times be
©xpr©ss©d In t©rms of th© new, independent, coordinates; and
such expressions, if substituted In the equations of constraints,
wUl render them Identical. Take, for instance, the equation
of the sphere a;^ + 2/^ -|- z^ = r^; it is easy to see that the
coordinates of any point, x, y, z, can be given in terms of the
generalized coordinates, longitude and latitude, by the equations (fig. 29)
a; = r cos p cos g,
y — r cos p sin q,
z = r sin p,
where q is the longitude and p the latitude; substituting these
equations into that of the sphere w e have r^ = r^, an identity.
T o recapitulate: generalized coordinates imply independence of the constraints; they are less In number than the position ooordlnat©s, x, y, z, jet th© latt©r can always b© expressed
through them, and such expressions must necessarily satisfy
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th© constraints. Th© number of these generalized coordinates
Is called the degree of freedom, as we hav© already seen. In the
case of a constraining curve, which is given as the intersection
of two surfaces, we have only on© d©gree of fr©©dom; th©

Fig. 29.
particle can move only along th© curve and we need only one
characteristic, that is, only one generalized coordlnEtte, to
completely locate its position on the curve; for instance in
the case of a particle moving on the meridian of a sphere w©
had two equations a;^ + 2/^ + z^ — r^ = 0 (th© sph©r©); in
gen©ral, say, /i(a;, y, z) = 0; and z = 0 (the equatorlsl plane);
in general, say, /2(a;, y, z) = 0 so that only one generalized
coordinate was necessary; we saw that it can be either an
angle, reckoned from a given meridian, or a distanc© along
th© ©quator, from a certain initial point. And if we knew
how to express this only varlsble, the generalized coordinate,
which we shall caU q, in terms of time, by some sueh equation
as g = f(t), we would know all about the motion of the particle,
since the latter is fully located by this one variable, q. In
other words, while in three-coordinate system we would have
to know three such expressions, connecting coordinates,
X, y, z, with time, t, x = Fi(t);y = F2(t); z = Fi(t), with our
new method we need only one equation q = f(t); afterward.
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If desired, we can express th© old position coordinates In terms
of q, therefore obtaining the same equations, a; = F-i(t), etc.
Limiting ourselves, for the present, to the case of a particle
moving along a curve given by two equations, /i(a;, y, z) = 0
and /a (a;, y, z) — 0 (which indicate permanent constraints,
containing no time, i!), let us see how the introduction of q,
our new indep©nd©nt or g©neraliz©d ©©ordinate, will aff©©t the
shape of the fundamental equation of dynamics (from (1),
under D'Al©mb©rt's principle), which, written for one particle
of mass m, is

(^"™l^)^^+(^-™l^)^2/
+ (Z
u-m^J5z=0or
ZSa- + Yby + 25z = m (|f 5x -}- ^

Sz/ + |f 5z ) , (1)

th© first part of whioh r©presents virtual work (s©© und©r
Virtual work), and was d©not©d by bW. Knowing that
X, y and z can ultimately be expressed in terms of our new
variable g (see example above), by some such equations as
x = Fi(q); y = F2(q); z = FM: (2)
let us differentiate these equations with respeet to tim© t;
this will giv© v©locities dx/dt, dy/dt, dz/dt in terms of q and
of derivative dq/dt; in order to simplify writing we shall adopt
the following notation; the time-derivatives will be indicated by (') for each variable; so that dx/dt, dy/dt, dz/dt, dq/dt
will be denoted simply as x', y', z', q'; and the values of these
time derivatives will be (from (2))
, dFi , , dF2 , , dFz ,
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or simply
"=^^' ^=a^' '=d-q^'
(The reader Is advised to review his stock of knowledge of
partial differentiation; see Bowser, Calculus, pp. 120,122,125.)
These values of x', y', z', if substituted In the general expression of kinetic energy

T = ~

or

- - « [ ( ^ y + ( f r + e ) i

will give
2 T = m(x'^ + i/'-\-z'^)

(4)

which otherwise may be written thus (in view of (3))

-=4(fr+(fr+(f)]''^
which is a quadratic function in g', whose coefficient, [ ],
contains only q or Its functions and constants; In other words
2T= $(g) X g'' (4')
which means that 2" is a function of g of constants and of the
square of g' but contains nofirstpower of g'.
Remembering that g Itself is a function (as yet unknown)
of the time, as is its derivative g', we can differentiate (4) with
respect to g' (it will be partial differentiation, during which
all variables other than g', or its functions, remain constant)
dT f ,dx' ,dy' , ,dz'\

^=m(^a- _ + 2 / - + , - j ;

(5)

and also, with respect to g (partially).
dT

(

,dx'

,dy'

,dz'\

dq = m(^a;'-+2/'^ + z ' - j .

_

(6)
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To return to our fundamental equation (1): remembering
how the equation (3) under Virtual work was derived, we can,
by a similar application of Taylor's theorem, obtain the
following (from (2)):
oT oiJ c}z
''^ = dq^^'

^y = fq'^'

^'-dq'l'

In view of which
Z5a;+752/+Z5z=(z|+7|+z|-j)5g;
or, putting

^si+'-l+^r*.

(^)

we have simply
51F = Z5a; + Yby + Zbz = Qbq.
Here b W is virtual work, while 5g is the generahzed displacement, and perfectly arbitrary, of our new independent coordinate; therefore Q cannot be other than some sort of a force,
corresponding to such a displacement, sine© th© product of
th© two r©pres©nts work. Let us call Q generalized force. Its
©xpr©ssion can b© transform©d as follows: In

let us substitute, instead of the forces X, 7, Z, their equivalents, m(d^x/df), m(d^y/dt'^), m(dh/df), and extend our simplified notation, so that

^=r"' ^=«"- ~=z"df

'

df

y '

this will transform (7) into
m l x"-

df
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But this can be simplified still further; In the first place

^ dq dtV dq) ^ dt\dq)' ^^'
which can be Immediately verified by differentiation of
x'-(dx/dq) with r©spect to time [the sam© r©mark appli©s to
y"(dy/dq) and z"(3z/3g)]; on th© other hand, differentiating
(3), partially, with respect to g' we have
dx' dx
d^' = dq

^10)

with two similar equations in y and z. Also, differentiating
(3) with respect to g w e have
dx'

d'-x ,

(because, since g = f(t), q' is a function of t only), and two
similar ©quations in y and z. Also, evidently
d (
/ ddx\
x \ d'^x , , .
dx'
(a^j=^3'>ttatis = ^
dt\dqrd^''i'''^^''=Yq

(12)

(from (11)). Therefore, substituting (10) and (12) Into (9)
and,finallyinto (8) we have
/

,,dx , ,,dy , ,,dz\

^[^"dq + y / q + ' d q )
d
"^dt

which in view of (5) and (6) means

d f d T \ dT ^
dt[d^')-d^-^'

(14)

Equations of this type are called Lagrange's equations of
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motion; it will presently be shown that for the motion on a
surface, where two independent coordinates are necessary to
specify the position of a particle, there will be two such equations, one for each independent ooordinat©; also in the next
chapter it will be explained h o w this sam© ©quatlon can b©
extended to a system.
T h e deduction of these equations Is not difficult and not
unnatural: all that w e have don© was to substitut© n©w notations in th© ©quatlon ©xpr©ssing that kinetic energy ©quals
work done; this, in thefirstplace, gave us a new expression
of kinetic energy; on the other hand the " work done " has
the same value, no matter what the choice of coordinates; it
is always the product of force by displacement, and if, for
some reason, w e have chosen, instead of, say, 5a;, a peculiar
displacement 5g, w e must exp©©t that th© corresponding
(gen©rallz©d) fore© will also b© of a sp©cial nature, subject,
howev©r, to th© ©ondition that its product Qbq is equal to the
kinetic energy.
N o w , w e can imagine several kinds of displacements:
1. Linear displacement, the product of which by the corresponding force gives work.
2. Angular dlsplac©m©nt, the product of which by the
corresponding moment gives work.
3. Incr©as© of volume, th© produot of which by the corresponding pressure gives work.
Etc.
• So that what w e called generalized fore© m a y b© not only
for©©, but m o m © n t , pr©ssur©, etc., according to the choice of
the independent coordinate; It will be easily found from the
conditions of th© problem. If there are no external forces Q
will be = 0; if there are external forces, the force Q must be
found such, that it will correspond to the virtual displacement
of our n e w (independent) coordinate (force for linear, m o m e n t
for angular displacement, etc.). A s a final result of these
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transformations (and this was our primary object) we have
only one equation of motion (14), instead of three; it can be
written down as soon as the expression of kinetic ©n©rgy T
h3S b©©n found; 3nd has nothing to do with the constraints.
Before illustrating the application of this equation by an
©xampl© w© can observe the following: in order to simplify
the derivation of these equations we have made the assumption
that the constraints fi(x,.j/, z) = 0 and /2(a;, y, z) = 0 were
permanent, that Is that they contained no time, t. In general,
however, the constraints m a y be variabl© In ©ith©r shape or
position, and therefore, as a general rule, their equations will
be, say, /i(a;, y, z,t) = 0 and /2(a;, y, z, t) = 0, and cons©qu©ntly th© ©quations (2) wlh also contain the time,
X = Fi(q, t); 2/ = F2(q, t); z = P3(g, t).
By way of Illustration imagine a partlcl© on a sph©re of varying
diam©t©r—a soap bubbl©. H©r© it is not possible to characterize the position of a particle by longitude and latitude
alone, but time t must also be specified. W e can easily prove,
however, that moving constraints do not alter the form of
Lagrange's equations; the kinetic energy will no longer be a
function of q' alone, but will have another term depending
upon q'; but, although the ©quations (3) will hav© an additional t©rm:

, dx dx ,
"^ ^dt+dq"^' •••'"*"•'
the equations (10) will still hold true, and in deriving the
equations (12) w© shall simply hav©
dx'
d'^x
d^x
dq^didq'^d^
but also (d/dt)(dx/dq) will now b© (d^x/dtdq) -[- (d^x/dq^)q' that
is = dx'/dq, from what has just b©©n obtain©d; so that th©
equation (14) will remain unchanged.
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Having thus extended the method to the case of variable
constraints w e shall m a k e another remark regarding the
problem Involving two parameters. T h e proof just given contemplates a particle with only one degree of freedom, that is
to say, the motion is limited to a curve, given by.two equations. Suppose n o w w e have only one equation of constraints,
f(x, y,z) = 0; this will represent a surf a©©, so that two param©t©rs or indep©ndent coordinates will be necessary to locate
the position of the particle on that surface. In this case w e
can apply the same reasoning, except that two generalized
coordinates will m e a n two generalized forces, and then there
will be two Lagrange's equations, one for each independent
coordinate. This can be appli©d to any number of coordln3t©s, as w e shall see In deriving Lagrange's equations for a
system; but a particle can have only one, two or three degrees
of freedom (in the latter case it is absolutely free of constraints). W e shall rapidly review the derivation of equations
similar to (14) for two independent (generalized) coordinates
(such as latitude and longitude, for instance), which w e shall
call gi and g2.
Let th© constraining ©quatlon be f(x, y, z) = 0, and assume
that the coordinates x, y, z, can be expressed in terms of the
two independent coordinates thus:
X = Pi(gi, g2); y = P2(gi, g2); z = Fs(qi, 52). (2')
Differentiating and substituting in the equation of kinetic
energy w© hav©
2 T = Eq,''-\-Fqi'q2'+ Gq2',
that Is a quadratic function, homogeneous in the generalized
velocities (gi' and g2'), where E , F, G, contain only generalized
coordinates or constants.
Differentiating
2 f = m(x'^-h y'^ + z'^)
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with r©speot to gi and gi'; also to g2 and g2', we have two
sets of equations like (5) and (6). But in this cas© th© virtual
displacement Is
^^ = ^i^^^ + ai;^'^^'
(by Taylor's theorem) with similar expressions for by and 5z.
Finally we have

bW=Xbx-^ 752/ + Z5z= (zf|+ 7|+ Z^^Jsgi
+ (z|^+7|^+z|^)5g2.
V dq2
dq2
dq2 J
Here again we hav© g©neralized dispkcements 5gi and 6g2;
so that (51F being work) the coeffioi©nts of 5gi and 5g2 must b©
g©n©rallz©d forc©s. L©t

x'f+Y'^+zp-=qu
'^^d

dqi

dqi

;.

;i

dqi
.^

(7')

Z^-^+7^+^,-=Q2,
dq2
dq2
dq2
so that 51F = Qi5gi -\- Q2bq2; r©p©&,ting the method used above
we obtain two equations like (8), one for gi and one for g2.
Simplifying by the Introduction of equations exactly similar
to (9), (10) and (12) wefinallyhave

dt \ dqi
ll'J

dqr^"

d^(dJi\_d_T__
dt\dq2') dq2~ ^'•

(15)

These are Lagrange's equations of motion for a particle with two
degrees of freedom. For an entirely free particle we would
have three such equations with three generalized forces,
corresponding to the three generalized displacements; that is
on© ©quatlon for ea©h independent coordin3te. It will be
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seen that they would be precisely alike in form and all dorlved
from the same T; but the partial differentiation Is performed
with respect to the three different g's or g"s and the ©orr©spondlng generalized forces, Q, will be different for each of
these equations (15).
Th© case of varying constraints, for th© r©ason glvon abov©,
does not alter these ©quations; in that case Instead of (2') w©
shall hav© a; = /(gi, g2, t), ©tc.
Example. Form equations of motion of a free particle in a
horizontal plane, under action of any force, P.
Here th© only ©onstralnlng ©quatlon is that of th© plan©,
z = 0; th© particle evidently has two degrees of freedom, and
we shall choose as Indep©nd©nt coordinat©s what otherwise
are known as polar coordinates, r and tp; so that gi = r, and
g2 = ip. The kinetic energy in polar coordinates (see under
Integral of kinetic energy) will be
dr^-\-rHip^
22 = mdf
ox, in our simplified notation, 2 T = m(r''' + r^ip').
Differentiating 2?' with respect to r and r'; also to ip and tp',
we have
dT
,2
---^ranp';

dT
,
^ , = mr ;

dT
^
- = 0;

dT
-^,= nir^^ •

Substituting in Lagrange's equations

d (dT \ dT
^
dt\d^')-d^r^'

^
^^"^

d (dT \ dT
^
d t W )-d^2^^'

we have
mr" — mnp' = Qi, and m j (j'V) = QiThese are the general equations of motion, except that Qi
and Qi (generalized forces, corresponding to our generalized
displacements br and 5^) must be found from the original
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conditions and substituted in these equations. Resolving the
given force, P, into Its (generalized) components, one, P,
directed along the radius vector, the other, N , at right angles
to the radius, we can observe the following: The force P is
evidently = Qi, because It Is directed along the radial dispkcement br, multiplied by whieh it gives Qibr, that is work;
the force N Itself, if multiplied by the corresponding displacement, gives Nbip, which is not work, therefore N is not Q2;
we can so© at one© that Q2 will not b© a for©© but a moment,
since the corresponding displacement Is angukr, and it is
necessary to have a moment, in order to have work, when
multiplied by an angular displac©m©nt; so th3t Q2 is not N ,
but Nr.
Th©fin3l©qu3tioiis of motion ar©

m [ £ - ' ( ^ ) > « .

-^

4 { " ^ h - " -

w

Example. F o r m general equations of motion of a free particle
in space.
W e take for independent coordinates r, 9 and ip (seefig.6
and corresponding remark o n kinetic ©nergy in polar coordinat©s). H©r© w © have
2T= m[r'^'+'r\9'^ + r^ cos^ 9-ip'^)]
and there will be three Lagrsnge's equations for the three
independent coordinates, r, 9 and ip,
m[r" - r(9'^ + cos^ 9-ip'^)] = Qi,
m

fd
-1
17 (r^9') -+- r^ sin 9 cos 9 • ip'

Q2,

m J, (r^ cos^ 9-ip') = Q^.
It remains only to substitut© the corresponding values of the
generalized forces Qi, Q2 and Qs, In accordance with the
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external forces as given in the problem. Suppose w© hav© a
fore© F which can b© resolved into the following components:
P along r,
M perpendicular to r In the meridian plane,
P perpendicular to P and M ,
then Qi will be the force P itself, because the displacement 5?along It will be linear; but Q2 will be M r (because of the angular
nature of the displacement g2, or b9); also Qz will not be simply
P but Pr cos 9, because the angular displacement 5^ will
result in a certain work b W done by a force P acting on a
lever r cos 9.
Finally

m

{s-'[(:t-»-(J)1}='''

d •> 1 adf -o a
m^^r^ cos'' 9 -rr = Pr cos 9.
dt
dt
With a little practice the reader will be able to write down
equations like (16) or (17) at once. N o w the Integration of
equations thus obtained, or. In fact, of all but a very few
simpler equations of dynamics, is very difficult, and often
altogether Impossible; but this difficulty is of a mathematical
nature, while the formation of the equations Is the real problem
of dynamles. And in this connection Lagrange's equations
are often of the greatest help.
A n Int©r©sting cas© presents itself when the acting forces are
the derivatives of some common force-function U. This
symbol m a y b© used in a broader sense than before, and m a y
contain not only the coordinates but the time, t, explicitly
(which the potential function we had before, could not), so
that
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If th©r© Is such a function, we can introduce (18) into (7),
and obtain
r. _ dJl dx
dx dq

d U dy
dy dq

d U dz _ d U
dz dq dq

so that Instead of Q we will have, in equations (14), simply the
partial derivatives, such as dU/dq, with respect to the
corresponding independent coordinate. T h e same remark
will apply to a greater number of parameters, so that, for
instance, the equations (15) will then be re-written thus

d^(dT_\_d^_dU
dt \dq
d^fdJT
dt V Sg;0

dqi

dqi

dT
dq2

dU
and so on.
dq2

T h e general rul© of pro©©dur© w h © n a foro© function can b©
found is as follows:first,w e select the independent coordinates
In such a manner that the x, y, z, coordinates can be expressed
by the former in connection with the equations of constraints,
which m a y also contain time; this will give equations (2)
or (2'). T h e next step is to form T b y the proper substitution
of x', y', z', derived from (2) or (2'); the function T will thus
contain time, t, as well as the independent coordinates and
their tlme-deriv3tives; after this it r©mains to form th© ©xpr©ssion of generaliz©d forces Q, or to substitute proper values
of (2) or (2') into the force function U , which will then contain only Independent coordinates and, possibly, t. Thus
w © hav© everything required for writing d o w n Lagrange's
equations, one for each independent coordinate.
A few specially selected exaniples will n o w be given.
Example 1. Find equations of motion of a particle, of mass m ,
moving without friction on a straight line, inclined at an angle a
to a vertical axis (fig. 30) and rotating about the latter with the
angular velocity co.
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Let r be our only independent coordinate; of course^ = (j:it;
and the equations (2) become
a; = r sin a-cos cot;

y = r sin a-sin ut;

z = r cos a.

Fig. 30.
Differentiating and substituting in 2 T we have
2 T = m(x'^ + y'"' + z'') = m(r'^ -\- coV sln^ a);
whence
dT^
= mr';
dr'

dT
dr

furthermore U = mgz = mgr cos a; so that
dU

dr = mgc OS a;
finally the substitution of these results into

d^(dT\_dJ[_dU
dt\dq') dq ~ dq'
gives

dh
^ — coh siii^ Ci — g COS a,
dtwhich immediately Integrates into

+ Be

CO'' sm'' a

and this Is the desired expression giving r In terms of time
and constants.
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Example 2. Find the equations of motion of a particle (fig.
31) sliding without friction inside of a circular tube x-O-y,
which itself is in uniform rotation, 03, about thefixedpoint 0 ; the
rotation being in a horizontal plane; with no external forces.

Fig. 31.
Here the position of the tube itself is completely defined
b y the angle of its diameter. A , from, say, the axis x, taken
at random. O n the other hand the position of th© particle
Inside the tube can be fully ehar3cterlzed b y only one p3r3meter, or Independent coordinate, the angle ip. According
to our working rules w e must express x, y, z, in terms of the
independent coordinate ip, and then form 2?'; here w e have
x = r cos cot-\- r cos (ip + coO;
2/ = r sin coi + r sin (tp + cot);

(whil© z = 0 ) ;

wh©n©e
x' = — rdo sin cot — r(ip' -\- co) sin (ip -j- oot);
y' = rco cos wt -{- r(ip' + co) cos (ip + coQ,
so that
22' = mr%u^ + (ip' -f- co)^ -f 2co(^' + co) cos ip]
and.
-r-— = mi^(ip' -H CO + CO COS ip); -3— = — mr^co(ip' -{- co) sin ip.
dip
clip
Ther© b©ing no ©xt©rnal forces, Q = 0;fin3lly,substituting in
(14), w e hav©
^=-co^sm^;
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Comparing this with th© ©quatlon of pendulum (Bowser,
Anal. Mech., p. 458) w© conclud© that th© motion of the partlcl© will be pendular about ^ as a lowest point, and the time
of an oscillation will be = tt/co.
Example 3. A particle starts loith an initial velocity Vo (fig.
32) along a circumference whose radius increases with the time;
find the motion.
This is a typical case of varying constraints (where x = f(q, t),
etc.). If the initial radius. Is a, the constraining equation will

Fig. 32.
be x^ -{- y^ = a^(l -\- kt)^, where ^ Is a constant coefficient.
Of course z = 0; also, introducing polar coordinates, r and
ip, X = a(l -{- kt) cos ip and y — a(l -{- kt) sin ip; differentiating with respect to both the independent coordinate
and th© tim©, t, we have
x' = — a(l -+- kt)ip' sin ip -{- ak cos (p,
y' = a(l + kt)ip' cos tp -\- ak sin tp,
which In 22' will giv©
22*= ma2[(l + kt)V^ + ¥] = mi?
(incidentally it follows that a\(l + klYtp' -j- k"^] = •b^ at any
time, or at the beginning of motion, when t = 0, a^tp' + k'^= 'Oa'
whence a^tp' = Vi^ — k^). From 22^ we have
fj rp

^

= ma\l + kt)V,
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so that
j^ [ma^(l + /rf)V'] = 0, or ma\l -\- ktftp' = const. = c.
Let us determine the constant c for the beginning of motion,
that is when i = 0; we have mcftp' = c; but a^tp' = Vo — k"^,
so that atp' = Vvo^ — ¥ ; whence ma^tp' = maVvi? — P = c.
Finally our equation becomes
a(l + UYtp' = F^o' - ¥

dtp
-^=
dt

or

A

(1 + ktf'

where

,
Vvi - ¥
A =
•
a
Separating the variables we have,
dt
and finally

But for if = 0, ^ = 0, and Ci = (A/k), so that
kt At

_A(
^

A; V

1_\
1 + kt)

^_
k 1 + ifc<

l-[-kt

Substituting this Into x and y, formed in the beginning of the
problem, we have
At
X = a(l -\r kt) ©OS
1 + /rf'
At
2/ = cf(l + kt) sin

1+kt'

these are thefinalequations of motion (and completely express
the coordinates in terms of the time).
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Remark 1. Due mention has been made of th© ©as© with
which generalized forces can be found if ther© is a force function U ; the latter m a y be a potential function, that is a function of the coordinates only; or, it m a y contain th© time; but,
in any case. Its partial derivatives, with respect to any coordinate, must give corresponding forces, so that
r— = A, etc.;
dx
Instead of generalized forces Q, etc., we then simply have
dU/dq, etc.
But if there is no force function, the generalized forces Q
can be found from general considerations as follows: W e
have seen (equation (7)) that

so that It Is only necessary to calculate the partial derivatives
dx/dq, etc. from the equations (2) or (2'), express x, y, z through
the independent coordinates, and substitute in (7); the result
will be Q for that specific displacement. Partial differentiation means assuming other generalized displacements, all = 0,
and the virtual work, Q5g, deriving only from the displacement
we have under present consideration, say 5g; similarly for Q2 we
shallfinddx/dq2, etc.; and so on; Z , 7, and Z, being of course
the projections of external forces upon the axes, x, y, z.
Remark 2. Should it be desired to calculate the reactions
of the constraints, this can be easily don© by r©ferring to equation (4) under B'Alembert's principle, where Xi, X2, etc., are
Lagrange's multipliers, or as they are often called, constraintcoefficients. The working of this method will be Illustrated
presently.
Remark 3. W e have seen, under Integral of kinetic energy,
that, for constrained motion, If the constraints are permanent
or indep©nd©nt of the time, the integral of kineti© ©nergy
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T = U -\- h holds as true as for non-constrained motion; this
Int©gral ©3n 3lso b© shown to b© an imm©diate consequence, of
3nd therefore an equivalent to, of any of Lagrange's equations.
Considering the simplest case of motion, with one degree of
fr©©dom, w© hav©
it \dq' ) dq~ ^'
multiplying by q' we have

But q'(d/dt)(dT/dq') is the same as (d/dt)(q'(dT/dq')) q"(dT/dq'), as can Immediately be verified by differentiating
q'(dT/dq') with respect to the time; th©r©fore

^ , d f ,dT\
„dT
,dT
^^'=dt['^d^)-^"W-'d^-

^''^

Remembering th© r©m3rk m3de under (4') we can diff©r©nti3te
2 T = tp(q)q', with respect to g', 3nd the result (which holds
true for perm3nent constraints only) will be
2^= 20(g).g'.
whence
g'^=0(g)-g'2=22'.

(21)

From the same expression, for 22^, not containing tim© explicitly, we have

dT_dT ,

dT „

dt ~ dq '^ ^ dq''^ '
which substituted In (20) and then in (19) will give
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whence dT = Qdq, which is the same as (2) under Integral of
kinetic energy.
In the case of several degrees of fr©©dom, we h3ve, in the
same manner,
-^ = Qiqi + Q^qi + Qzqz,
which likewise leads to the integral of kinetic ©nergy. If
there Is a force function U of gi, g2, g3, of which Qigi + ^292
+ Qzqi is an exact differential, dU, then we simply have
d T = dU, so that T — U -\- h; this Is the case when there is a
potential function, U(x, y, z), not containing the time. Hence
In problems Involving the potential function it Is perfectly
legitimate to replace any Lagrange's equation by its equivalent, the integral of kinetic energy.
The most difficult equations can thus be done away with
and the remaining set, including the integral of kinetic energy,
will then be thefinalequations of motion.
Example. B y way of illustration of these remarks let us
take the case of a particle moving, under gravity, on a sphere
of constant radius r.
W e had a similar problem (see equations (17)) for a mor©
g©n©ral cas© of motion; as b©for©, l©t us tak© as ind©p©nd©nt
coordinates the latitude 9 and th© longltud© tp. Through
th©se, our original coordinates can be expressed as follows:
X = r cos 9 cos tp; y = r cos 9 sinip; z = r sin 9;
and, r being constant, the kinetic ©n©rgy will be
2T = m(r'-9'^ + r^cos^9.ip'^).
Writing Lagrange's equations, one for 9 and one for <p, we
have
mr(9" H- sin 9 cos 9ip' ) = 0, and m 57 (cos^ 9ip') = #;
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where 0 and $ are generalized forces which we shall now
proceed to determine (see remark 1). The axis z being
directed upward, the potential function will be
Z7 = — mgz = — mgr sin 9;

forming d U/d9 we have
dU

- ^ = 0 = — mgr cos 9;
also

dU
so that thefinalequations will be
-375-+ sin 9 cos 9tp' = — g cos 9, and -r, cos^ 9 -jr = 0. (22)
From the latter we have

.2nd<P
cos^e^^c,
which Is the integral of areas iox 9 = 0 (that is for the plan©
x-y).
If inst©ad of a pot©ntIal fun©tion U we had a force whose
projections upon the axes were Z, 7, Z, we wouldfind0 and #
as foUows: In view of th© r©mark 1 we would have

^-^d9+ ^dg + '^dg'
but
x = r cos 9 cos tp;

y = t cos 9 sin tp;

z = r sin 9;

so that
dx
. .
dy
.
.
, dz
- — = — r s m 9 cos tp;
:rT= — r s m 9 smtp; ^ = r cos 9.
d9
oO
of
Substituting In the expression of 0 we would find it in terms
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of the (known) projections Z, 7, Z, and of the parameters
9 and tp; i> would be found in th© lik© mann©r. (Inst©ad of
this we might at once have written down 0 and $ in terms of
the components of P, tangent to the sphere in the meridian
plane, M ; and along the tangent to the parallel circle, P (see
equations (17)). But our object was to indicate a general
method for obtaining the Q's.)
According to Remark 3, we can replace thefirstequation
(22) by the integral of kinetic energy, which Is T = U -\- h.
In our problem U = — mgr sin 9 and
T = ^(r20''+r2cos2 0.^'')
so that the final equation T — U = h will be
f''9'^ -f r^ cos^ 9-tp'^-\- 2mgr sin 9 = 2h
(where A is a constant); this equation, tog©th©r with th©
s©oond equation (22), will determine the motion; it Is only
necessary to substitute tp' from the latter into the former and
to integrate the result. Such integration is not ©asy, although
it can actually be performed.
The reaction of the constraints (in our case, of the spherical
surface on which the particle is constrained to move, or else
of th© rod (l©ngth = r),fix©dIn the center of the sphere, which
can perform precisely the same function as would the sphere),
according to Remark 2 can be found as follows: The result of
integrating the equations of motion (22) will give us 9 and tp
in terms of time, t; as soon as we have 9 and tp, we can substitut© th©m in the expressions of x, y and z, which will give
X, y and z in terms of t; then the constraints' coefficient X can
be calculated from the general equation
d'^x

df

m -77- = X -\- \ -;rdf
dx
(with similar equations for y and z), where Z is the projection
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of the acting force and / is the constraining equation (in our
case the equation of the sphere, x^-\-y^-\-z^ — r^ = 0).
Since gravity Is the only acting force, we hav© Z = 0; 7 = 0,
and the only projection is Z = — mg; so that X can be d©riv©d
from any of thes© three equations
d X d^y d^z

m ^ + Xa;=0;

m ^ + X2/=0;

m ^ - g + Xz = 0.

If th© motion w©r© on a curve Instead of a surface, we woul
have two constraining surfaces; and two coefficients Xi and X2
could be derived from any two equations of motion; but in
our specific problem a much easier method can b© us©d.
M©ntion has already been made (see the problem of a particle
sliding off a cylinder, under Integral of kinetic energy) of the
fact that the pressure exerted by a particle describing a curve
is equal to the centrifugal force minus the radial component
due to the applied force; in our problem the centrifugal
•force Is mv'^/r, and v^ can b© d©riv©d from th© equation of
energy, P = U-\r h, ox v^ = 2(h — gz); on the other hand it
Is easy to se© that th© component of the weight, mg, upon
the radius will be = mgz/r so that the reaction

P = j(2h-Sgz),
h being 3 constant.
Pieniark on relative motion. W e need not dwell on th©
subject of relative motion In studying the application of
Lagrange's equations to a single partiol©, for th© r©ason th3t
here the kinetic energy, which is thefirstitem to be calculated, can easily be found. Indeed, we have seen that Coriolis's aoceleration, which is the most charaot©ristic attribute
of relative motion, does not perform any work, b©ing at right
angl©s to th© r©lative path; hence it does not appesr In the
expression of kinetic energy, which is based upon absolut©
velocity, or, according to Koenig's theorem, can be derived
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as a sum of the kinetic ©n©rgy that would he du© to (mar)
motion alon©, and of th© kinetic energy that would he due to
relative motion alone. In studying the motion of a system
(two or more particles, rigid body, etc.) which will be done in
the next chapter, w e shall have several n e w principles to establish In connection with relative motion; but the word system
Implies such things as principal axes, m o m e n t s of Inertia, etc.,
all of which will complicate our problem quite considerably
and. Incidentally, m a k e it most fasoIn3ting. But in dealing
with a parti©!© w © hav© no such complications; for instance,
the problem of a particle, moving freely In a circular tube,
revolving in a horizontal plane, which is really a typical
problem on relative motion, was solved by us without any
reference to rektive motion: having selected tp as our Independent variable, w e wrote d o w n the expressions of absolute
coordinates, x and y, In terms of tp. After this, an easy
differentiation and substitution in the expression of 2 P gave
us the desired expression of kinetic energy, and the solution,
which showed that the motion of the particle would b© p©ndular, gav© us m©r©ly the dependence of tp upon the time, which
m a d e It purely relative, that Is such as it would appear to an

Fig. 33.
observer, conn©cted to (and traveling with) the moving
system, ox ring. But of course it is just as easy to treat the
problem from the standpoint of relative motion: w e can find
the absolute velocity Va as the geometric s u m of two velooltl©s,
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Vmar and Vr; after which Va can be substituted in mv^/2; thus,
Vr Is evidently the velocity along the circumference, = r X ang.
vel. = rtp'; while the Vmar is the velocity of the point M (see
fig. 33) rotating about 0 with the angular velocity co of the
reference system (of the circumference itself). Adding these
w e obtain v } and therefore the kinetic energy. W e shall ask
the reader to check this in accordance with the drawing and
to show that the kinetic energy so obtained Is precisely the
sam© as b©for©.

C H A P T E R III.
Lagrange's Equations for a System.
By a syst©in we mean two or more particles, connected in
some manner; or, more particularly, a rigid body, a great
multitude of particles subject to th© one essential condition,
permanence of form; or, a combination of such bodies. In
d©riving Lagrang©'s ©quations for a systom we shall be governed by the great principle of virtual work, in view of which,
if we know, for any virtual displacement, the total amount
of work done by all forces, we have all that is necessary for
finding the motion. Indeed, the conception of work enables
us to form the expression of kinetic energy of the system, and
from the latter, as we hav© seen before, and shall again reestablish pr©s©ntly, in a diff©r©nt mann©r, th© equ3tions of
motion can b© d©rlv©d. Of course it is almost evident that
what has been said regarding a particle can be extended to a
system, but we shall derive Lagrange's equations without
reference to what has been said In the last chapter. However,
in following the mechanism of derivation of these equations,
it Is well to constantly bear in mind Lagrange's fundamental
Idea: the general equation of dynamics can be split Into two
parts, one of which, representing virtual work, consists of a
coefficient (say Q) multiplied by the virtual displacement.
Of course for the same virtual displacement, 5g, the coeffiolent
Q must be the same, regardless of what partioukr system of
coordinates x, y, z, we have chosen. Therefore, the other
side of the equation wiU likewise be independent of the coordinates in the same sense. But, kinetic energy can be
expressed in terms of g, • • •, etc., q', • • •, etc. (and of t, sometimes) and is independent of the choic© of coordinates x, y, z.
Henc©, the n3tur3l conclusion that thefirstmember of the
equation just referred to must be made derivable from T.
113
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Lagrang©'s beautiful transformation shows how this can be
done.
Consider a system consisting of n separate particles whose
coordinates ar© given in rectangular coordinates by xi, 2/1, Zi,
X2, 2/2) Z2, • • •, x„, yn, Zn; each particle Is actuated b y forces, of
which let the components u p o n the axes b e Z i , 7i, Zi, X 2 ,
Yi, Z2, • • •, Zn, Yn, Zn.
T h e n the fundamental equation of dynamics, for a system
comprising all such particles, will b e
''y\.
d^y^

2 [ ( z - m | f ) 5 . + (7.

+ ( z - m g ) 5 z ] = 0;
which can b e re-arr3nged thus:
2(Z5a; + Yby-\- Zbz) = 2 m

' d^x
d'y.
.2 5a; + ^62/-f ;j^5z
df
df )

(1)

Adding to this equation the equations of constraints w© have
all that is necessary forfindingthe motion of the system.
Let us select k Independent variables gi, g2, • • •, qk (this
number k will be equal to 3ra — m, where n is the number of
particles, and m of constraining equations, as we have seen
before) by which any coordinates xi, 2/1, Zi, X2,2/2, 22, • • •, etc.,
can be expressed In some such manner as
a;i =
2/1 =
zi =
a;2 =
2/2 =
22 =

/i(gi, g2, • •. qk, t).
/2(gi, g2, • •' qk, t),
/3(gi, g2, • •, qk, t),
/4(gi, g2, • •, qk, t).
/6(gi, g2, • •, qk, t),
/6(gi, g2, • •, qk, t),

Xn = fsn-2(qi, qi, •••, qk, t),
yn = fsn^i(qi, g2, •• •, qk, t),
Zn = f3n(au 02, • • •, Qk, t).

(2)
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In other words every coordinate (three for each particle) can
be expressed, in terms of the independent variables, and this
m a y and, generally does, also Involve time, t (that is, including
the most general ©as©, that of movabl© constraints). If th©
Ind©p©nd©nt ©oordinates have been ©hoson in accordance with
the equations of constraints, the latter will be satisfied by a
substitution of (2) therein. Our object Is to transform (1)
to new varkbles gi, g2, • • •, etc. Thefirstpart of (1) can be
easily transform©d thus
2(Z5x + Yby + Zbz) = Qibqi + Q25g2 + • • • Q^Sg,. (3)
Ind©©d, from (2) w© hav© (by d©v©loping a; + 6a; by Taylor's
theor©m in th© sam© mann©r as has be©n don© befor©).
5a;i

5a;i
, dxi
, dxi
-dqj'i' + dq2^'^'+- ••^dq,^'^'"

Syi

dyi. jidyi
_L-^2/l.
- d s J ^ ' + dq2^'^'+- ••+dqj'^"

bzi
bx2

•-+dqj'i'"
dx2.
. dx2. ,
- d q j ^ ' + dq2^'i^+-

1 "^-^s:

52/2 -f^5gi + f^5g2-f •
••+dqj^dqi ^
dq2
dz2 .
. dz2 . ,
6z2
-dqi^'^' + dq2^^'+-'••+dqj^'"

dXn.
. dXn. .
5a;„^
- dqi ^^^ + ag2 ^^^ + • • • + dq, ^^'"
,dyn^
5yn^ dqi ^^^ + dq2 ^^^ + • --'^dqj'i'"

bZn

dZn .

, dZn ^

.

- 5g/^^ + 5g2 ^^^ + •••+ag.^^*'

(4)
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substituting these in (3) and factoring by 5gi, 5g2, • • •, bqjcwe
hav©
2(Z5a; + Yby + Zbz)
- [ r ^"^^4- V ^y^M 7 ^^'^ Y ^^'-U V ^
— 1 .Ai7 r J^ 1 ^ r ^i~^ r ^ 2 ' ^
r ^ 21
\ 'dqi
'dqi
'dqi
'dqi
dqi

dqi dq2 dq2 J
+
+

{^^'^'rYi'^+Zi'^
\
dqk
dqu
dq,

+ ... + Xn'^+Yn'^+Zn'^)bq,;
dqk
dqk
dqk)
or, d©noting the co©fficI©nts of 5gi, 5g2, • • •, 5gj;, by Qi, Q2,
• • •, Qk,ve have simply
2(Z5a; + Yby + Z5z) = Qi5gi -f Q25g2 + • • • + Q.5g,,
that is (3), where
n _ r —^i y ^4-7 ^^ r —'-)- -a-7 ^^^ •
{^1 — AiT \- Xi ^ -\- /ji ^ -f- A 2 7
\- • • • -\- Zjn-T- ,
dqi
dqi
dqi
dqi
dqi

Q, = Xip+Yip+Zi'^+...+Zn'^; (5)
og2

ag2

5g2

dq2

n - Y ^ ^ Y ^ . ^ 7 ^ ^

.4-7^

Uk = ^15"^ + iiT r ^ i T ~ -r • •' -T ^ n ^ ^ •
^
dqk
dqk
dq,
dqk
We know that (3) represents virtual work and we had a
special notation for it, 51F. (It is well to observe, however,
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that, in general, there is no such function as W, the exact
variation of which is (3), so that b W is merely a symbol,
introduced in order to simplify writing.)
From (3) it follows that all terms like Q • bq axe elements of
work; and, whatever the n3ture of g, If 5g is a generalized
dispkcement, its coefficient, Q, must be a corresponding foroc)
which we shall agree to call generalized force. (As we have
seen this m a y be not only force but moment, pressure, etc.,
according to the nature of the independent variable g itself.)
It only remains to transform the second member of (1), so
as to make it involve only the kinetic energy T. In the first
place, using the notation d^x/df = x", etc., and considering
(4) we can rewrite the second member thus (where the summation includes all g's, from gi to q, inclusive)

2m(."|+2/"|+^"|)^.= ^^. (6)
On the other hand the expression of kinetic energy is
2P = 2m(a;'' + y'"" + z'')

(7)

but, from (2) we have (remembering that th© V3ri3bles 3r©
gi) g2) • • •) qk, and also th© tim© i)
dxi

dxi

dxi

dxi

y' - dt +agi^^ +5g2^^ + "'^d^k'^" ®

dZzn , dZsn , , dZzn

, .

, SZsn ,

^- = ^ + 3 g 7 ^ ^ +^g7^^ + ••• +ag7'^*'
from which It also follows (by partial differentiation as to
gi, g2, • • •) qi) that
dx^ ^ ^ 1
dqi " dq '

dyi ^ dyi
dqi' ~ dqi'

'"

dzzn _ dz^n , ,
dqk' " dq^ ' ^ '
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Differentiating (7) with respect to any g we have

|f...(.-|+,.|:+.|), (10,
while the derivative of (7) with respect to any g' will be (in
view of (9))
dT

^

f ,dx ,

,6w ,

,dz\

,,,.

d^=^^[^d~q+ydq+'d'q)

^''^

This can be differentiated with respect to t [remembering that
d f dx\ dx'
dt\dq J

dq

for any x; which can be easily seen by differentiating say (8)
with respect to any q
dxi
dq

^^Ti
^^a;! ,
I
'/ I
dtdq
dq

Also differentiating dxi/dq (from (2)) with respect to t:
d 3a;i
dt dq

d^xi
dtdq

5^a;i ,
dq

and comparing both results]; so that (for any g)

i^j:_Smr^'^'+.'^'-fz'^
dtdq'~ ^ ™ V

ag ^ y d q ^ ^ dq

or, subtracting (10) and in view of (6) and (3)

Assuming that all gi, g2) • • •) are independent, the only
manner in which (12) can be satisfied Is by equating the
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coefficients of each 5g. Whence
d dT
dT
^t ^r,>
^r,. - Qi'
dt
dqi ~ dqi
d dT
^^
0
dt dqi - dqi - ^^'
d dT
dt dqd

(13)

dqk - ^'

There will be k such equations, one for each Independent
coordinate. The generalized forces Qi, Q2, • • •, etc., are given
by the k equations (5). A n y desired generalized force, say Qm,
can be calculated from the general expression (see (5))

Q.= Zi^+7i|^+^i|^+...
dq,n

dqm

dqm

H-Z„^+7„^^-^ + ^„^; (14)
dq,n

dqm

dqm

by assuming that all other dispkcements, bq, corresponding
to other forces Q axe temporarily made equal to 0, so that
all the work done by the forces Zi, 7i, Zi, • • •, Xn, Yn, Z„,
is represented exclusively by Qm5g,„.
All we h3ve to do is to find 3II the necess3ry derivatives
(dxi/dqm), • • •) (dZn/dqm), from (2) and to substitute them in
(14). W e shall return to this in solving examples. However,
it often happens that the given forc©s d©riv© from some fore©
function U; this m a y b© th© potontlal function as we had
before, or, again, it m a y contain time (which the potential
function does not). At any rate such a function poss©ss©s
the property of having its partkl derivatives, with respeet to
any coordlnat©, ©qu3l to the corresponding forces; so that for
Instance
^ _d_U
^'~dXi'

y _d_U
^' dyi'

'"

r. _d_U
^''~dZn'
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in that case instead of (5) or, say, (14) we hav©
_ dUdxi^ d U dyi^
^'" ~ dxi dqm ^ dyi ag„,

d U dZn
^ dZn dqm'

which is simply = dU/dqm; so that, instead of th© equation
(13) we shall have, in this special case,

dT
d dT
dt dqi' dqi

dU
dqi'
(15)

d dT
dt dqk'

dT

dU

dqk " dqk '

Both s©ts (14) and (15) will b© simultan©ous differentkl
equations of the second order, and their integration will
result in furnishing k independent coordinates or parameters
in terms of time t. There will be 2k arbitrary constants.
The general order of procedure will be precisely the same as
before: (1) Selecting k independent coordinates, such, that
the coordinates x, y, z, etc., can be expressed In terms of them,
in connection with the constraints. (2) Formation of the
expression of kinetic energy and replacing in It the old variables by their new equivalents gi, •••, ©t©., g/, •••, ©tc.
(3) Formation of U, if any; if not, computing th© generalized
forees Q; (4) formation of th© ©quations (14) or (15) prop©r;
and (5) mt©gration of the ktter. For the re3Son outlined
above the integral of kinetic energy, if it exists, can replac©
any (generally the most complicated) Lagr3nge's equation.
A few examples will now be given; the reader Is advised
not to skip any of them as " uninteresting " or " useless."
They have been selected with great care and are being presented in a certain order, which is designed to make matters
absolutely clear.
Example 1. A bug, of mass m, can crawl with a given
velocity upon a wire (fig. 34) of the length 2a and mass m, the
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ends of tlie wire sliding upon a circumference (in a horizontal
plane) of radius R. Form the equations of motion and calculate
the angle through which the wire will have moved when the bug
reaches the end B.
B

Fig. 34.
The notations will be as follows: the angle COx will be tp,
and the distance m C = r. The bug starts from C and its
velocity, v = r/t, is constant; also let O m = p, and m O x = a
(polar coordinates of m ) . Here we have only one parameter
or independent coordinate, the angle tp, to be found in terms
of t, because the position of the bug upon the wire is always
known for any time, t, through its velocity, so that r = vt.
The kinetic energy of the system will b© the sum of kinetic
©n©rgy of th© bug (mv^/2), moving forward, and of the wire,
rotating backward, about its instantaneous center 0[= /(co^/2),
wher© I Is th© moment of inertia of the wire about 0 and is
equal to m F , k being the proper radius of gyration; of course
CO will be simply = dip/dt], so that the kinetic energy of the wire
will be = (m¥/2)tp'^; that of the bug will b© (m/2)(p'^
+ p'^a') (from th© ordinary ©xpression of velocity In polar
coordinates, p and a).
Hence 2 P = m/bV -\- m(p' -\- p^a'). W e shall now eliminate the angle a; since p = VP^ — a^ -\- vH^, it will readily be
seen that p' = vH/p; also
= ^' +

v^iW

I from a = tp -\- tan ^ j^^ _ — ^ ; see triangle m O C \
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Finally
mvH^ .

f

2T = m¥tp'''+^^+ m(ptp'-\-

, , i> ^'P^ — a^'

7

where p Is a function of time only. There being no external
forces, w e shall have as our only L3gr3nge's equation, for the
parameter tp,
d dT
dt dtp'

dT
dtp

that is
d
^^ [ m k Y + m ( p V + v - i R ^ - a^)] = 0,
whence Btp' + p V + i' ^^^ — a^ = const. = c.
From the initial conditions (starting from rest) it follows
that c = 0. From the equation just obtained we can find

dtp
^ =dl

= -

v^R'-a'
yfc2 ^ p2

v-iR'-a^
;;.2 _^ ^2 _ ^2 _^ ^2^2

or. Integrating,
tp — tpo

r^^^^^t.n''
\P+R^-a^
VP+p2-a2'

wher© ipQ is th© Initial value of tp. W h e n the bug reaches B
w e have vt = a, which in the above equation gives the final
value of tp.
Example 2. A particle of mass m (fig. 35) is placed inside
of a thin hollow ring of mass M , which can roll, without sliding,
and in a vertical plane, upon a horizontal line; no friction; no
initial velocities. Find the motion of this system.
Let 0 be the Inltkl point of cont3ct, so that originally A
was at 0; In the time t the contact is at P, so that the distance
P O = the arc A P = r9, where 9 is the angle corresponding
to the arc; also let tp be the angle, characterizing the present
position of the particle m (which originally was higher, say at
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mi). Th© only Ind©p©nd©nt coordinates we need ar© th© angl©s
9 and tp, sine© they completely identify the system (as soon

as they are found In terms of t). The coordinates of m (referred to th© old ax©s, x, y) axe,
X = r(9 -\- sin ip)_; y = r(l — ©os tp);
th© kln©tlc ©n©rgy of th© parti©le, in its own motion inside
the ring. Is

m r = f ix'' + y'') = ™ - (9''+ tp'' + 26'tp' cos tp)
(note that here again absolute coordinates have been used,
although the rules of relative motion would have resulted in
precisely the same expression; compare with the end of
Chap. II).
The kinetic energy of the ring proper will be based upon Its
Instantaneous rotation about the point of contact, P (but not
about C, which itself is in motion); the Instantaneous value of
the angular velocity about P Is d9/dt or 9'. The moment of
inertia about P will be 2Mr'^ (compare with Bowser, Anal.
Mech., example 9, p. 448, where a = b); hence the total kinetic
©n©rgy
2 P = mr\9'^ + tp'^ + 29'tp' cos tp) + Mr^^''
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The oitly acting force being gravity, we have a potential
fufictlon, U = — mgy = — mgr(l — cos tp) (—, because it
acts against positive y).
W e now have everything necessary for forming Lagrange's
equations. Taking partial derivatives of T with respect to
9 and tp; also to their derivatives 9' and tp', we have

II = mr\9' + tp' cos tp) + 2MrW; f| = 0;
fi rp
. , — mr(^' + 9' cos tp);

dT
dtp

- mr^9'ip' sin tp

also
dU
d9

'

dU
- mgr sin tp;
dtp "

hence L3grange's equations are
d
^^ [m(9' -f tp' cos tp) + 2M9'] = 0,
fdtp' , d9'\ ,
m r I '~Tr-T cos ip~7r 1 + m g s m ^ = 0.

(1)

(2)

Integrating (1), we have m(9' + tp' cos ^) + 2M9' = 0 (the
constant of Integration is = 0 because of the initial conditions:
starting from rest means ipo' = 0; 9o' = 0). Integrating.
again,
m(9 -\- sin tp + 2 M 9 ) = m .sin a
(where a is the initial value of tp when the particle was at rest
at mi; whence
'YYi

^ ^ 2 M + m ^^^^ " ~ ^^^ ^^On the other hand th© ©quation (2) giv©s
dtp' , d9' g .

-^-}-cosip^^--smtp;

^^^

1Z£)

System.

substituting d9'/dt (derived from (8)), multiplying b y dip/^i
a n d integrating, w e have
,2

m
2 2
29~ r.Tij- I
<P COS'' c3 = — (cos tp — COS a )
2jM + m
r
(check back by differentiating this with respect to t); whence
^

(4)

2g(2M + m) / cos ip— cos a

dtp
dt

4

\ 22MM +^ m sin^ tp

This angukr velocity, which was evidently equal to 0 when tp
was = a (in the beginning of motion) will ag3ln be equal to 0,
when ip = — a; that Is the particle will reach the same height
on the other side of the contact point, at m2, and will oscillate
between these two points. Meanwhile [see (3)] the angle 6
will have reached a certain maximum (when tp = — a)
= (2m sin a)/(2if + m ) , and will be back to 0 when tp is
at mi again; of course y oscillates between r(l — Cos a)
and 0; while x will vary from
r sm a
Example 3.

to

m•

2ilf

.

m + 2M r sm a.

Two rods, A and B (fig. 36), connected at A

Fig. 36.
by aflexiblejoint, are placed u p o n a frictionless horizontal plane.
The length of each rod is = 21, a n d the mass of each = M .
Find the general equations of motion.
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In selecting th© ind©pendent coordlnatos for this ©as© w©
ar© confronted with the necessity of having not less than
four such param©t©rs: two coordinates, a and b, of the ©©nt©r
of gravity G of th© system, which is half-way between the
middle points of each rod, C and d : one angular par3meter tp,
the angle of the line G - A with the axis of a;; and another
angular parameter a, = half the angle between the rods.
W e can readily satisfy ourselves as to the possibility of reconstructing the system from these four parameters: two first
coordinates locate the center, G; then the line G - A Is drawn
and the length I cos a is laid off upon it; this gives the location
of the joint A ;finallythe rods are laid off at the angle a on
both sides of G-A.
T h e kinetic energy will consist of two parts (Koenig's
theorem): (1) kinetic energy due to th© whole mass 2 M ,
considered as concentrated at the o©nt©r of gravity, G, which
equals
2 M ^ = M(a'?-\-b'^);

2

and (2) kinetic energy due to the motion about the center of
gravity; this kinetic energy can likewise be split into two
separate Items, for each rod: the part due to the motion of C,
the center of gravity of the rod, with the whole mass M concentrated in it = Mv'^/2; or. In polar ©oordinates, r, 9 (where
0 is = xiGC = tp-\- (x/2)), this is

~ - m ) ' ^ < m
or, substituting r — G C = I sin a, w e have
-^ (fa' cos^ a + ftp' sin^ a).
The other part is due to the instantaneous rotation of AB
about Its o w n center of gravity, C, the mass of the rod being
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M (and th© radius of gyration = k) and the angukr velocity
being = (d-p/dt), where ip Is the changing angle a;2C^,
which — ip — a. This part of the kinetic energy will then be

^2\e)=^^^-^^'
The corresponding expression for the other rod, A B , will b©
found by substituting — a for a; so that th© total kinetic
©n©rgy will b©
2 r = M[a'' + 6'' + (Z^ cos^ a + P)a'' + (F sln^ a + W)ip'\
Th© m©chamsm of finding this kinetic energy Is extremely
instructive 3nd should be thoroughly mastered by the reader).
There are no external forc©s, th©r©for© ?7 = 0 and all Q
will b© = 0.
Writing down Lagrang©'s ©quations for a we hav©
^7=0, or a' — ©onst.;
dt
In th© sam© mann©r b' = const., so that the motion of the
center of gravity is rectilinear and uniform.
The equation for tp will be

i ST _52;_
dt dtp'

dtp

whence (since T does not contain tp)

d dT ^ dT
dtd^''=^'

°^

v^'"""'*-'

"^

(1)

(F sin" a-{-k')<p' = C.
Lagrange's equation for a would be too complicated and
we shall replace It by the integral of kinetic energy T = U -\- h,
or, in our case, T = const.; that is
(f cos^ a + F)a'' + (F sln^ a + lf)tp'^ = A\ (2)
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whcr© ^ is a constant, absorbing also a'^ and 6'^ both of
which ar© ©onstants. From (1) we see that tp' has a constant
sign, so that th© lin© G-A Is rotating In th© sam© dir©ctIon
about G, th© angukr v©locity having th© limits C/P and
C/(f-\- ¥ ) . Substituting 9' from (1) in (2) w© hav©
a''(P cos^ a -f A2)(F sln^ a +fc^)== A W sin^ a -f A^V - c\
of which sine© th©firstmember Is positive, the second member
must be positive as well. Three assumptions can be made:
(a) If C^ — A^lf is negative, the value of a m a y be any, and
the angle between th© rods will (according as a' is + or — ) ,
increase or decrease until they com© In contact (that is a = 0,
or a = t); (b) if C^ — A^k^ is positive, we can always select
a constant /3, such that C^ — A^'' = AH'' sin^ (3; indeed
(J2 — A%^ is always less than AH^, since at the start a = ao,
and regardless of the value of ao we always have AH'^ sin ao
> C — A^k^. Therefore, in this case, the only condition for
a will be sin^ a > sin^ j3; so that a can take any value b©tw©©n
j3 and w — {3, and the rods will'oscillate in relation to G-A;
(c) if C^ — A^k^ = 0, a can take any value, but the less the
value sin a, th© slower the angukr velocity a'; the rods will
therefore tend to close either way (a = 0, or a = x) without
ever reaching that state.
This discussion is due to M . Appell and is especially Instructive.
Example 4. A system (fig. 37) consists of two rods A - B
and C-B, each of mass p and of length 2a; also of two rods,
A - B and B-C, each of mass q and of length 2h; the flexible
joints at the corners are frictionless. Find the motion of this
system.
Here we ne©d but two independent coordinates, the angles
9 and tp, of the rods A - B and A - B with the vertical. Th©
kin©tic en©rgy of A - B will b© du© simply to its rotation about
0; th© mom©nt of iii©rtk being = (mf/12) (Bowser, Anal.
Mech., p. 431); we have
K. E.^^ = lpa'9'\
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T o find that of D-C we must add to the above (which is the
same as th© kinetic ©n©rgy of B - C about its own c©nt©r), the

Fig. 37.
kinetic energy due to the motion of its center about 0; and
that is = (p/2)AB'--tp'^ = 2p¥tp'^; so that
K.E.,^ = lpa'9''-h2p¥ip'';
In order to find the kinetic energy of ^-P and B-C we must
add the double kinetic energy |(fg6V )) due to their instantaneous rotation tp' about their centers of gravity E and F,
to the double kinetic energy due to the mass g of each, concentrated at E and F, in the motion of thes© points, that is
i[2g(&V'' + a'e'')].
(Remark: This is quite evident; according to Koenig's theorem wefirstcalculate the kinetic energy of F in its motion
about A, which is qh^ip'^; and then add the kinetic energy
due to g, concentrated In A, in its motion about 0.) Finally
the total kineti© ©n©rgy is

2P = 2p(2bV' + WS'') + 2q(a^9''' + |6V")We have a potential function U, equal to the mass times
the distance of the c©nt©r of gravity of th© whol© system
under 0; the mass being 2p + 2g we have,
U = 2(p -\- q)gb cos tp.
Forming, now, the two Lagr3ng©'s ©qu3tions in 9 and tp we
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have
dT
d9' = ''t''^'''-'

dT
4(3„ + 2,)^^„.
dtp'~

dT
= 0;
d9 •

dT
dtp

dU
= 0;
d9

dU
= - 2(p-^ q)gb sin tp.
dtp

0;

Hence the equations

^

(

^

-

-) = «.

^ (i(3p + 2g)&V') = - 2(p + q)gh sin ^.
From the first equation we can conclude that 9' Is constant,
so that the rods A - B and C-B turn with a constant angular
velocity. From the second equation we have
d^<P __ _ 3 p+ g g .
df
2 3p + 2g6®^^^'
comparing this with Bowser, Anal. Mech., p. 458, we conclud©
that th© motion will b© pendular, equivalent to a simple
pendulum of length
6p + 4g
3p + 3g "•
R©m3rk: W © already had equations of this sort on two
oecaslons; it is well to commit to memory the fact that
d'^ip g .
1ar=
sm ^
df
a
means pendular motion, equivalent to a simple pendulum of
length a.
A few examples will now be given on the motion of rigid
bodies; their position Is generally given by means of Euler's
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angles, locating the principal axes; th© r©3d©r should, ther©for©, r©vls© th© ©nd of thefirst©h3pt©r.
Example 5. A body of revolution is mounted on a straight
wire B-S (fig. 38), coinciding with its axis, one end of which

can slide along a vertical 0-Z, while the lower end, 8, can slide
in any way on the horizontal plane x-O-y; no friction and no
external forces except gravity. Find the motion.
Three angular parameters are ne©©ssary to d©fin© th© position of th© body: two will locate the wire and the third p3ram©ter will define the body In its possible rotation around (and
including) the wire.
The body Is not shown on th© sk©tch; its center of gravity
is at G; through G draw axes x, y, z, parallel to Z , 7, Z, and
let N - G be the intersection of a pkne, perpendlcukr to the
wire R-8 with the plane x, G, y. Call -p/ the angle x G N ;
6 the angle RGz; and tp the angle between G N and any line
G P in the plane perpendicular to R-S andfixedin the body.
Then, the angle tp will completely locate the body about R-S;
also O R S = 9, thusfixingthe position of the wire about 0-z.
O n th© other hand, the angle N G S which is a right angl©,
proj©cts as a right angle upon the plane x-O-y (sine© on© of
its sides, N G , is parallel to that plane); hence X 0 8 = ^
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— (x/2), which fixes the pkne ORS in relation to XOZ.
These three angles ip, 9 and tp, are Euler's angles and the
position of the system Is clearly identified by them. If given
the angles ip, 9 and tp we could proceed to locate the system
as follows: From th© angl© ip we can find \p — (x/2), and
thereby loc3te the plane R O S ; the angle 9 will definitely
locate the wire in that plane;finally,the position of the body,
in whatever rotation it might have about R-S, will be Identified by any suchfineas P G (belonging to the body), through
the angle tp, from the intersection N G . The motion which
we are investigating is perfectly g©n©ral; the end R m a y move
down along Z; the end S may, at the same time, describe
some arc S-Si, and, meanwhile, the body itself m a y turn together with its axis about R-S. Whether all these motions
will or will not take place, in this most general case, will be
seen from the equations of motion; at any rate the motion
is p©rf©ctly d©fin©d by th©se Euler's angles; they will be our
independent coordinates.
The next step Is tofindthe kinetic energy of such a system:
this will (Koenig's theorem) consist of two parts: (1) The
kinetic energy due to the motion of the center of gravity, G,
with the whole mass, M , concentrated In it; also, (2) the kinetic
energy due to the motion of the body about the center of
gravity, considered as fixed. Let us calculate thes© items
separately:
1. Let the distance R G = r, and R S = I; the coordinates
X, y, z, oi G, axe as is very clearly shown on the sketch
X = r sin 9 simp; y = r sin 9 cos ip; z = (I — r) cos tp.
Differentiating with respect to t and substituting, into
2T= M(a;''+ 2/''-f z''),
we have
2P = M[r\sin^ d-iP'^ + cos^ 9-9'^) -{- (I - r)^ sin^ 9-9'%
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2. The kinetic energy of the body about its center of gravity
can be due only to its (possible) rotation about G, considered
as a fixed point. W e had a general expression of kinetic
©n©rgy for such a cas© (s©© und©r Body with one point fixed)
2 T = Ao>i^-{• Bcoi^ + Cci";
wh©r© A , B and C axe th© m o m © n t s of In©rti3 about th©
principal axes of the body and coi, C02, C03, are the components,
of th© instantan©ous v©lo©ity of rotation, on some initial axes,
in relation to which the principal axes are given by Euler's
angles. W e do not care to have the Instant3neous velocity
Itself, but w e h3d the following expressions for coi, C02, C03 in
terms of Euler's angles
COl = sin 9 sin tp-ip -\- cos tp• 9',
C02 = sin 9 cos tp-ip' — sin tp-9',
C03 = cos 9-ip' -\- tp'
(see under Euler's angles, at the end of chapter 1). In bodies
of revolution it Is customary to denote the two equal m o m e n t s
of Inertia by A and P; in our case A = B are the m o m e n t s of
in©rtia about any two principal axes at right angles to each
other, in the plane, perpendicular to P — S; while the m o m e n t
of inertia about R — S will be = C. Therefore In our case
2 P = ^(COI^ + C022) + CC032;
which, after substitution of coi, C02, C03, just given, becomes
2P = A(sin^9-iP'^ + O + C(cos 9-iP' -{- tp')''
so that the total kinetic energy of the moving body is
2P = (A-Jf Mr"") sin2 9-iP'^+[A + M(r^ cos^ 9
+

( I - r)2 sin^W'-i- C(cos9i-iP'-^ip')\

T h e only external force Is gravity, deriving from the potential function U = M g z , that is = Mg(l — r) cos
10
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In forming Lagrang©'s equations w© can se© at one© that
both T and U contain no tp ox ip; therefore we have

that is
dT
7—; = const.;

or'

tp' + ip' cos 9 = const. = a;

(1)

also
dT_
7777 = const.;
diP'
dip-

or

(A + Mr^) sin^9-iP' + C cos 9(tp' + iP' cos 9) = const.;
(2)
)r
or
Ip' sirf 9 -\- m cos 9 = h
where m =

aC
(A + ilf f^).

Instead of the third Lagr3nge's equation (in 9) we can
substitute the integral of kinetic energy, T = U -{• h, that is,
iP'^ sin2 0 + (1 + ra sln^ 9)9''' = pcos9-^h (3)

(where
_ Ml(l - 2r)
''~ A + Mr^

^"""^

_ 2Mg(l - r)
^ ~ A ^ Mr-' '

eliminating ^ between (2) and (3) we shall have t = fF(9)d9,
where F(9) is a function of 9
_ I
1 + n sin^ 9
^ ' ~ \(p cos 9 + A) sin^ 9 - ( b - m cos 9)'^ ^ ^'"^ ^'
therefore, from (2) we have
rb — m cos 9 „,„, ,„
^ = j
sin^^
''^'^''
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and finally
ff

cos 9(b - m cos 9) \

so that th© problem is reduced to integration.
This example has been given here as an Illustration of the
mechanism of th© Introduotion of Eul©r's angl©s; for this
roason we shall omit the interesting discussion given in M .
Painleve's lectures, from which the example has been taken.
Example 6. A solid of revolution, having one point of its
axis fixed at 0, and whose initial rotation about its axis is given,
is subject only to the external force of gravity. Investigate the
motion of such a top or gyroscope.
T h e position of a rigid body of this sort can be given at
any time through Euler's 3ngl©s ip, 9, tp, whl©h w © shall tak©
for md©p©nd©nt ©oordinates, the axis of spin being z. Let
(fig. 39) G he the center of gravity a n d let O G = I; the poten-

FiG. 39.
tial function will be C7 = Mgl ©os 9 and th© ©xpr©ssion of
kinetic energy, 2 T = Aoii^ + Pco2^ -f Ccos^ will be given b y
the formula© (see example 5)
COl = sin 9 sintp-ip' -\- cos tp-9';
C02 = sin 9 cos tp-xp' — sin ip-9';
COS = cos 9-ip' -\- ip'
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from which, considering that here, too, we have equal moments of inertia, A = B, we have
2 T = A(9'^ + iP'^ sln^ 9) + C(tp' + iP' cos 9)^The three Lagrange's equations, in ip, ip and 9 axe
c | (ip' + V cos 9) = 0,
-^ (AiP' sin^ 9 + C(ip' + iP' cos 0) cos ^) = 0,
A-rr- AiP''- sin 9 cos 9-\- C(ip' + i/'' cos 9)iP' sin 9 =
- Mgl sin 9;
from thefirsttwo we have
tp' + iP' cos 9 = n;
AiP' sin2 e + Cn cos 6i =

(1)
fe;

(2)

n and k being constants; the third equation gives
A ^ -

AiP''' sin 9 cos 9-\- C n f sin9 = - Mgl sin 9. (3)

Eliminating >/'' from th© kst two ©quations we can obtain
a rather complicated expression of 9 in terms of t.
But w© ©an investigate these results in an elementary
manner, and derive therefrom a few fundamental principles
of gyroscopic motion.
W e shall begin by replacing (3) by Its equivalent, the integral of kinetic energy T = Z7 + A; in our case
2 T = A(9'^ + iP'^ sin 9) + C(tp' + ip' cos 9)^
and
U = Mgl cos 9

(see also (1)),

and therefore the integral of kinetic energy will be
A(9'^ + ip'^ sin^ 9) + Cw^ - 2mgl cos 9 = 2A,

(4)
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from which ip' can be ©liminated through (2); so that
AB'' + (fe-^^.\c°s g)^ ^^, _ ^ ^ 2/,. (5)
A sm^ 9
•'
N o w in th© ©quation (2), l©t a he th© Initial valu© of 9, that
is l©t 0 = a when t = 0 and when \p' = 0; from this substitution we have
k = Cn ©OS a

and

Aip' sin^ 9 = Cn(cos,a — cos 9). (6)

Also k substituted in (5) results In
2 n^(cosa_-cose)^ _ 2 ^^^ ^ ^ 2A;
^ sm^ 9

^

so that, in the beginning of motion, when 9 = a and 9' = 0,
we have
Cn^ - 2mgl cos d = 2A.
(7)
This substituted In (5) gives
(cos 9 — cos a)[2mglA(l — cos^ 9) + CV(cos 9 — cos a)] = 0.
This is a cubic equation In cos 9, one of the roots being, of
course, cos 9 = cos a; and the other two roots can be obained from the quadratic
(cos^ 9 - 1) - 2mqlA ^^^^ ^ ~ ^°^ "'* " °'
here we can put
2e,

2mglA

so that
(cos^ 9 — 1) — 2e(cos 9 — cos a) = 0;
hence
cos 9 = e dm Vl + e^ — 2e cos a.
The greater root will always be > 1 (cos a being always < 1;
If cos a = 1, then only can cos ^ be = 1), and therefore should
be rejected, since of course cos 9 should be < 1.
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Therefore the only solution is
cos 9i = e — Vl + e^ — 2e cos a. (8)
This shows that the value of 9 (and therefore the axis of the
top) will oscillate between 9 = a and 9 = 9i, just found.
If the rotation of spin is high, w© ©an d©v©lop th© radical
and neglect powers of higher than second, so that the simplified expression will be
COS 0 = cos a sur a;
e
that is-to say, the limits of 9 axe practically a and
sm^ a \
1 .

cos a

(9)

Precession. From (7) and (4) we can easily see that
A9'^ + AiP''^ sin^ 9 + 2mgl(cos a - cos 9) = 0, (10)
where, either cos a — cos 9 = 0, or 4= 0.
1. If cos a — cos 9 Is not = 0, then ip' has a maximum
whenever 9' = 0 in that case
,2 _ 2mgl cos a — cos 9
^ ~ '^

^ii?^

'

or, substituting
A sln^ 9
cos a — cos 9

Cn
Ip'

from (6) we have
2mgl
^'i =

Cn

this is the value of the angular velocity of the line Zi about
O-Z (see Euler's angles on the sketch), or. In other words,
the angular velocity with which the line 0-z describes a cone
about 0-Z. This is not a constant but an instantaneous value,
at the moment when the angle 9 is in its furthest position
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from its initial value a and is reversing (9' = 0) th© sens© of
its osollktlon.
2. W h © n the axis reaches its initial value, w e have ©os a
= cos 9, and therefor© w© ©an conclude (from 10) that at
that Instant both 9' and ip' = ^; in other words at that m o m e n t
the axis of the top is temporarily stopped in its doubl© motion
(away from and about th© axis 0-Z). Th©r©fore th© angukr
(azimuthal) v©locity of th© axis of the top about the vertical
changes from 0 to 2mgl/Cn, while, at the same time, the
Inclination of the axis to the vertical changes from the Initial
value a to Its other value, 9i, which w e had derived 3bove (8).
Therefore the motion of the top on its 3xis will project upon
the horIzont3l p k n e In a manner shown infig.40, where the

Fig. 40.
inner circle corresponds to the initial value 9 = a, while the
outer circle represents the extreme value oi 9 ( = 9i).
T h e azimuthal motion about the vertical is called precession;
w e shall presently show that its average value is mgl/Cn;
this is rather slow, sine© n Is always considerable. T h e
difference between the angles 9i and a is almost Imperceptible
(in view of (9) the angle varies between cos a and cos a
— (2mglA sin^ a / C V ) , where n is generally very great) and
the oscillation of the axis of the top between these values (socalled nutation) is of very short period and can but rarely be
observed.
Steady motion. If w e assume that the variation of the
angle 9 (nutation) is so slight as to be negligibl©, in other
words that 9 = ©onst., and, consequently, that 9' = 0, w e
have, from (3), dropping d9'/dt and n©glecting ip''', (since ip'
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Is slow),
mgl
=Cn'

^

which is half the maximum value, derived above.
This equation can be arranged in a slightly different form,
in which it Is extensively used in gyroscopic work: multiplying by sin 9 we have mgl sin 9 = Cnip' sin 9; the left m e m ber is the external moment, M , whos© arm is I; th© right
member is ip' projected upon a direction at right angles to
the axis of spin of the gyroscope, and to the axis of the external moment (fig. 41). Using notations customary in
1^
\

\

Fig. 41.
gyroscopic practice we have M = P2co, where I Is = C, th3t
is, the moment of inertia of the gyroscope; 0 is the velocity of
spin, and co, that of the precession about an axis at right
angles to the axes of both the spin and of the external moment.
This formula enables us to calculate the moment necessary
to create a certain precession; also, the moment that will
result from giving th© so-called forced precession to a spinning
body. It can also be put in the following form

WIfNn
"

2937 '

where M is the resulting moment in ft.-lbs.; W the weight of
the spinning body of lbs.; P is the radius of gyration In ft.
and N and n axe the velocities, of spin and of precession, both
In revolutions per minute.
Remark. The reader will now understand the significance
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of the constant n (see equation (1)). It is not the velocity of
spin; the latter is = tp', and forms only a part of n; the other
p3rt, Ip' cos 9, is the component (upon th© 3xis of z) of th©
pr©cession, ip'; on the other hand ip' is never very great and
th©r©for© th© value of n does not differ materially from the
velocity of spin.
Example 7. To derive Euler's equations from Lagrange's
equations.
T h © ©xpr©ssIon of kin©tic ©nergy for a body with one point
fixed Is
2 P = ylcOl2+Pc022+ CC03^

(1)

where coi, C02, C03 are the components of the instantaneous
rotation, o), upon the principal axes (strictly spealdng upon
fixed directions, temporarily coinciding with the ktter).
These components can be given In terms of Euler's angks
by th© tr3nsformation formulae which w e had before
COl = Ip' sin 9 simp-\- 9' cos tp,
C02 = Ip' sin 9 cos tp — 9' sin tp,

(2)

C03 = Ip' cos 9 + tp',
where Euler's angles, ip, 9, tp, identify the principal axes of
the system, taken about the fixed point. Taking the angles
Ip, 9, tp as independent coordinates and putting virtual work
b W = '^bip + Qb9 + $ 5 ^ (where ^, 0 and $ 3re generalized
forces. In our case momenta) w e can write d o w n one of Lagrange's equations, in tp, as follows

dt\dip')

dtp

= *.

N o w , in order to derive d T/dtp', w e might substitute (2) Into
(1) and differentiate the result with respect to tp'; but this is
not necessary, since, from (1) and the last equation (2) w e
have
dT
dtpi

d T 3co3
0CO3 atpi
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and also
d T _ d T dwi
d^
dooi dtp

d T d(ji2
9co2 dtp

,

5coi
dtp

5co2
dtp

Differep.tlating coi and C02 (transformation formulae), we have
^COl
.
.
^ — = — 9 sm tp -\- Ip' cos tp sm 9 = C02,

9c02
7—• = — coi,

Therefore
'\ rp
7— = C0lC02(4 — P)
we have
C^+(P-^)C01C02=*.
That i", th© generalized force corresponding to the generalized dispkcement btp, is merely the extern3l moment, N ,
about the axis z, can be shown as follows: Our rule requires
forming of the equation

for every generalized force Q we wish to determine. In this
particular case Q is $ which we want tofind;and, considering
that w e are dealing w i t h the rotation tp, that is a b o u t the
axis z, a s s u m i n g other displacements constant, w e h a v e (for
rotation a b o u t z — p o l a r coordinates x = r cos tp; y = r sin ^ )
dx
.
— = — r sm tp = — y;
dip
and th©r©for©

dy
-^ = t cos tp = x;
dtp

dz
77- = 0;
dip

whi©h is evld©ntly th© moment N about the axis z; therefore
$ = iV, and we have the third Euler's ©quation
C^+ (P- ^)C01C02 = N.
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This equation contains no angles ip, 9 and tp, and therefore is
perfectly general in regard to all axes, subject, of course, to
suitable change in the notations.
Note. Holonomous and not-holonomous systems. In deriving Lagrange's equations mention has been made of the
perfect fr©©dom with which g©n©rallzed coordinates can be
selected. The.only implied condition was that the ordinary
position-coordinates, x, y, z, etc., can he expressed through
the generalized coordinates by means of some such equations
as (2) p. 89, which m a y o r m a y not contain time. A very
important remark should be made, however, regarding the
choice of these independent coordinates. The equations (2),
just mentioned, should contain no time derivatives; otherwise
Lagrange's equations cannot be applied. In practical work
the reader will but seldom meet with difficulties of this nature,
and in more advanced treatises he will find how corr©ctIons
should b© mad© so that modifi©d Lagrange's ©quations can
b© appll©d to such special problems. Systems which can be
charact©riz©d by ©quations lik© (2) involving no tim© d©rivativ©s, ar© known as holonomous; thos©, whi©h in th© ©quations
lik© (2) would contain tim© derivativ©s are ©ailed not-holonomous systems. For instance. In evolving Euler's equations
by Lagrange's method (example 7, p. 141) what was our
object in Introducing the transformation formulae (2) Into
the expression of kinetic energy (1)? W h y could not Lagrange's equations be obtained directly by selecting coi, C02, C03
as independent coordinates, and by differentiating (1) with
respect to them? The reason lies in the fact that the coordinates of any point of a body can be ©xpr©ss©d through
COl, C02, C03 only by moans of relations involving derivatives
dx/dt, etc. (see p. 48). Therefore we had recourse to the
transformation formulae (2) taking Euler's angles as Independent coordinates, well knowing that by means of Euler's
angles the system can be compl©t©ly ©haract©rlz©d by ©xpr©ssions involving no derivatives (see p. 80).

C H A P T E R IV.
Lagrange's Equations for Relative Motion.
We have seen why th© r©ktiv© motion of a particle does not
need any new methods. In dealing with a system, three
separate methods can be used for forming Lagrange's equations of motion.
First method. Let it be required to find th© motion of a
system in relation to moving axes x, y, z, the motion of which.
In reference to some fixed axes, X , Y, Z, is known. W e can
select independent coordinates, gi, g2, • • •, etc., In rektion
to the moving system x, y, z, and then deal with the problem
as if the motion were absolute, since any parameters, say
gi, g2, • • •, characterizing the system in reference to moving
axes, X, y, z, will also define it in reference to the fixed s©t,
Z , 7, Z, th© motion of x, y, z, thems©lv©s b©ing known. In
calculating the energy, however, the following should be
remembered: The expression of kinetic energy is
2 P = 2m(a;'' + y'^ + z''),
where x, y, z, are absolute coordinates, which should be found
in terms of gi, g2, • • •) and then substituted, which will give
22" in terms of g's and g"s. A m u c h simpler w a y would be
to form the expression of energy by means of the formula of
absolute velocity in the most general case of motion (see (2)
under Relative motion)
Vax = ^ + '"marj: "f CO2Z — iO^y,
dy
V ay = ^ +

^'"'i'-!/ + "^3-^ ~ "l2)

dz
Vaz "= ^ + ^"i"" + "12/ ~ <^2a;,
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where Vax, etc., are the projections of the absolute velocity;
dx/dt, etc., are th© projections of the relative velocity o n the
relative axes, x, y, z (parallel to Z , 7 , Z ) ; Vmarx, etc., are the
projections u p o n Z , 7, Z , of the (mar) motion of the m o v i n g
axes of ref©renc©; while coi, C02, C03 are the instantaneous rotations about the axes x, y, z.
H e n c e the final expression of kinetic energy

V ( dx
2r = 2 m

I ^ + '«marx + CO2Z - ^32/j
' dy
+ ( -,7 + ^OTory + 03zX

coiZ

' dz
+ I ^ + Vmarz + COi?/ — co2.a;j

.

This expression though apparently long is easily applied in
practical work. Its advantag© is that it Involvos only r©latlv© coordinates, which are easily found in terms of g, q', etc.,
while all the velocities dx/dt, • • •, etc., as w©ll as iimori) • • •.
ar© k n o w n . I n calcul3tlng th© generalized forc©s, Q, th© s a m ©
m e t h o d s will b e used as those given before; a n d if there is a
force function U , then of course Q = d U / d q for each g.
E x a m p l e . T h e plane x-O-z can turn, about a vertical axis
0-z, with a constant angular velocity, co. Find the motion of a

G/\'P

Fig. 42.
rod A - B , constrained (fig. 42), to move in such a plane, a n d
given a n y initial motion in relation to the axes x-z; no friction.
T h e motion of the rod in rektion to th© m o v i n g ax©s a;-0-z
will b© d©fin©d b y thr©© ind©p©nd©nt coordinates: a a n d b.
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the coordinates of its center of gravity, G; and tp, the angle
of the rod with, say, the axis x. The absolute velocity of
any particle, m, is here made up of the relative velocity, which
Is In the plane x-O-z; and of the (mar) velocity, which is = coa;,
and is perpendicular to the moving plane at that point, m.
Hence the absolute velocity Va^ = Vr^ + (vmar)^ so that the
kinetic energy 2 T = 2m?)^ = 2 m V + ^ZirnVmar^- These two
terms will be found separately. The rektive motion of the rod
consists of translation and of rotation; according to Koenig's
theorem we h3ve 2 m V = ilf (a'^ + b'^ + k^tp'^), where M Is
the whole m3ss and k the radius of gyration of A - B about G;
while XmVmar^ = co^2ma;^; but 2ma;^ Is the moment of inertia
about the axis z, which as we know, equals the moment of
inertia about Zi plus mass times the square of the distance between the axes, XmVmar^ — Mui^(a^ + F cos tp). Hence finally
2P = lf(o'' + 6'' + kV^ + co^F cos^ tp + co^a^).
There exists a potential function of external forces, U = M g b
so that Lagrange's ©quations for a, b and tp will b©
|-(a')-co^a=0; |(6') = ,;
-77 (k^tp') + k^ic^ sin tp cos ^ = 0,
whcnc© a, b, tp r©sult in terms of time, as a direct result of
Integrating these equations.
From thefirstequation we have, a = Ae"'^ + Pe~"" from
the second, b = g(f/2) + Ct-\- D; and the third equation can
be reduced to

-^+-sm2tp=0.
This means pendular motion, equivalent to a simple pendulum
of the length 2m.
It will thus be seen that thefirstmethod contemplates
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finding the (absolute) kinetic energy and then expressing It
in relative coordinates.
Second method. According to this method we add, to the
acting forces, the two additional forces (sc© und©r Belative
motion, Chapt©r 1), the centrifugal force (Fmar), due to the
motion of relative axes; and Coriolis's force, (Fc); having done
so we can form the expression of kineti© ©n©rgy in relation to
the moving axes as If they werefixed;and. In forming the
generalized forces, Q, etc., according to the general rules, w©
have to consider the two additional forces. A n example will
make this clear.
Example. Let us apply this m©thod to th© probl©m, for
which th© solution has 3lr©ady b©©n giv©n in two dlff©r©nt
mann©rs (figs. 31 and 33).
A particle is sliding in a circular tube (fig. 43) which itself is
revolving with a constant angular velocity about a vertical axis 0.

Fig. 43.
L©t 0-x he th© r©f©r©nce axis, from which the rotation
starts, so that the angle ut is sufficient to define the circle by
Its dlamet©r, 0-B; th© circle Is the moving system, and only
on© paramet©r, tp. Is necessary to fully locate the point M In
relation to this moving system. According to the principles
of the second method, all we have to do Is to add to the
external forces two other forces; (1) that due to th© (mar)
motion of th© r©volvIng system itself; and (2) the Coriolis's
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force, of which the expression has been given above. There
are no external forces; the centripetal acceleration v'/r is
directed radially; and so is Coriolis's acceleration, so that the
only force to be considered is the force exerted on M by the
rotation of th© (mar), relative axes, that is of the circle itself,
with the angular velocity co. This Is clearly the centrifugal
force, M - C , and It ©quals miji%, where b = 2r ©os (ip/2).
T h e kinetic energy is
rmr
2

m JdtpY

m

In calculating the only g©n©raliz©d force, $, w e reason as
foUows: W h a t force, $, multiplied by the corresponding displacement, btp, will give th© sam© work as th3t, done b y the
force M - C = mtio^, during any possible change of b, that Is bb ?
Of course, b = 2r cos (ip/2) so that
sin tp tp
bb = — r

cos ^ dtp;

therefore M — C X. bb = — mr^co^ sin tp-btp or
^btp = — mr^co^ sin tpbtp;
so that
$ = — mr^co^ sin tp.
The only Lagrange's equation we have to form is (for tp):
^ dJ/^_dT_
dt dtp'

dtp

hence
^=-co^sm^,
the same as we had before.
T h e reader is invited to re-write this solution for a sphere
of mass M and radius of gyration k (sliding on the revolving
ring, instead of a particle). This wlh m e a n certain changes in
the expression of T; apply Koenig's theorem.
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Third method. This method Is due to M . Gilbert, and Is
especially interesting. W e know that, in order to determine
the motion of a system in relation to a set of referenc© ax©s,
X, y, z, which itself is in motion in relation to fixed axes,
Z , 7, Z, we must apply at every point of the system two
additional forces: that Is the (mar) motion, and Coriolis's
force. Imagine, however, that the motion of the reference
axes is referred not tofixedaxes, Z , 7, Z, but to an auxiliary
set of axes, Zo, 7o, Zo (fig. 44), which are alw3ys parallel to

Fig. 44.
Z, 7, Z. In oth©r words, the motion of Zo, 7o, Zo Is translatory In regard to Z , Y, Z; while th© s©t x, y, z, can have any
rotation about the point 0; so that these two motions, translation and rotation, ©nabl© th© syst©m x, y, z, to assum© any
position whatev©r in r©g3rd to Z , Y, Z; th©n, all w© n©ed to
do is to apply, at ©very particle of the moving system, corresponding (mar) forces, after which the axes Zq, 7o, Zo, can
be considered as fixed.
Owing to th© translatory natur© of th© motion of Zo, 7o, Zo,
th© (mar) ioxces will b© th© sam© for ©v©ry partlcl© of th©
syst©m; if th© (mar) acceleration is J, the corresponding
additional force will be (— mJ). Let the projection of such
forces upon the reference axes, x, y, z, he — mJ^, — mJy,
— mJz- To every virtual displacement, bx, by, bz, of any
particley there will be a corresponding element of work done
11
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by thes© forces, so that for the whole system this will b©
— I,m(J^bx + Jyby + Jzbz),

(1)

where Jx, Jy, Jz, axe known functions of t.
If we form an expression
K = — i:m(xJ^ + yJy + zJz),
which Is also
= — [Ja;2ma; + Jy^my + i/z2mz]
and therefore
= - M(aJ, + bJy + cJz),

(2)

where a, b, c, are the coordinates of the center of gravity, G,
in relation to the axes x, y, z (Bowser, An3l. Mech., p. 110),
w© C3n S3y th3t (1) is = bK; it also follows that
K =

- M-J-OG-cos (J,0G)

(from the well-known formula of Anal. Geometry: see Bowser,
Anal. Geom., p. 268, formuk 6).
Having thus Introduc©d th© only correction necessary (due
to (mar) forc©s) w© ©an now consider th© motion as absolut©.
Of ©ours©, in Lagrange's equations, of the type
d. d_T__d_T_,_ ^ dK
dt dq'

dq + ~ ^ dq '

there will appear the last term dK/dq, for every q, as corresponding share of generalized forces, for any generahzed displacement, 5g, due to the additional function K, which w©
hav© just introduc©d. If the actually applied (external)
forces have a potential function, we simply have the second
member = (d/dq)(U + K ) .
Regarding the kinetic energy of this motion the following
remark can be made: W e have seen (equation (2) under
Relative motion), how th© absolut© v©locity of a partlcl© can
be given through its motion in relation to the moving axes,
as well as through the rotation of these axes themselves (we
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can omit the terms (vmarx), (vmary), (vmarz) b©cause our motion
of the reference axes is about a fixed point, 0 ) ; therefore w e
have
Vax =-r7+ C02Z— cosy,

Vay = •Tr+ OSsX — COiZ, (3)

' ^ dt ^'^y ~ '^^^'
Substituting these expressions into the usual expression of
kinetic energy
2 T = ^m(Vax^ + Vay' + Vaz'),
w e have
27 = 2m[(:E' + C02Z - C032/)' + (y' + co3a; - coiz)^
+

(z'+ coi2/ — co2a;)^];

expanding and simplifying w e have

2P= 2r+2G + 2V^,
wher©
T = i2m(a;'' + y'' + z''),
G = |2m[(co2Z — 03sy)' + (C03X — coiz)2 + (ony — oax)'],
V = 2m[a;'(co23 — cosy) + y'(cosX — coiz) + z'(coi2/ — co2a;)].
These ©xpr©ssIons can b© mt©rpreted as follows:
T Is simply the kinetic energy of the system in its motion
in relation to moving axes, x, y, z.
G Is the kinetic energy of the system in its rotation about
the instantaneous axis co (see Euler's formulae andfig.11)
and Is = Mk'(co'/2), where M k ' Is the m o m e n t of inertia
about the instantaneous axis. Fin3lly
V C3n be transformed as follows:
V = coi2m(2/z' — zy') + co22m(sa;' — xz') + oos^m(xy' — yx').
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But we have seen that
^m(yz' — zy') = Acoi,
'Em(zx' — xz') = Pco2,
'2m(xy' — yx') = Cco3,
are the projections of the impulse axis (seefig.12) P, or the
total moment of momentum; therefore, in view of the formula
of anal, geometry to which reference has just been made, w e
see that
V = co-P-cos (co, P ) .
In other words, V Is the product of the impulse 3xls, the
instantaneous angular velocity and the cosine of the angle
between them.
These separate items T, G and V axe not difficult to find
in most practical problems, as will appear from the following
examples:
Example 1. A particle of unit mass is constrained to move
in a vertical plane B (fig. 45) which has a given rotation, co,
about a vertical axis Z ; tJie only external force is gravity.

Fig. 45.
Let Z , 7, Z, he the fixed axes; w© shall tak©, as moving
ax©s, X, y, z, where z can b© dir©cted upward, x, perpendicular
to the plane, P, at any point. A ; and y parallel to the plane.
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The auxIHary axes, Zo, 7o, Zo, would be drawn through 0',
parallel to Z and 7, but they are not shown. Let 0' be anywhere on the axis Z and let 0-A = I. In applying Gilbert's
method we can see that the origin 0' not only has no translatory motion in regard tofixedaxes, but no motion whatever, relative to the latter. Therefore the cas© is of pure
rotation about a fixod point 0'; we hav© no funotlon K to
calcukt©. Th© potontlal function is, as usual, U = — gz.
N o w th© kinetic energy consists of thre© terms:
2 T = 2/'^ + z' (this is the kinetic energy as if the axes
X, y, z were absolute).
2 G = (P + 2/^)CO (this is the same as would be P = |(mr^)co,
or 2(co^/2); which is the kinetic energy of rotation of a particle
about the axis Z).
V = o)ly' (this will be ©vid©nt; co Is th© instantan©ous velocity, which, in this C3se happens to be permanent; ly' is the
same as mvl, that Is the moment of momentum of the particle
(in case of a system we would have had the impulse axis or
the resultant moment of momentum); the angle (co, P) is
clearly = 0, sine© both axes coincide).
The total kinetic energy will th©r©for© be
2 P = 2/'' -f z'' + (P + 2/')co2 + 2coZ2/'.
Finally the two Lagrange's equations, for z and y, will be
z" = - g ;
and
|(2/'+Zco)-2/co^=0;
that Is y" — o?y = 0.
From thefirstequation we have
z= -|^+Cii + I(72;
from the second, y = Csc"* -j- Cuer"'^; and these are the final
equations of motion.
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Example 2. Foucault's gyroscope. A spinning gyroscope
(fig. 46) is so arranged in its gimbals that its axis of spin can

Fig. 48.
move only in a horizontal plane. The balance is such that the
center of gravity of the wheel is exactly at the center of suspension,
that is at the intersection of Z with the axis of spin;findthe equations of motion under the action of the rotation of the earth, co.
Let X, y, z, he the principal axes of the gyroscope; z is th©
axis of spin, and th© m o m © n t of in©rtia about it Is = C, as
usual; A = B axe m o m o n t s of in©rtia about x and y. Through
the center, 0, let us draw a set of fixed axes, Z , 7, Z, so that
X and 7 are in the horizontal plane, in which the axis z is
constr3lned to r e m 3 m ; furthermore, let the 3xis Z be chosen
to coincide with the projection, on that plane, of the axis co
of rotation of the earth; this is clearly indicated on the sketches.
T h e angle a will evidently be the latitude. T h e Euler's angles
will be:
Ip, giving the Intersection Z i — 0 of the p k n e of the disk
with the horizont3l p k n e X — Y.
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9, the angle between ZO and zO; this is constant and = 90°
throughout the motion.
tp, the angle swept by any lin© xO, in th© plan© of the disk,
in a given time; so that dtp/dt is the veloelty of spin.
L©t us calculate the three parts of the kinetic energy, that
Is T, G 3nd V:
T (that Is considering the relative motion only). From
the motion of a body with one pointfixedwe know th3t
2T = Ao>i'-\- Bcoi'+ Cccs';
or, In our C3se (A = B ) ,
27= A(coi' -^ 002') -\- Coos',
but w e h3ve the following transformation formulae (seefig.26)
dip . . . ,d9
COl = -77- s m 9 s m tp -f- -j7 cos tp,
dip . ^ d9 .
<^2 = -jT sin 9 cos ^ — -^ sin tp,
dp^ a .dtp

Considering that 9 = 90° we have
COl = Ip' sin tp; Ui = ip' cos tp; C03 = tp';
whexehj 2T = AiP''' + Ctp'\
G is the kinetic energy I(co'/2), of the rotation of th©
syst©m X, y, z (Including the gyroscope) about the instantaneous axis of rotation, which is par3llel to the rotation of the
earth (mention has b©en m a d © b©for©, w h y It is possibl© to
transf©r rotations from one point to anqther). B u t h o w can
the m o m e n t of Inertia I he calculated in reference to this
axis CO ? T h e ellipsoid of inertia with regard to principal axes Is
Axi' + Byi' + Czi^ = 1
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(where a;i, yi, Zi, are the current coordinates of the ellipsoid;
see Bowser, Anal. Mech., pp. 443 and 444); or. In our case
A(x-^ + 2/1^) + Czi^ = 1. W e also know that the moment of
Inertia about any line passing through the center of ellipsoid
(for instance the line co) will be
I = A cos^ a-{- B cos^ jS + C cos^ y;
where a, /3, y are the angles of the line with the principal axes.
In our case I = ^(cos^ a + cos^ /3) + C cos^7; now y is the
angle between co and z, and can be immediately shown to be
cos 7 = cos a simp (by proj©ctIng co upon z). Then, again,
from the well-known formula of Anal. Geometry [see Bowser,
Anal. Geom., p. 261, form (2)] we have
cos^ a + cos^ |(3 + cos^ 7 = 1 ;
so that
cos^ a + cos^ /3 = 1 — cos^ y.
Substituting these expressions in our formula for I we have
2 = ^(1 — cos^ a sin^ ip) -{- C cos'a sin^ ip;
hence
2 G = (^'[A + (C - A ) cos^ a sin^ tp].
V; this is the product of the instantaneous velocity of rotation (in our case, co, the permanent rotation of the earth) by
the impulse axis, and by the cosine of the angle between them:
K = CO X P X cos (co, P).
The projections of the impulse axis on x, y, and z are (since
A = B ) Acoi, Aooi and Ccos; the latter Is (see transformation
formulae) = Ctp'; the other two components can be conveniently projected upon OZi (in the plane x — y), which
gives ^(coi cos tp — coi sin tp), which, in view of transformation
formulae, = 0; the same two components can also be projected upon 0-Z, which gives ^(coi sin ^ + co2 cos tp), which
in view of the same transformation formulae, = Aip'. It
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appears therefore that P Is the resultant of Aip' (along Z) and
of Ctp', (along z); hence its projection upon co gives
V = co(Aip' sin a + Ctp' cos a sin ip);
therefore the total kinetic energy will be
2 P = AiP'^ + Ctp'"- + oo'(A -^ ( C - A ) cos^ a sin^ ip)
+ 2o:(Aip' sin a + Ctp' cos a sin i/').
There are no external forces, since U and K axe both = 0,
because of the suspension at the center of gravity.
Hence the two Lagr3nge's equations:
d fdTX
dt \ dtp' J

dT
dtp

d /dT\

dT

; ) -dip
^^
dt\dip'J

(1)

«.

T h efirstof these gives
•T, (Ctp' + coC cos a sin ip) = 0
or
^' + CO cos a simp = k.

(2)

Instead of expanding the second equation (1), the following
artificial method will be used: T h efirstequation (1) will be
multiplied b y tp', the second by ip'; adding the products w e
have

d f ,dT , , d T \

d ( ,5f , , d T \

^

Th© s©cond term Is simply = dT/dt; hence, integrating,

Calculating separately d T/dtp' and dT/dip', multiplying them
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by tp' and •^' and adding, we hav©
AiP'"" + ^co •sma-ip' + Ctp''' + Ceo sin a sin ip-tp' = T-\-h.
Multiplying by 2 and substituting 2 P as originally ©alcuktcd,
w© hav© 3ft©r r©duction
AiP'^ + Ctp'' - o:(A-\- (C - A ) co,s2 a sin^ iP) = A.
N o w 03 can be calculated from the fact that one revolution of
the earth takes 24 hours or 86164 seconds; hence,

- = Mm-'''''''^
and th© squar©, o>', of this will be insignificant; therefore,
dropping the third t©rm, we have
AiP'^ + Ctp'^ = A;

(3)

substituting tp' from (2) and again dropping the term involving co^, we have
A^'' — 2Ckco cos a simp = f
(f being a new constant, absorbing k'). Here, assuming the
angle z O X — X, that Is putting

^ = |+X
we have
^,2
2Cko}
^
f
X —
. cos a cos X = ^ ,
which means pendular motion with a period

T=2'jrJy^
^C/cco cos a
(the reader, no doubt, knows that an equation

{^y=^(.^ostp-a)
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means pendular motion equivalent to a simple pendulum of
length I = 2g/s).
Th©r©for© th© axis of the gyroscope will oscillate about the
neutral position 0 - X ; w h e n the oscillations die out, due to
frictional and other resistances, the axis of spin will place
itself in the meridian plane, and will indicate true north; this
Is the principle of the gyro-compass.
O n the other hand w e were not limited in location of the
plan© X O Y (of th© motion of the axis of spin), whieh ©ould
hav© be©n dir©ct©d In any mann©r. T h e calculations would
have been the same, and the neutral position of the axis would
always tend to coincide with the direction of the axis of the
earth. Thus, if the axis of the gyroscope were free to m o v e in
a meridian plane, It wouldfinallys©t its©lf parall©! to the axis
of th© ©arth; Its angl© with th© v©rtlcal would then Indlcat©
th© latltud© of th© plac©.

C H A P T E R V.
Small Oscillations.
I. General Remarks.—Thefirstmention of vibratory motion was made In elementary kinematics (Bowser, Anal.
Mech., p. 276) in connection with the problem of a particle,
revolving in a circle, uniformly; it was shown that the linear
3cceler3tIon of the psrticle, along a diameter, varies directly
as the distance of the projection of the particle from the
center. Indeed, If co is the constant angular velocity and a
the radius of the circle, we have x = a cos 9, wh©r© x is th©
distance of th© proj©ction of the particle from the center
and 9 is the angle of the diameter with the radius drawn
from the center to the particle. Hence
dx
. d9
, . „
-7- = — a sm 9-rr = — dco sm 9;
dt
at
also
d^x
df=

d9
-a<^oos9^=-i.'x,

that is the acceleration is proportional to the distance x,
which Is exactly what we tried to show. Note the negative
sign, which shows that the acceleration is always directed
toward the center. Later, at the very beginning of Dynamics
(Bowser, Anal. Mech., p. 295) we had a somewhat similar
problem: find the motion of a p3rticle under 3ction of an
attractive force, varying as the distance of the particle from
the center of force. Assuming the mass to be = 1, and that
th© coefficient of proportionality of the force to the distance
Is /x (that is, at the distance x the attraction is = ixx), we have
(force = mass times acceleration)
d'x
^ = - M X ,
160

(1)
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the negative sign meaning that the force opposes the motion.
in other words showing the tendency of the fore© to diminish x;
Multiplying by 2dx and Int©grating w© h3V©
["^^J = Ka'- x'). (2)
If a; = a Is th© extrem© trav©l of the particle, the distance
from which the particle started when t was = 0, then — (dx/
V a ' — x') = l/,utZi, the negative sign being selected because
x decreases as t Increases. Integrating from t = Q to t = t
we hav© cos~^ (x/a) = Vu,-t or
t=--=- cos-^ -. (3)
V p.

a-

so that when x = a, t = Q; also when .t = 0, i = x/2i/'/x,
which is th© tim© of on© trav©l from ©xtreme position to the
center. Having passed the center, where th© accel©ration is
= 0 (from (1)) and wh©r© the velocity is maximum and
= aV^i (from (2)), the particle will travel the same distance
on the other side, until the velocity is again = 0 and the
acceleration is again maximum and equal — p,a. So that the
particle will oscillate between the two positions + a and — a;
the time required for the particle to travel to the other extreme
and back Is evidently^four times the value just found, t= x/2l/;u.
It is called complete period of oscillation, T, so that

2^ = 2x4=) (4)
Vix
or, since from (1) g, is equal to the acceleration divided by
the extreme deflection, we have

A

lextrem© d©flection
acceleration

The form (5) should not mislead the reader: it is exactly
equivalent to (4) and therefore shows that the period is
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independent of the extreme deflection taken by itself, but
depends only upon the value of the constant p,. A superficial Inspection of (5) might suggest a certain doubt as to
this being true, until the matter has been thought over. But
the form (5) is useful in applications of the following nature:
1. A weight of 10 lbs. rests on a smooth horizontal plane,
between two pins, to which it is connected by springs (Fig.
47). The springs are such that a displacement of 1 inch either
11vvvvvvvvv^^AA^^^^^]-vvvvvv\A/vvvvM1
Fig. 47.
way calls out an elastic resistance of 2 lbs.; that of 2" causes
the resistance of 4 lbs., etc. Find the complete period of
oscillation of the weight, If pulled to one side and let go.
W e know that the period will be Independent of the displacement (alone), but to check this up we shall calculate the
period for, say, a deflection of 1" and that of 2". If the
displacement is 1", the force called into play is 2 lbs. N o w
the mass of 10 lbs. is 10/32.2 and therefore the acceleration
corresponding to the deflection of 1" will be = force/mass
= (2 X 32.2)/10; the deflection is = 1" or 1/12 ft.; so that
the complete period will be

^ = 2 ^ a'i2 X ?X°32.2

"'• •^^'"'^-

Now if the deflection Is 2", we have an Identical result: here
the deflection is 2/12 or 1/6 ft. The 3Cceler3tIon is = force/
mass that Is (4 X 32.2)/10; so that the period
= .73 sec.
= 2 x J _ l X 10
X 4 X 32.2
\ 66 X
2. A 5-lb. weight hangs on a light spring; each additional
pound stretches the spring one-half an inch. Find the com-
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pl©t© period of oscillation of the 5-lb. weight. Here we can
use either the form (5) or the form (4). The latter can be
applied as follows: tofindp. we only have to remember that
at the distance x the attraction is px; for Instance, if under
5-lb. load the stretch Is x ft., then under 6 lbs. it will be
x + (1/24) ft.; or
5 = p:x,

&=p(^x+~y
whence p. = 24. Hence the period T = 2x/l/24 = 1.28 sec.
In practical applications it is often required to find n, th©
numb©r of compl©t© oscillations per second, or N , the number
of complete oscillations per minute. It will be clearly seen
that
1 , 1
n = -jp, also that

.T 60
N = -^r,

n Is often called frequency of oscilktion.
In th© abov© probloms and in th© ©quatlon (1) w© have
shown that, if the force is exactly proportional to the displacement, the period is independent of th© latt©r and th©
main problom of the theory of oscillations, which is to find
the period, is then comparatively simple. All we hav© to
r©m©mb©r (and this should b©firmlycommitted to memory)
is that
d'x
df = - ' ^

and
(JT='^^"'-^')
mean exactly the same thing, namely simple harmonic motion
X = a cos Vfii (from (3)) with the period T = 2x/ V/I.
Th© r©ad©r must learn how instantly to write the period of
any such oscillation as (a' + U')tp" + cgtp = 0, which Is
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P = 2x -^(a' + b')/cg; and in general it would be well for
him to revise the usual methods of solution of the following
important differential equation
d'x
a-T^-\- bx = 0

(same as (1));

he would then see that the general solution of this equation Is
X = A sin •^~/a)t + B cos •^(b/a)t, where A and P are
constants. H e would also se© that this form can be easily
transformed Into x = ,M sin (•^(b/a)t + N ) , wher© M Is ©ailed
amplitude of motion and N is a characteristic known as phase;
so that the solution in either form means pendular or sinusoidal
or simple harmonic motion.
H o w tremendously was increased the difficulty of the problem w h e n the force is not exactly proportional to the disp!3c©m©nt was shown lat©r, in th© problem of the simple
pendulum (Bowser, Anal. Mech., p. 351). W e found that
the period of such a motion cannot be found at all by integration. T h e expression of dt can b© r©duc©d to EUiptl© Int©grals,
whi©h form th© subj©©t of a special branch of mathem3tlcs,
highly interesting 3nd most useful In 3pplications.
However, dealing with the problem of the pendulum, w e
limited ourselves to the special case where the oscillations
considered were very small (4° or 5° each way), whi©h m a d e
it possible to Introduce certain simplifying assumptions, to
r©j©ct certain quantities, as insignificant, under our limitation)
etc. In view of these assumptions w e finally derived the
well-known formula P = 2x '^•(l/g), where P is the period
of a complet© (double) oscillation of the pendulum, and I is
Its length (in feet), g being the acceleration of gravity (= 32.2
ft. per sec.^). For greater amplitudes of swinging this formula
is, of ©ours©, absolut©ly worthless: the reader will readily
Imagine that the period can be anything up to (and including)
infinity (for the case where the pendulum is allowed to swing
180° each way). T h e aecompanying curve (Fig. 48) shows
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the rapid increase of the coefficient before the square root,
corresponding to in©r©asing amplitudes. It should be remarked here that in problems on oselllatory motion it is often
customary to ©xpr©ss the solution not as period of osellktion.

60°
iao° 180°
Fig. 48.
T, but as length of equivalent simple pendulum, I. T h e period
always com©s out to b© som© such expression as 2' = 2x Vilf;
then all w e have to do is to equate this to P = 2 x '^(lig), and
to solve for I, which, then. Is the required length of equivalent
simple pendulum.
N o w the problem of the simple pendulum was thefirstexample of the exceedingly large and Important class of problems
k n o w n as small oscillations. Her© w e purposely limit ourselves
to th© small amplltud©s, so that all arcs, velocities and displacements will be necessarily very small; their squares or
products will be negligibl©; the sines of small angl©s will be
replaced b y the arcs proper, etc.
W e shall illustrat© th© principl© of small oscillations on th©
following ©xampl©s:
Example 1.—A homog©n©ous h©mlsph©re p©rforms small
oscillations on a rough (no sliding) horizontal plan©; find th©
motion (Fig. 49). Let G he th© center of gravity of the
hemisphere, C G = c, and the radius = r; the angle N C A
will be denoted 9. Since N is the instantaneous center of
rotation w e can take m o m e n t s (due to rectifying action of
12
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gravity) about it. Let k be the radius of gyration of the
hemisphere about its ©©nt©r of gravity G. Th©n th© radius
of gyration about N will be ©alculat©d by taking Into account

th© square of the distance G N (see Rad'ius of Gyration, Bowser,
Anal. Mech., p. 435). Remembering now that moment of
ineHia X angular acceleration = acting moment, we can write
m(k' + GN')9" = - mgc sin 9.
N o w this equation is absolutely exact; but since we limited
ourselves to small oscillations we can simplify it by assuming
that G N is practically — r — c; also that sin 9 = 9, the arc 9
being very small. Hence
[F + (r - c)']9" + gc9 = 0,
so that the period Is

P = 2xJ^SE^Z.
\

eg

Inspection will show that k' + c^ = square of the radius of
gyration about C, which can be shown to be (2/5) r^; also c
can be found = (3/8) r, so thatfinallyP = 2x V(26/15)(r/^);
this result will not hold good for any but small deflections
from neutral position.
Example 2.—The theory of the Dynamic Balancing M a chine, originated by the author, involves the following problem
(Fig. 50): a heavy loaded beam, whose one end is hinged at
A and the other is supported by the spring S, can perform
small osollktlons in a v©rtical plane. Find the period. The
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m3ss of the beam is M , its moment of inertia about A is Mk',
k being the radius of gyration, and the distance of its center
of gravity from A Is b. Let the initial deflection of th© spring
und©r its load b© = 5. Th© syst©m is slightly disturbed

through a small amount x (and a small angular deflection tp)
and let go. The force W acting on the spring when deflected
through 5 will result In a moment 'JVl = M g b about A ; when
deflected through another small amount x, this will Increas©
by th© amount

w'±^i-wi = ^,
which is then th© acting moment, opposing the deflection, and
can be written = — mg(bx/b); now, since the acting moment
= moment of inertia X angular acceleration, we have

- Mgj = Mk'tp".
Here the simplifying hypothesis is that, since the oscillations
are small, we ean assume x = ipl, whence tp" = x"/I; substituting Into the result just found we h3ve

-Mg^=MP^p
so th3t x" + (gbl/k'b)x^, whence T = 2-K^(k'b/gbl); writing this as P = 2x 'y(b/g) • •^(k'/bl) we can see that if w e
simply assumed the spring to vibrate under its own load, and
due to its initial deflection 5, the result would be only.
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P=2x'V5/g (see similar problem above). But since the
beam oscillates about A, this brings into play an important
coefficient '4k'/bl, depending upon thre© other factors, characterizing the system. Since th© beam in question is very
heavy and the deflection 5 Is always very small, the oscillation
cannot very well be any other but ©xc©©dingly sinall, so that,
©ontrary to example 1, we do not have to emphasize the imposed limitation, the conditions of the problem take care of
this automatic3lly.
L3ter on these two e3sy problems will be solved by 3pplylng
3 different method.
In general, therefore, the problem of small oscillations
Involves a certain amount of experience in introducing simplifying 3Ssumptions.
W e sh3ll now show th3t by 3pplying Lagrange's equations
we can make this work much more uniform, almost mechanlc3l.
Only oscllktions about the position of equilibrium will be
considered here; while in more advanced book Is likewise
included the problem of oscillation about steady motion.
11. T w o important principles of equilibrium wiU now be
established.
(a) W h e n we have equilibrium, the potential funetlon U Is

constant; or, in other words, partial derivatives of U with
reference to any small displacement from the position of
equilibrium are = 0. This will be readily understood: from
the integral of kinetic energy w© hav© 'T = U -\- h, wh©r© T
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Is th© kin©tic ©n©rgy, U th© potontial function, and A is a
constant (arbitrary). Therefore, in equilibrium, where the
kinetic energy Is = 0, the function U will naturally be constant. Thus for a pendulum (Fig. 51) in general U = mgi
cos tp, which for the position of equilibrium is simply U = mgs.
A practical way of looking at it is that when the pendulum
Is at rest, then no infinitesimal later3l displacement will
consume or produce any work at the expense of the fore© ol
gravity: all such infinitesimal displacements can be onlj
horizontal, say Oa or Ob, 3nd therefore the function U wlli
remain constant.
(b) The second important principle, established by Lagr3nge
Is that for a position of stable equilibrium the potential funor
tion U must be not only constant, but at the same time
a maximum. There exists a rigid proof of this propositior
but we shall omit It here and the working of this princlpk
will be explained by reference to the following typical problem
A particle (Fig. 52) whose weight is M is attracted towarcj
the centers A and B by means of springs A M and B M whose

Fig. 52.
constants are X and p (that is the force of attraction Is X X AM
and p X B M respectively); the particle is constrained tc
move about a fixed center 0 on radius c, 0 being midwaj
between A 3nd P. Find the position of equilibrium, alsc
establish whether such equilibrium is stable or unstable?
Assuming tp to be the angle between A O and the preseni
position O M , let us form the expression of virtual work ol
such a system for any small displa©©ment of M in Its rot3tion about 0, say moving downward. W e have already founc
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the expression of elementary work dW for this system, starting
from th© following (page 26)

dW =^ - XAMdAM - pBMdBM + Md(c sin tp);
here th© last t©rm of th© s©cond part Is the virtual work due
to gravity; the sign — before the first two terms means, same
as before, that the attr3ction opposes the Incr©3s© of th©
distanc© from the attractive center; if there is any ambiguity
as to whether this is increase or decrease, the geometric conditions will at once put this straight. Finally the following
was found
dW = c[a(p — X) sin ^ + ilf cos tpjdtp = dU.
T o find the maximum (or minimum) value of U we equate
to 0 this expression of d U which gives
tan tp

M
a(X — p ) '

T ofindwhether this Is maximum or minimum we differentiate
once more
d']^^ = c[a(p — X) cos tp — M sin tp]dip'
= c[a(p — X) cot tp — M ] sin tpdtp';
considering the value of tan tp just found, the expression in
square brackets [ J will be always negative,

= -~(p-\)'-M,

so that the value of sin tp will decide the condition of stability
if the value of tp, found from
M
—^—
«(X — p)
is < X, the second derivative will be negative and there will
be stable equilibrium. Otherwise, when ^ is > x, the equilibrium Is unstable.
tan tp =
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W© shall now som©what ©nkrg© our conception of potential
function U. This has been defined as function of coordinates,
such, that its derivatives with respect to coordinates give the
value of corresponding forces, as for instance dU/dx = X ox
dU/dtp = $, etc. But the function U m a y have contained a
certain constant, C, so that a more general way would have
been to write ?7 + C, where C m a y be any constant, and of
course drops out In differentiation. For instane© for a pondulum we simply had U = mgs cos tp; this really should have
been written U = mgs cos tp -\- C (where C Is a perfectly
arbitrary constant, positive, negative or zero); this was not
done simply because we were always concerned only with
derivatives of U, In which C does not enter; in other words
we heretofore implied the assumption ( 7 = 0 . But hereafter
we sh3ll assign a definite value to C: we shall select It equal to
minus the maximum value of U, so that Umax + C = Umax
— Umax = 0; In other words we shall seleet C so that the
maximum value of Z7 is = 0 ; and therefore all other values
of ,Z7, viewed in this light, are negative. Consider for instance,
an ordinary physical pendulum (Fig. 51). Here C is chosen
= — mgs, so that the maximum value of U is zero; the increase of tp means decrease of the value of (U -{- C), that Is
mgs ©OS tp — mgs, untilfinallyth© valu© ^ = x is r©ached, in
which case Umin = — 2mgs. This also means equilibrium,
but it is unstable. For stable equilibrium the value of U must
be maximum; and we have chosen this maximum value = 0;
of course, so far as stability Itself is concerned, any value of C
would answer, but the object of selecting C so as to have U
negative, or at the most = 0, will appear presently.
The physical pendulum Is a system with one degree of
freedom; as an example of a system with two degrees of
freedom we shall consider a double pendulum (Fig. 53), for
which the expression of U is mg(l cos tp -{- b cos tp) + M g s X
cos tp -h C (check this by considering the elevations of the
center of gravity of each rod). Here, again, the constant C
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will be chosen so that In the lowest position C7 = 0. This
will be the stable equilibrium and It will be seen that any other
position, corresponding to any change oi ^ ox 4' will mean
negative U, so that h©r© again the condition of stable equilibrium means maximum U; when tp and ip axe both = x, we
have unstable equilibrium, so that the slightest displacement

Fig. 53.
will upset such a system, but will not result in its ©oming
back to the former position, as would be the case for stable
equilibrium, where U is maximum (even if this maximum Is
but = 0). Limiting ourselves to the simplest problems,
involving permanent constraints (so that the kinetic energy
Is merely a quadratic function of the generalized velocities q'
etc.; see (4') and (4") Chapter II) we shall study the effect of
very small displacements, such as g from the position of equilibrium. Only systems with one and with two degrees of
freedom will be here considered.
III. Systems with one degree of freedom (for instance a
pendulum). W e shall consider the effect of giving such a
system a slight displacement, g, from its position of equilibrium. Since, according to (4'), Chapter II, the expression
of kinetic energy can be thrown into the following shape
2P.= i>(g) X q'\ (4') Chapter II
where $(g) is a function of q only, and constants (but does
not involve g'), we can readily see that, (1), The kinetic energy
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Itself is very slight, since all velocities In 'S(mv'/2) axe very
small; also, (2), the displacement g is small, in accordance with
the very nature of our problem; therefore, (3), the generalized
velocity q' must likewise be small.
N o w suppose that the function $(g) is developed by Maclaurin's formula (Bowser, Calculus, p. 83),
y = f(.x)=f(0) + xf'(0)+ ...,
so that
*(g) = *(0) + g$'(0) + ••-.
N o w we shall neglect the term g$'(0) and will licep only the
first term 4>(^)> so that instead of the above expression
22' = $(g) X g''
we shall have simply
2 P = $(0)Xg''
(dropping higher terms). Here $(0) is function of g no longer
and this is precisely what we tried to accomplish. It is not
always necessary to actu3lly develop $(g) since the S3me
result can be obtained by inspection; but the main object
must be constantly kept In mind: the expression of T must
be thrown Into a form th3t does not Involv© q but only g'.
The above expression 2 P = $(0)g' Is generally written
simply as
22^= aq'\
(1)
This is ourfirstequation. The second can be obt3ined by
developing the expression of U (which as we know Is a function of g only) by Maclaurin's theorem
U = F(q) = P(0) + gP'(O) + |P"(0) + • • •.
In this series P(0) = 0 because we agreed to adjust the constant C so that U is always = 0 In ©quilibrium (that is wh©n
^ ig = 0); lik©wis© th© t©rm gP'(O) is = 0, because in the posi-
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tion of equilibrium (that is when g = 0) the value of U Is
maximum, so that the first derivative vanishes and the
second derivative is negative. FinaUy, dropping higher terms,
we have U in the following form

where b Is properly determined from (q'/2)F"(0) = — (bq'/2).
In other words w© hav© outlined the possibility of expressing
the potential function as constant times the square of the independent coordinate q. If this can be written down by inspection, the reader should by all means do so. H e must satisfy
himself that. In actual practic©, if th© d©fl©ctIons are small,
and reekonod from th© position of equilibrium as zero, then
U will always ©ome out to b© a homog©n©ous quadrati© function of g. Tak© for instanc© a w©ight on an elasti© string:
let the mass be m and the constant of the string = X (that is
a stretch of x means resistance of Xa; lbs.). The potential
function Is found by computing the ©xpr©ssion of ©l©mentary
work

d W =^ — \xdx + mgdx,
so that
Xa;^

U = — - Y + rngx + C,
whloh is not a quadr3ti© function; but in position of ©quilibrium w© hav© evidently X.r = mg. To avoid confusion
let this value of x be designated 5, so that \b = mg oxb = mg/\.
In other words what we had designated as x will now be made
up of two parts: x = 5 + z, where z is the varying coordinate
and 5 simply characterizes the position of rest: a; = 5 when
z is = 0.
N o w substituting the value of x just found into the above
©xpr©ssion of U (and rem©mb©ring that X = mg/b) we hav©

U= -'f^(b' + z') + C.
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We have agreed once for all to select the constant in such
a way that ?7 is = 0 when z = 0 (position of rest). So that
finally
U - -"^z'
25 '
which is a quadratic function of the independent coordinate.
This happens every time w© limit ours©lv©s to small dispkcements and reckon them from the position of rest. T o
return to the equ3tIons (1) 3nd (2): applying Lagrange's
method, instead of
dt dq' dq ~ dq '
we hav© simply
aq" = - bq,

(3)

which is the required differential equation of the sm3ll oscillation in question. The reader will see at once that It is the
same as the well-known differential equation
^ , 2 2 = 0
dx'^

y

'

of which the integral'isy = A cos (rx + B ) ; or. In our case,
g = a cos (rt + j8),

(4)

where r' = b/a and a and j3 are constants to be determined
from Initial conditions. As a rule we are not interested in
them as much as we are in the constant r. The equation (4)
means periodic motion with the period P = 2x/?-. Indeed,
to the value of t we can add any Integer, n, multiplied by
2x/r and the result will be the same: thus
g = a cos (rf + /3) = a cos r(~-^t j+ /3

= a cos

Trfw^+n + Zsl == etc.
a cos •••;
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in other words g passes through the same value every 2x/r
seconds. N o w ,findingsuch periods of oscillation is precisely
our problem. W e shall always m e a n double or complete periods.
So that, in order to apply Lagrange's method to the problem
of small oscillations w e have to (1) express P as constant times
g' ; and (2) express U as constant times q'; after which the
usual applieatlon of th© m©thod l©ads to 3n ©qu3tion from
which m C3n be seen at a glance, thus solving the problem.
B y w a y of illustration w e shall check the well-known formuk
of the simple pendulum, P = 2x ^l/g (Bowser, x'\.n3l. Mech.,
p. 353). W e sh3U suppos© that the length of the pendulum
Is I and its mass = m . Let the small deflection from the
position of rest be tp, so that the current angular velocity
will be tp'. This small deflection tp will be our generalized
coordinate (same as g); and the kinetic energy will be
2T = mv'= m(lip'y = ml'tp'''.
On the other hand the potential functibn U will be ?7 = mgz
+ C = — mgl(l — cos,tp), or, developing cos tp by Maclaurin's
formula (Bowser, Calculus, p. 86) and dropping higher terms
w e hav© cos tp = 1 — (ip'/2); so that U = — mgl(ip''/2). Ther©for© our only Lagr3nge's equ3tion will b©

d
|(m/V) = ~ ( - m ^ l | )
dt

or

'P" = -f<P,

wh©nc© tp = a cos ('y(g/l)t + P), — pendular motion of which
m is = •^g/l so that the period will be 2" = 2x/m = 2x V^/g,
which is the required formula.
For ready reference w e shall give a few expansions, well
known from calculus.
Ill general
y = fix) = f(0) + f'(0)x + f"(0) §+••-,
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so that
sin a; = a; — TT- -j- • • • (for small values of a; sin a; = a;),
cos X = 1 — — + • • • (often simply taken = 1),
tan a; = a; + ;^ + • • • (for small values of x tan x = x),
x'
se© X = 1 + — +

• • • (oft©n simply tak©n = 1).

Example 1.—Rooking h©misph©r©. Fig. 49. Th© h©Ight of
th© ©©nt©r of gravity G abov© the plane is z = r — c; cos 9; so
that the potential function will be Z7 = — mgz -\- C = mg X
(r— c cos 9) + C; here C is selected so that the maximum value
of U (when ^ = 0) is = 0; in other words the constant C is
m3d© = mg(r — c) and finally U = m^c (cos 9 — 1 ) or, In
view of th© ©xp3nd©d formula of cos w© hav©

U = - mgc-^.
This corresponds to the equation (2) in the general theory:
U = — bq'/2. So far as the kinetic energy P is concerned w©
hav© T = I(co'/2) or 2 P = 19'' = m(k' + (r - c)')9'' (see how
th© mom©nt of In©rtia was found b©for©). This ©orresponds
to th© ©quation (1) of the general theory: 2 T = aq'. Hen©©,
applying Lagrang©'s ©quatlon, or simply by (3) w© have
aq" = — bq ox m(k' -j- (r — c)')-9" = — mgc9, the same equation as we had before.
In this and the following easy examples the answer ©ould
hav© b©©n written almost without any calculations, which
are given here only for the sake of making matters absolutely
clear for the beginner.
Example 2.—A weight mg is suspended on a vertical coil
spring of which the characteristic is X (that is an elongation x
calls into play a resistance of \x lbs.). Find the period of
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the small oscillation of the weight when disturbed from its
position of rest and let go.
Supposing that the small deflection from position of rest is z
w© hav© th© following ©xpression of kmetic energy
2 2'= mz''\
The potential function, as was shown abov© (see page 175), is
TT ™5' 2
(where 6 Is the initial stretch due to load Itself).
So that instead of
d^dT_dT_dU
dt dz' dz
dz
we have m z " = — mgz/b which means that the period will be
T = 2'wVb/g, which we had before.
Example 3.—Oscillating beam. Fig. 50. Here we shall take
as Independent coordinate the angle tp, ch3r3cterizlng the
defiection from horizontal position. Therefore the generalized
velocity will be tp'; and If the moment of inertia Is = M k '
then the expression of kinetic energy will be 2 P = Mk'tp' .
N o w , the expression of elementary work will be

dW= - XXdX-}- Mg^ dX
or
\ V2

r,

U = - ~ + M g j X + C,
wher© Z Is th© total tr3v©l of th© b©3m ©nd from the no-load
position of the spring.
W h e n the beam is at rest the load on the spring is = M(gb/l)
and is resisted by X5, where 5 is the initial defleetlon of the
spring; so that in thefirstplace X = Mgb/lb; and then Z = 5 + a;
where x is the characteristic small deflection of the end
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of th© beam from its neutral position, 5 being merely a constant
quantity. Substituting in the above expression of U we have
[/ = - ^ (5 + a-)' + ^ (5 + a;) + C

or, with suitable adjustment of the constant C

U=-^x'
^

2lb

'

now X = Itp, so thatfinallyU = — (Mgbf/2lb)ip', whereby
Lagrange's equation
d_dI[_dT^_d_U
dt dtp' dip dtp '
or In our case
Mk'tp" = - M^-^tp,
which means periodic motion with the period
IP5
P = 2x -^'
gbl
or 2x1/(5/(7) (k'/bl), whieh is th© r©sult w© had b©fore.
Example Jf.—^A partlcl© of mass m Is attached to two points
A and B by two elastic strings whose constants ar© X and p
and whos© natural l©ngths ar© P and I. Th© distance between
A and B is such that when the particle is in equilibrium the
respective initial stretch of strings is, respectively, A and 5.
Find the period of this small oscillation (Fig. 54).
The kinetic energy will be evidently given by
2 P = ma;''.
In order to find the potential function U let us find an expression of elementary work. If the distance x be taken as
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indep©nd©nt coordlnat©, the pull exerted by the right string Is
p(l -\- b — x); that exerted by the left string is X(Z + 5 + A

Fig. 54.
— x). So that the elementary work will be
dW = p(l-\- b- x)dx - X(.' + 5 + A - x)dx,
whence

U = -'^(l+b-x)'^-\(l+b-^A-x)'+C
and the Lagrange's equation will be
ma;" = — x(\ -\- p) -\- A.
The solution of this differential equation will consist of a
trigonometric term plus a certain constant. The reader is
invited to investigate the nature of this constant. However
this is quite imniateria! forfindingthe period, which will be,
ac©ording to rules given above.

2x

NX + M

The reader will check this result by forming ne-vi ©quations,
wh©r© X has b©©n m©asured from th© position of equilibrium,
and not from one of thefixedpoints.
rV. Systems with two degrees of freedom of which a typical illustration is the double pendulum. Fig. 53. Here each
pendulum has its own period of oscillation, both periods being.
In general, different from those corresponding to each pendulum
swinging separately. The general treatment of the problem
Is similar to that of the previous ©as© of on©-d©gr©e fr©edom:
all dispkcements 3re small and measured from the position
of rest as zero. There will be two independent coordinates.
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say gi and g2, corresponding to the two-fold freedom of the
system. The expression of kinetic energy for small displacements (and therefore small generalized velocities qi
and g2') will be given by a homogeneous quadratic function of
generalized velocities, such as
2P=agi"+2&gig2+cg2''. (1)
Likewise the potential function U will be given by a homogeneous quadratic function of the generalized coordinates gi
and qi, such as
U =

- ^ (aqi' + 2 ^gig2 + 7g2') •

(2)

This expression cannot very well contain any constants
because ?7 = 0 for gi = 0 and g2 = 0; neither can it contain
any terms offirstdegree in gi or g2 because for gi = 0 and
g2 = 0 the potential function ?7 is a maximum (compare with
explanation for one-degree freedom).
Higher terms are neglected in expressions for both T and U.
Having T and U we can write down Lagrange's ©quations
for both coordinates gi and g2
d dT
dT
dt dqi' dqi

dU
dqi

d dT
dt dqi

dU
dqi

dT
dqi

(3)

this will mean in view of (1) and (2)
aqi" 4- bqi" = - (agi + /3g2),

(4)
&gi" + cg2" = -. (^gi + yqi).
The usual method of solution of these linear differential
equations of second order with constant coefficients consists
of assuming
gi = Pi cos (rt -\r k);

q-i = Pi cos (rt + k),

(5)

where pi, Pi, r and k axe constants. What we are Interested
13
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In 3re the values of r, of which as w© shall pr©s©ntly see there
will be two, ri and ri, and from which w© can determine the
required periods Pi = 2x/ri and P = 2x/r2.
In order tofindthe constants ri and ri let us substitute the
tentative solutions (5) into Lagrange's equations (4). W e
get
apir'. + bpir' = api + Ppi,
(6)
bpir' + cpir' = jSpi -j- 7^2Ellmln3tlng the ratio pi/pi we have an equation of second
degree in r'
(a - ar'')(y - cr') - (/3 - br')' = 0.
Among the four roots of this equation, it can be shown that
two values, ri and ri axe positive. They are the required
results.
Example 1.—-Find periods of small oscillations of the double.

Fig. 55.
p©ndulum. Fig. 55, consisting of two masses, m and mi, suspended by inextensible strings a and b.
Here the x, z ©oordinates of m and mi are.
X = asin9; xi = a sin 9 -}- b sin tp;
z = a cos 9;

zi = a cos 9 -\- b cos tp;
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so that

m'+m----'^':
also

( ^ - ) ' + ( j y = aV' + l V ' + 2 o M V cosfe- »)
and therefore the kinetic ©nergy is given by
2 P = ma'9'' + mi[a'9'' + 6V'' + 2ab9'tp' cos ( i p - 9 ) ] ;
while the potential function will be found from the foUowing
expression of elementary w o r k
d W = — m g sin 9d9 — mig sin 9d9 — m i g sin tpdtp.
(This can be written d o w n at once b y taking tangenti3l c o m ponents of the weight of e3ch m3ss, m 3 n d mi, 3 n d then b y
allowing the system a small displacement d9, maintaining tp
constant; also b y allowing a small displacement dipi keeping 9
constant; then adding the results.)
H e n c e the t w o Lagrange's equations.
d dT
dt d9'

dT
dU
d9 "' d9 '

dT
d dT
dt dtp' dtp

dU
dtp '

become

- 9 ) — bvii sin (tp — 9)ip''
a(m + mi)9"' + bmitp" cos (tp
+ (•m + mi)g sin 9 = 0
and
a cos (tp — 9)9" + btp" + a9'' sin (tp- 9) + g sin. tp =0.
S o far n o simplifying assumption has been introduced a n d
these equations are strictly correct, although m u c h too difficult
to integrate.
Limiting our problem to small oscillations w e shall replace
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the sines by corresponding arcs; also all cosines of small angles
we shall simply put = 1; likewise all terms involving squares
or products of velocities will be neglected. Hence
a(m + mi)9" + bmitp" + (m + mi)g9 = 0,
a9" + btp" + gc£. = 0.
Thefirstequation can be simplified by means of the second;
so that finally
am9" — migtp + (m + mi)g9 = 0,
a9" + btp" + ^ ( 9 = 0 .
Assuming the usual tentative solution
9 = pi cos (rt + k) and

tp = pi cos (rt + k)

wefinallyhave
amr' — (m + mi)g + ^2^19' = 0,
ar' + (br' — g)pi = 0.
From these equations we can find the two required positive
values of r : ri and ri. Considering the special case where
a = b and m = mi we have
ar' - 2g + pig = 0,
ar' + (ar' — g)p2 = 0,
so that r' = (g/a) (2 db V2); in other words
ri' = 3.414^,
a
whence the periods

r2'= .586^,
a

ri=2l=.541X2xJ^
n
\g'
2x . „
la
2^2 = — = 1.307 X 2x
ri
''g

It wIU thus be seen that the upper pendulum will swing much
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quicker and the lower much slower than what would be their
natural rate Po = 2x Va/g.
Again, if we have a pendulum of the length 2a, the rate
will be still slower, P3 = 1.414 X 2x-Va/^.
The investigation of the pendulum of Fig. 53 would lead
to rather complicated results; the theory of such a pendulum
is closely connected with the celebrated problem of Bell and
Clapper, so ably given by Dr. Slocum in his book The Theory
and Practice of Mechanics.
Example 2.—An Investigation into the subject of Dynarnics
of the Automobile has brought the author to the following
elementary problem: the Fig. 56 represents an imaginary

M
Fig. 56.
carriage, consisting of one tire P supporting a platform,
representing the so-called " unsprung" weight mg. The
" sprung " weight M g rests on the spring S mouijted on
the platform. If the platform is steady, the natural period
of oscillation will be

T == 2xV^,
where A is the initial deflection of the spring S under its load
M g ; this we had before. As a matter of fact, however, the
tire itself is elastic and the platform is susceptible to Its own
up-and down oscillations, although the elastic constant of th©
tir© is mu©h gr©ater (th© tir© being stiffer) than that of the
spring, say Xi = 15X, where Xi is the constant of the tir©
and X that of th© spring. It will thus b© seen that the problem
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is r©duced to a well-known problem of doubl© spring, as shown
on th© right, Fig. 55.
W e shall take as independent coordinates gi and g2 deflections of each mass m and M from its neutral position. Then
the kinetic energy is evidently given h j 2 T = mgi'' + Mqi'^.
In calculating the potential functipn U from the expression
of elementary work we shallfirstconsider the variation of gi
alone, quite disregarding g2; then th© variation of g2, although
allowing for th© fa©t th3t th© v3ri3tIon of gi m a y have dispk©©d th© zero of g2. For the upper spring s we have
t/i =

Xi-Ti^
2 ~ + '^S'^i + C^i'

where, as we had before, a;i Is the total streteh, in©luding the
Initial stretch 5 and the deflection gi Itself: a;i = 5 + gi.
Simplifying and selecting proper constant wefinallyhave
rr ™^ 2

Ui=-^qi'.
For the lower spring S we have

U i = - ^ - h Mgxi + CiIt should be observed here that a;2 3g3ln consists of two terms:
Xa = A + g2, wher© A is th© Initial str©tch of th© spring S
and g2 is th© -small displacement. But the zero-position itself
of M is dependent upon that of the support m of the spring S,
which itself is characterized by its coordinate gi. So that
inste3d of a;2 we sh3ll substitute a;2 = A + g2 — gi, which
after reductions and considering proper choice of d gives
f/2 = - ^ (gi^ + g2^ - 2gig2)
and the combined potential function is
mggi^
Mg
U == - -2g- - 2 ^ iqi' + qi - 2qiq2),
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so that the two Lagrange's equations In gi and ga will be as
follows:
mqi" = — Xigi + X(g2 — gi),
M q 2 " = - X(g2 - gi).
Dividing thefirstequation by m and th© s©©ond by M we ©ar
writ© th©m down as
gi" = — agi + b(q2 — gi),
g2 = - c(g2 - gi).
Th©s© ar© simultaneous differential equations of second order,
linear and homogeneous. Their solutions will involve foui
constants.
It is not unreasonable to suppose that such a motion In
g©n©ral will be rather compli©at©d. But let us see If we can
find such a mode of combined oscilktion in which each weight
will perform simple harmonic vibrations (up and down) oi
the same period and phase, although without restrictions as
to amplitudes. T o test this out let us suppose that the
solutions can be found in this form
gi = pi cos (rt + k),
qi = Pi COS (rt + k),
where gi and g2 are the distances from the middle position of
each weight; pi and pi axe the amplitudes; th© fact that r is
th© sam© m©anlng that w© s©©k that mod© of motion wh©r©
both p©riods will b© alik© (P = 2x/r); and k b©Ing th© same
In both equations meaning that th© phase is the same. In
other words that both weights will be in their respective
extreme positions, or, say. In their middle positions, at the
same time. If we differentiate the equations (8) twice with
r©sp©©t to tim© and substitut© in (a), th© cosines cancel out
and we have
— pir' = — api + b(pi — pi),
(7)
— Pi'r' = — c(pi — pi).
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Dividing by pi we can eliminate the ratio pi/pi, so that finally
r* - r'(a + 6 + c) + &a = 0.
This is an equ3tion of second degree In r^, which C3n readily
be shown to have two roots, r-i and ri, both real and positive.
This means that w e have obtained two distinct solutions of
the form (/S), each solution having its own constants p and k:
q\a = Pi COS (rit + k-f),
qib = Pi cos (rit + k2),
(5)
qia = Pi cos (rit + ki),
qib = Pi cos (rit + ki),
these* are the particular solutions • of the differential equations (a). The general solution will consist of these particular
integrals, superimposed:
gi = pi cos (rit + ki) + pi cos (rit + ki),
(e)
g2 = Pi cos (rit + ^i) + Pi' cos (rit + ^2),
where the four constants pi, pi, ki and fe ar© arbitrary
(d©t©rmln©d from initial conditions); whil© th© constants
Pi and Pi' axe not Independent but connected with pi and pi',
respectively, by either equation (7), say the second, whereby
Pi 0— ri' pi' c - ri'
— =
and —, =
.
(n
Pi
0
Pi'
c
It can be shown by theory of equations that this ratio will be
positive for one and negative for the other of the roots ri
and ri- So that gi and g2 m a y have the same sign or m a y be
opposite in sign, while being of the same period. The initial
conditions (that is the manner iii which the system is started
off) can b© s©l©cted such that one of the constants, say pi' is
= 0; then the other corresponding constant pi is likewise = 0
(by f); 3nd we have, instead of the general, more complicated
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motion, simply
gi = Pi cos (rit + ^i),
(d)
g2 = P2 cos (rit + ki).
It is easy to construct a m o d e l to demonstrate this sort of
vibratory motion; both weights can be m a d e to m o v e in the
s a m e sense, or in opposite directions, although with th© sam©
p©rIod; only in th© latt©r cas© th© period will be m u c h quicker
than In the former. This difference In the periods can easily
b e se©n from ©quations (f). Ind©ed, plaelng pi/p2 = A w e
have (since this m a y be either + or — ) ,
/•i^ = c + c A ,
ri = c — cA,
so that the periods will be Pi = 2x/ri and P2 = 2x/r2 respectively.
E x a m p l e 3.—This w a s likewise suggested b y the author's
Investigation Into dynamics of the automobile. T h e car-body
can have three m a i n degrees of freedom and, accordingly,
three m o d e s of oscillation: vertic3l or plunging, angular about
a longitudinal axis, or rolling; a n d a n g u k r about a transverse
axis, or pitching. Assuming, however, that w e have a twodimensional car, possessing only length a n d height, let us
find the periods of Its t w o oscillations. T h e sketch relative to
this m u c h s'mplified problem Is given in Fig. 57; a b e a m of
-2 a0. fc

"T^

Fig. 57.
mass m is supported by two identical springs A and P, the
constant of each spring being X (in other words X5 = half
weight of b e a m ) . Such a b © a m possosses t w o degrees of
freedom: It can vibrate vertically (independent coordinate z),
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and can also oscillate about the transverse axis C (ind©p©nd©nt
coordinate tp).
Therefore the expression of kinetic energy will be given by
2 P = mz' + mk'tp', wh©n k is th© radius of gyration about C.
Th© pot©ntial function U will consist of two parts, on©,
Ui, d©p©nding upon th© gravity; th© other, U2, upon the work
of springs, due to a virtual angukr displacement of the
system.
Forming expressions of elementary work we have
d'Wi — — 2X(5 + z)dz + mgdz,
henc©
Ui= - X(5 + z)' + mgz + Ci

or
Ui-

Xz'-

7z^

Also

dWi = - X(5 + x)dx + X(5 - x)dx;
hence
Ui —

X(5 + X)'
c)

X(5 - X ) '
2
"f" ^2

or
U2= - W ^

-^a'tp';

so that

U-

7(z^-t-aV).

The:Lagrange's equations will be

."=-|.

.nd

. " = - | S .

and the periods will be P, = 2x V5/2g and P^ = 2x '^(b/2g) • k/aAs a rule k Is always less than a, therefore th© fr©© p©riod of
plunging Is slow©r than that of pitching. But it Is possibl©
to artificially increas© this valu© of k as w©ll as to decrease a
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to the limit which m a y be imposed by practical considerations,
and thereby to make the period P^ much slower than Is the
usual case. The object of this is to increase comfort In riding,
which depends upon the period of pitching as well as upon
the linear acceleration at the extreme points of the car, A
and B, which m a y be even more remote than the distance of
springs proper from the centerplane C.
If the oscillation Is given by ^ = a cos (rt + e) wher© a is
th© amplltud© and r ©an b© calculated from T = 2x/r and is

r =

2g_ a
5 k'

N o w , the m a x i m u m angular acceleration can be found by deriving tp twice and by making cos (rt-\- e) = 1; so that
Vmax" = ar' = a

2g^
5 k'

and the maximum linear a©©©l©ration on th© distan©© a from^
th© ©©nter-plan© will b© proportional to a^, henc© th© furth©r
importance of reducing a.
Example 4- (Loney).—A uniform rod (Fig. 58) of length 2a,

Fig. S8.
can turn freely about one end, which isfixedon a vertical
axis. Initially the rod Is Inclined at an acute 3agle a to the
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vertical and is set rotating about the vertical axis with 3ngular
velocity co. Show that during the motion the rod Is always
inclined to the vertical at an angle which Is > a or < a
according as i^' is greater or less than 3(//4a cos a, and that In
each case Its motion Is included between the Inclination a and

cos; ^ [— n + yl — 2n cos a + n'].
where n = (aoo' sin^ ci)/3g. If the rod be disturbed, slightly,
when revolving steadily at a constant inclination a, show
that th© period of the small oscillation will be

P = 2 2xJ
. '

*"^'°'"

3g(l + 3 cos^ a)

Let, at 3ny time, t, the rod be inclined 3t the angle 9 to the
vertical; also let the plane through the rod and the vertical
be characterized by the angle tp from the initial position.
Consider an element of the rod, d^, at P, the distance from
0 being f. The mass of the whole rod being m, the unit-mass
will be m/2a; and the mass of the element d^ will be (d^/2a)m.
The circumferential velocity of P will be evidently = ^co sin 9
(In its motion about the vertical). The velocity of P in its
(possible) motion in the plane A O V will be = ^9', so that the
kinetic energy of th© ©l©m©nt d^ will b© glv©n by
2T = ^m(e9'^+ e(^'sin'9)
and that of th© whol© rod will b© giv©n by
2r = ^ (9'' + co^ sin^ 9) f" m = ^ (S'' + oo' sln^ 9).
Now th© pot©ntIal function U will b© easily found from the
elementary work of the c©nt©r of gravity of th© rod In displacing It up or down
U = mga cos 9 -\- C.
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So that Lagrange's equation for 9 will be
4ma^
o 9

2ma „ „ .
^ co'^ • 2 sm ^ cos 9 = — mg sm 9

or simply
9" - cc' sin 0 cos e = - 1^ sin 9. (1)
4a
Let us see under what condition there will be steady motion,
that is the angle 9 wiU remain constant (3nd equal its Initial
value a), or 9" will always = 0. Substituting this In (1) we
have, (9" = 0 when 9 = a), tJ- = Sg/ia cos a as condition
required.
If CO is different from this, the angle 9 will vary as follows:
multiplying (1) by 29'dt and integrating, also remembering
the initial conditions (9 = a, 9' = 0), we have
2 3gra/
9' =
1

a \

sin^ a\
3g
r-^-7 1 + j7- (cos 9 — cos a),

sm^ 9 J

2a

where the substitution has been made

the advantage of which will appear presently, or, otherwise
,2 3g cos a — cos ^ , „ „ , „ „ , , „
0 = TT
'T-i
(cos^ 9 - ^ 2 n c o s 9 - l + 2n cos a).
2a
sm'' 9
From this It follows that the rod wiU oscillate, because the
angukr velocity 9' becomes = 0, every time th3t 9 = a
(inlti3l V3lue) or when
cos^ 9 -\- 2n cos 9 — 1 -\- 2n cos a = 0,
that Is when
cos 9 = — n-\- ^l — 2n cos a-\- n'

(2)

(the sign — before the radical would give ©os 9 gr©ater than
unity and for this reason cannot be consId©r©d).
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L©t th© angl© d©fin©d by (2) b© = 9i; now 9i 5 a, that is
the rod will rise or fall from its initial position according as
cos 9i > cos a, I. ©., a©cordIng as

Vi — 2n cos a-\- n' S cos a+ n.
or
sin^ a > 4ra cos a,

or
sin^ a ^ aco' s\v? a
4 cos a
3g
'
th3t is 3ccording 3S
4a cos a
In other words according as th© initial velocity Is greater or
less than that for steady motion at the inclination a, previously
found, co^ = 3g/(4:a cos a).
This same expression of co enables us tofindthe period of
small oscllktions about It. For this value of co' In (1) gives
3g) / sin* a cos 9
sin9 ).
4a \ cos a sin^ 9

(3)

If we limit ourselves to small oscillations about a we can
place 9 = a-\- Ip where ip is small. N o w , expanding
sin (a + Ip) and cos (a + ip)
and considering that ip is small we have
sin 9 = sin a + ;^ cos a,
cos 6 = cos a — -p sin a,
which In (3) gives
iP" = ''^^^™" [(1 - iP tan a)(l-\-iP cot a)-^ - (1 + "A cot a)]
3g sin a , ^ ^ , ^
=
2
ip(4: cot a + tan a)
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or
,
Ip

3g(l + 3 cos^ a)
= — Ip

-.
4a cos a

on dropping squares of ip.
Hence the required period
4a cos a

4 3g(l + 3 ©os^ a)
This ©xampl© is ©sp©cially instructive. It will be noticed that,
although this system possesses reaUy two degrees of freedom,
the fact that co is ©onstant r©duc©s th© problom to one equation.
Problems Involving thre© or mor© d©gre©s of froedom are
treated in the same manner as those with two degrees: tentative solutions sueh as q = p cos (rt + k) axe 3ssumed and the
constants derived precisely as above, only Instead of the biquadratic equation (example 2) w e might have to deal with
equations of sixth or higher degree.
For instance the problem offindingthe periods of torsional
vibration of a 6-cylInder automobile crankshaft would lead
to an equation of seventh degree in r', some of its coefficients
being about a page long. It Is shown in the higher dynamics
that all such values of r' will be real; from the nature of the
problem w e might likewise expect these roots to be positive,
since negative roots r' would m e a n non-oscillating motion.
In engineering practice it would be sufficient to find two or
three lower roots, giving the gravest periods of oscillation.
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